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ABSTRACT
Statement

2f

~

problem.

The purpose of this investigation is

to examine the available literature concerning emotional disturbances
among young disabled readers.
consideration are:

Specific areas deemed significant for

(1) To identify the factors which have an influence

on reading disability.

(2) To determine the relationship between emo-

tional disturbances and young disabled readers.

(3) To identify and

describe certain characteristics of emotional disturbances among young

(4)

disabled readers.

To ascertain what conclusions can be drawn from

a research investigation concerning emotional disturbanoes among young
disabled readers.
Methods

!E&

procedures~.

This investigation is a library

research study in which the researcher limited the findings to literature
published relating to the subject from the years 1930 to 1967.

A review

of the findings was done with data being gathered from books, periodicals,
and pamphlets concerning authorities' opinions on emotional disturbances
among young disabled readers.
Summa!y

£!

findings.

Most authorities adhere to the concept of

multiple-causation factors in regard to the child's reading disability.
Opinions differ as to the relationship between emotional disturbances
and reading disability; whether emotional disturbances are the cause,
the effect, or concomitant with the reading disability has not been
agreed upon by experts in the field of reading.

However, emotional

vi
disturbances appear so frequently in cases of reading retardation that
they warrant detailed, individual investigation.
An infinite variety and complexity of personality disturbances
are apparent in many children with reading disorders.

These patterns

are all interwoven and act simultaneously to eventually bring <3.bout the
disability in the young reader.
The researcher recognizes an urgent need for specialists in
various areas, such as psychotherapists, to work closely with reading
specialists and classroom teachers in an effort to comprehend a.nd curtail
emotional disturbances in young disabled readers.

CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND EXPLJu'"'lATION OF TERMS USED
I.

STAT&1ENT OF THE PROBLEJ.'!

The purpose of this investigation is:

(1) To examine the avail-

able literature concerning emotional disturbances among young disabled
readers.

(2) To identify the factors influencing reading disability.

(3) To determine the relationship of emotional disturbanoes among young
disabled readers.

(4) To identify and describe certain characteristics

of emotional disturbances among young disabled readers.

(5)

To ascertain

what conclusions can be drawn from a research investigation concerning
emotional disturbances among young disabled readers.
Significance of the investigation.

Reading is one of the most

important functions in life, since virtually all learning is based upon
the ability to read.

Scott OIDell, a Newbery medal winner and an author-

ity in the field of childrenls literature, stated that reading is especially important to children.
It is the key which unlocks the gates of formal eduoation,
the means by which the wisdom of the past and the technology of
the present are made available. But it can do much more. Through
reading, a child may live another's life for a few hours. He
becomes Huck Finn and wrestles with the problem of laws that can
destroy freedom; or he is Johnny Tremaine and learns in the time
of the American Revolution how adversity may be put to good use;
or he is even the Indian girl, Karana, who must live her life
alone on a barren Pacific Island. ~ learning to identify with
others, to suffer or to rejoice as he encounters tragedy or joy,
he can develop a sense of empathy towards the life around him-""-"
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his fello! companions as well as the creatures of the world he
inhabits.
The child growing up in the American culture pattern is made to
feel that his chief task in school is to learn to read. 2 Yet, there is
substantial evidence concerning the deficiencies of todayls readers.
Robinson indicated that one of the acute problems of most schools today
is the poor reader.

Few school systems have made actual statistics

available, but it is estimated that ten to twenty per cent of the pupils
might be classified as reading problems.;
From a further scanning of the available literature, the researcher
also found:
•• Reading disorders are a major, if not ~ major, cause
of school failures. Those of us who see in our offices or
classrooms these deprived youngsters and their frustrated and
bewildered parents do not doubt that reading disorders constitute
a major disturbance. Startling indeed are the actual numbers
since perhaps as many as ;00,000 of the more than 2,000,000
school beginners will be retarded readers. Even if half accurate,
the incide~ce of such disorders outranks other major disorders of
childhood.
Another significant fact which came to the researcherls attention

lScott OIDell, "David: An Adventure with Memory and Words,"
PsycholoEY Today, I (January, 1968),42.
2Lillian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children to ~ (second
edition; New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1957), p. 61.
;Helen M. Robinson, ·Causes of Reading Failure," Educatiop,
LXVII (March, 1947), 422.
4A• Crawford Bost, "Introduction" (in Readin~ pisorders: !
Multidisciplinary Symposium, eds. Richard M. Flower, Helen F. Gofman,
and Lucie I. Lawson. Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Company, 1965), p. 1.

is that five to ten per cent of the children in an average classroom
today have emotional or adjustment problems.

The children in this group

are in conflict with themselves or others to the extent that they are
unable to mobilize enough of their resources to become productive, satisfied learners. 5

Albert J. Harris said, "Failure in school is in many

oases intimately connected with the child's total personal and emotional
adjustment."6
liRe search reveals that there is a high incidence of emotional
disturbance among children retarded in reading,' Nila B. Smith proclaimed. 7
Tinker felt that "emotional stability provides an essential
foundation for attaining the personal and social adjustment needed to
learn to read," and he further stated that lithe happy, well-adjusted
ohild who feels secure in the school situation will make the better
progress in learning to read. u8
studies have also shown that the incidence of maladjustments
among poor readers is significantly greater than

~ong

good readers.

Beoause in our culture reading is an essential developmental task,

5aarth J. Blackham, The DeViant Ohild in the Classroom (Belmont,
California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc~ 1907), p. vi.
6Albert J. Harris, Effective Teaching
McKay Company, Inc., 1962), p. 319.
~

£!

Reading (New York: David

7Nila B. Smith, !iesear.oh on Reading and the Emotions," School
Societl' LXXXI (January, 1955), 10.

8Miles A. Tinker, Teaching Elementa~ Reading (New York: AppletonCentury-Qrofts, Inc., 1952), PP. 35, 58.
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failure in reading often prevents adequate adjustment.
satisfactory substitute for success in reading.

There is no

A reading disability

is a disability in almost every area of learning. 9
In perspective of the aforementioned facts, statistics, and
comments by learned authorities in the field of reading, this researcher
deemed it highly significant to

ex~ine

the problem analytically and

determine the relationship of emotional disturbances among young disbled readers.

II.

EXPLANATION OF

TE~lINOLOGY

There is a confusion of terms which is plaguing all areas of
reading, and this confusion is often evidenced in terms of comprehension,
Therefore, a strong correlation exists among many of the following terms,
and depending to some extent upon the specific situation, they are often
used synonymously in reading literature.
Disabled reader.

The individual who is achieVing significantly

below his capacity for achievement and is a candidate for remedial
instruction; he possesses sufficient learning aptitude to read better
than he is now reading.

Bright children may be reading disability cases

since they have sufficient capacity to achieve much above their grade
placement.
Corrective reader.

A child whose capacity for achievement is

9Henry P. Smith and Emerald V. Dechant, Psychology ~ Teaching
Reading (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), p. 298.
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significantly greater than his current reading achievement level.

His

reading retardation, however, is not complicated by neurological difficulties, deficiencies in associative learning ability, or severe deficits
in his ability to concentrate, and therefore can be corrected without
the necessity of special learning techniques.
Corrective reading instruction.

Remedial activities carried on

by the regular classroom teacher within the

fr~ework

of regular class

instruction either to the entire group or to smaller subgroups, for the
purpose of remedying deficiencies in skill mastery that are interfering
with adequate achievement.
Remedial reader.

A pupil who cannot participate profitably in

classroom learning activities which involve the use of textbooks, and
needs separated instruction with a remedial reading teacher.
Remedial reading instruction.

Remedial activities taking place

outside the framework of class instruction, usually conducted by a
special teacher of reading; individual or small-group instruction normally
reserved for truly disabled readers.
Nonreader.

An individual who usually shows an adverse emotional

reaction to the reading situation because he has experienced repeated
difficulty and lack of success in reading; a severely disabled reader.
Superior reader.

A child with better than average intelligence

and a measured reading age of one year or more above his chronological
age; his reading grade level is higher than his grade placement in
school, even though he
progress.

m~

have been accelerated in his preVious school

6
Inferior reader.

A child whose mentality and approximately

equivalent chronological age are comparable to those of the superior
reader, but with a measured reading age at least one year below that of
the superior reader; in terms of academic potentialities--as indicated
by his intelligence quotient--the inferior reader has a reading accomplishment that compares very unfavorably with the reading achievement
of the superior reader.
Backward reader.

A child who for a variety of reasons fails to

grow in reading, becomes frustrated and discouraged, acquires unfortunate adjustment patterns, and becomes increasingly less able to learn.
Underachiever.

A broad classification of pupils whose reading

cannot be identified by comparing the score on an achievement test with
the national or local form.

Underachievers include the slow-learner,

the retarded reader, the bright underachiever, the reluctant reader, and
the culturally or socially deprived pupil.
Slow-learner.

The pupil with an intelligence quotient usually

ranging from 70 to 90 who learns at a rate slower than average in all
school subjects; some of these pupils read as well or even better than
could be anticipated by their mental age.
Retarded reader.

A child whose level of performance is not commen-

surate with his capacity, and one whose reading achievement is less than
that expected of his peer group; generally his intelligence quotient
ranges from 90 to 110.
Bright underachiever.

A pupil whose intelligence quotient is

7
above normal, perhaps ranging from 110 to 150, and may be reading as
well as the norm for his class or even above the norm, but not nearly
in harmony with his capacities.
Reluctant reader.

A pupil who obtains a reading score which is

in harmony with his capacities, but never chooses to read and apparently
obtains neither pleasure nor satisfaction from reading.
Culturally 2! socially deprived pupil.

A child who comes from a

home where there is cultural and language deprivation; these children
have recently become a vital concern of large cities to which their
families have migrated, although their problems have been present in
other parts of the country for many years.
Emotional disturbance.
deviation and maladjustment.

A term used synonymously with behavior
Descriptive of the child who is so thwarted

in the satisfaction of his needs for safety, affection, acceptance, and
self-esteem that he is unable to function efficiently intellectually,
cannot adapt to reasonable requirements of social regulation and convention, or is so plagued with inner conflict, anxiety, and guilt that he
is unable to perceive reality clearly or meet the ordinary demands of
the environment in \fhich he lives.
Limitations.

In order to do a selective yet comprehensive inves-

tigation of the topic, the researcher limited the findings to literature
published relating to the subject from the years 1930 to 1967 inclusively.

.---

As there was an overwhelming amount of material available

pertaining to emotional disturbances and the young disabled reader, the

8

material chosen was written only by authorities in the field which was
published in books, pamphlets, and periodicals.

This was an investiga-

tion of selected studies; no attempt was made to read!!! published
data concerning either reading disability or emotional disturbances.
Extensive use of facilities was made at the library of Wisconsin state
University, La Crosse, the public library of the city of La Crosse, the
Inter-Library Loan system, and a personal collection of books on reading.
It is acknowledged by the researcher that these aforementioned criteria
could have been an influence on the investigation's outcome.
Assumptions.

The following assumptions were held by the researcher

at the outset of this investigation:

(1) Teaching children to read is

the most important responsibility of the school
education depends upon it.

tod~

because all further

(2) The pressure placed upon children to

succeed academically, particularly in the vast middle class strata of
the United states, is appalling and has been repeatedly and painfully
observed in classroom teaching experiences by the researcher.

It is

felt that there may be a connection between this pressure and the fastrising reading disability cases.

(;) There is a mushrooming concern

about school failures, the majority of whom are diagnosed as disabled
readers.

(4) The presence of emotional maladjustments in cases of reading

disability appears to be large enough to cause concern.

(5) Many

~big

uous and false notions are fostered b,y educators concerning the role
pl~ed

by emotional disturbances in reading disability.

(6) It is hoped

that this investigation will clarifY the thinking as to the disabled

9
reader and those behavior deviations often manifested by him.
Treatment £f

~~.

A comprehensive investigation of the

literature concerning emotional disturbances among the young disabled
reader was surveyed in books, pamphlets, and periodicals.

Selected

characteristics of emotional disturbances are also presented in detail
as evidenced by the young disabled reader.

'-

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

It is now known that there is no single cause of reading disability.

Physical,

emo~ional,

environmental, pedagogic, and other factors

play variable roles in the etiology of reading failure.

An abundance of

literature is readily available concerning the factors influencing
reading ability, and the negative aspect of the problem, reading disability.

Some of these factors and a summary of the investigations under-

taken are presented in this chapter.
I.

FACTORS INFLUENCING READlllG DISABILITY

Authorities in the field of reading have set down composite lists
as determinants of reading ability.

Schonell stated the following factors

to be involved in reading ability:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

General maturity
Level of general intelligence
Abilities of visual and auditory recognition and disorimination of word patterns
Environmental factors
Emotional attitudes of interest, individual application,
and confidence l

From a pediatricians viewpoint, the factors to be considered in
identifying a child with a reading, writing, and spelling disorder

lFred J. Schonell, !h! Psyohology ~ Teaching of Reading (New
York: Philosophical Library, 1961), p. 24.
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appeared to be:

unrecognized dull-normal intelligence; unrecognized

hearing difficulties; unrecognized visual defects; speech and language
disorders; inadequate nutrition; inadequate rest; frequent changes in
school and home environment; chronic illness; physical handicaps; unrecognized seizures; physical and emotional maturity; and emotional
problems. 2
Bond and Wagner said:
The causes of extreme disability are the selfsame ones that
cause individual differences in reading progress. The child in
extreme trouble, ~ and large, is a child confused because of
poor learning. He has made unfortunate or meager learnings
because of physical, sensory, emotional, social, intellectual,
experiential, motivational, or instructional limitation, or any
combination thereof.;
The feeling of Dolch was that children dislike school and reading
because adults push reading too early and too rapidly onto a child.

4

Consider the following case:
David has been in the sixth grade for one semester. With his
last grade report, David's teacher told his parents that he was
failing in all his 'academic' subjects and that he should be
retained in sixth grade at the end of the year. David1s parents
and teachers have been unhappy with his sohool work for a long
time now and have wondered, since he seems like such a bright
boy, why he will not work harder to succeed in school. Succinctly
stated, the problems have been evidenced as follows:

~Ielen F. Gorman, "Identification and Evaluation: A Pediatricians
View" (in Reading Disorders: ! Multidisciplinary Symposium, eds. Richard
M. Flower, Helen F. Gorman, and Lucie I. Lawson. Philadelphia: F. A.
Davis Company, 1965), p. 11.
;Guy L. Bond and Eva B. Wagner, Ohi1d Growth JB J1.eadin£ (Chicago:
Lyons and Carnahan, 1955), p. 17.
4Edward M. Dolch, Problems
Garrard Press, 1948), p. 12.

~

Reading (Champaign, Illinois: The

12
1.
2.

).

4.

5.

His report card shows failing grades in all his 'academic' subj ects;
His classroom behavior is generally asocial, exhibiting
negative attitudes, aggression against his peers and
the teacher, and his one best friend is the class bully
who neither studies nor cooperates;
His parents despair of his future without formal education. They both went to college. They are harboring
the special dread that he really may be mentally
retarded, although, of course, they are very careful
not to mention this to other parents whose children do
so well in school;
The school principal has informed the parents that if
the boy returns next year, he must repeat sixth grade.
Since the parents have realized for some time that
David has not made progress in school as his siblings
did, they are doubtful that just repeating sixth grade
will solve the problem. They are conscious of the
fact that no mention has been made of finding out why
the problem persists. However, since their other
three children were successful in school, they have
misgivings about their son and their own shortcomings
and are not critical of the operation of the elementary
school.
Reading is an unmentioned cause of primary concern. 5

From the foregoing example it seems evident that in the diagnosis
and treatment of severe reading disabilities an acceptance of the concept
of multiple-causation factors is primary.

In fact, it is unusual to

find only one factor responsible for a child's reading dilemma.

Readi-

ness for learning in general, and reading in particular, is influenced
by a host of factors and conditions within the home, the school, and the
child as well.

The child's constitutional handicaps, emotional and

mental immaturities are hazards to learning and must be recognized.

5Miles V. Zintz, Corrective Reading (Dubuque, Iowa:
Co., Inc., 1966), pp. 1-2.

wtm. C. Brown
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Some important areas of concern selected for this investigation
are interest, experiential background, maturation, general physical
health, auditory adequaoy, visual adequacy, speech, emotional stability,
brain implications, and sohool conditions and practices.
Interest.

Lack of interest is an important cause of poor reading.

To aohieve in reading the child must want to learn.

A study conducted

by Paul Witty with one hundred boys and girls identified as poor readers
who attended the reading olinio at Northwestern University indicated
that lack of interest in reading occurred in eighty-two per cent of the
reading disability cases.

6

Why do so many children become disinterested in reading?
It is much like the well-known faot that mixing cod-liver
oil with a child's orange jUice is a sure way to bring about an
aversion for the latter. The child who experiences frustration
and displeasure when he reads soon begins to avoid the entire
process. Sometimes this Pavlovian conditioning is a direot
outgrowth of being forced into first-grade reading before adequate readiness has been developed. Often, too, the instructional
material ohosen for the child throughout the grades is far above
or below (usually the former) his reading level. Still another
explanation could be overemphasis on isolated word drill and
old-fashioned phonics which result in a 'reading isn't fun'
attitude. In any event, one is forced to conclude that failure
to adjust material and instructional approaohes to meet individual needs is undoubtedly a primary factor in reading disabilities. It is a cause that often dwarfs all others.'

6paul Witty, "Interest and SUccess--The Antidote to stress,"
Elementary English, XXXII (December, 1955),512.
7Delwyn G. Schubert and Theodore L. Torgerson, Improving Reading
Through Individualized Correction (second edition; Dubuque, Iowa: ~nn. c.
Brown Company, 1968), p.

,2.
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Mildred A. Dawson, writing on the promotion of interest in
reading, said that oral reading can be a potent and expanding factor in
building permanent interests and high-grade tastes if success is attained
from the beginning. 8
If the child is to learn to read, his interest must somehow be
captured.

He must need to learn to read, and his interest must be

retained.

He must continue to need to read.

Finally, however, reading

itself can become a habitual activity and thus acquire a motivational
force of its own. 9
Experiential background.
educational development.

Experience provides the basis for all

Studies have shown that the greater the child's

experience, the greater are his possibilities for success in reading.
Hilliard and Troxell in a study of kindergarten ohildren concluded:
IIChildren with rich backgrounds are better equipped to attack the printed
page than are pupils of meager backgrounds because of enriched meanings
and thought which the former bring to the task. alO
It has been observed that children from lower-class homes generally
do not achieve as well in school as do children of the middle and upper

8lvlildred A. Dawson, tiThe Role of Oral Reading in School and Life
Activities," Elementary English, XXXV (January, 1958),37.
9Henry P. Smith and Emerald V. Dechant, Psycholof~ in Teaching
Reading (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), p.

""'-

274.

lOGeorge H. Hilliard and Eleanor Troxell, "Informational Background
as a Factor in Reading Readiness and Reading Progress," ~ Elementary
School Journal, XXXVIII (December, 1937), 263_
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classes.

The reader enriches words and sentences through the applica-

tion of his past experiences.
getting meaning.

If they are scanty, he is limited in

}mong ninety retarded readers in a large school system

who came from homes of lower socio-economic background, few had had
opportunities to visit spots of interest afforded by the city: museums,
art galleries, libraries, monuments, parks, lakes, industries, etc. ll
Sheldon and Oarrillo reported that as the number of books in the
home increases, the percentage of good readers increases.

Their study

of advanced, average, and retarded readers indicated that the retarded
readers generally:

(1) come from families of lower socio-economic

status; (2) come from large families;

(3) tend to be among the later

children rather than among the first children;

(4) have fewer books avail-

able; (5) have parents who left school sooner than the parents of the
advanced readers; and (6) tend to dislike school. 12
However, the correlation between reading achievement and cultural
background is far from perfect.

Cases of severe reading disability occur

among children from all socio-economic levels.
Maturation.

Schools which base entrance solely on chronological

age may expose many first grade children to inevitable failure.

All

llMaurice D. Woolf and Jeanne A. Woolf, Remedial Readin~: Teaching
and Treatment (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957}, p. 19.

-';;";""-";";";";;;"';";;';;;0.;.

l2William D. Sheldon and Lawrence Carrillo, "Relation of Parents,
Home, and Oertain Developmental Characteristics to Children's Reading
Ability," The Elementary School Journal, LII (January, 1952), 269.
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educators should be aware of the fact that children enter every school
grade showing wide disparities in their mental, emotional, and physical
maturities.

The reasons for these variations are multiple, and involve

inheritance, parental training, school environment, the child's chronological age, and his sex.

Ketchum spoke of such an tmmature group in

his clinic population who were failing to learn to read adequately:
These are youngsters who have long been 'babies,' whose wants
and needs have been everlastingly anticipated. Not only is there
very inadequate ego differentiation in this group but they m~
resort to a great variety of avoidance tactics. They cannot
tolerate frustration of their hedonisms; and so the learning
process, the tedium of precision, and the threat to their
maintenance of pleasurable fantasies produce little bona fide
learning. l ,
In a study of two groups of first graders, one of which was
several months younger than the other, Hampleman indicated that there
was an interesting difference between them in reading achievement.

concluded that it seemed fairly certain, as

a

He

result of this study,

that school administrators could advise parents that their children
would have a considerably better chance for success in reading b.Y starting
to school a few months later, rather than a few months earlier.

"This

is especially important in those cases where birthdate causes doubt as
to the best

~ime

to send a child to school," he said. 14

l;E. Gillet Ketchum, "Neurological and/or Emotional Faotors in
Reading Disabilities" (in Vistas lE Reading, Proceedings of the Eleventh
Annual Convention, Vol. II, Part I, ed. J. Allen Figurel. Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Assooiation, Inc., 1967), p. 525.
l4Richard s. Hamp1eman, "A study of the Comparative Reading Achievements of Early and Late School starters," Elementary English, XXXVI
(May, 1959),3,4.

· "--

.
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Intelligence is probably one of the most widely used factors in
determining how well a pupil can be expected to read and is often assumed
to be an important factor of maturation.

However, since most intelligence

tests tend to be highly verbal in nature, children who earn high I.Q.
scores are usually good readers.

The pupil who has a reading problem

will be handicapped if given a group intelligence test in which he is
expected to do reading and writing.
of

.50

Ruth strang reported correlations

to .80 between scores on group intelligence tests and reading

tests, and suggested that the group intelligence test should not be used
to predict growth in reading. l5

It has also been advised that children

handicapped in reading should not be expected to score as high on I.Q.
tests as nondisabled readers.
A realization of the fact that many retarded readers with low

I.Q.l s make poor scores on reading tests is essential to keep in mind.
A pupil may be reading in a satisfactory manner if reading attainment
is considered in terms of his ability.

Therefore, in designating pupils

as retarded readers, a teacher should compare reading attainment with
the most reliable measures of ability possible.

Witty concluded that

an indiVidually administered intelligence test is necessary when dealing
with disabled readers.

16

l5Ruth strang, Constance M. McCullough, and Arthur E. Traxler, ~
Improvement of Reading (third edition; New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc:: 1961), pp. 25-26.
16paul A. Witty, Alma Moore Freeland, and Edith A. Grotberg, The
Teaching 2f Reading: ! Developmental Process (Boston: D. C. Heath ~
Company, 1966), p. 298.
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Another significant fact is that in the simpler associative
stages of beginning reading, relative brightness may not be as important as preVious experience.

Durrell found that high mental age does

not assure a high learning rate in beginning reading. 17

Knowledge of

letters and the ability to identif,y sounds in words were more closely
related to growth in word recognition skills than were intelligence
test scores.
Since there is always the possibility that the test results do
not represent the pupil1s true potential mental ability, it would seem
wise to give each student the best possible instruction under favorable
conditions and see how he responds to it.

Too many retarded readers

are written off as hopeless cases because of the ready assumption that
they lack ability.
General physical health.

General ill health, low level of energy,

any physical disability or disease might conceivably interfere With
reading progress or delay the child to such an extent that he becomes
discouraged and loses interest.

Numerous studies have dealt with and

shown that malnutrition, infections, and glandular disorders occur more
frequently among poor readers. 18

l7Donald Durrell (ed.), "Success in First Grade Reading," ~
Journal2! Education, OXL (February, 1958), pp. 1-48.
l8Thomas H. Eames, "A Frequency study of Physical Handicaps in
Reading Disability and Unselected Groups," The Journal 2! Educational
Research, IV (April, 19'0), 101.
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Many investigations of the effect on learning of endocrine gland

defects and deficiencies have been made and there is general agreement
that some of these interfere with the process of learning to read.

Harris

suggested that more poor readers than good readers have endocrine disturbances. 19

The great majority of endocrine reading difficulty cases

studied by Eames were of the hypothyroid type.

He reported that they

usually presented manifestations such as increasing preoccupation, apparent laziness, daydreaming, lack of interest, poor attention, slowing down
of word perception, and inability to complete assignments.

Fatigue was

. t • 20
a 1 so a common comp 1a~n
"The adrenal glands, like the thyroid, affect drive but deficiencies are not as closely related to the functions necessary to good
21
reading, II Eames cone luded.
Diabetes mellitus, a disease of the endocrine part of the pancreas,
is only a school problem for children when their disease has not been
detected or when they are not reacting favorably to treatment.
defects are common and cataract is not unusual.

Visual

The refractive condition

of the eyes is likely to change somewhat in proportion to the blood sugar

19A1bert J. Harris, ~ to Increase ReadinfqAbility (~ourth edition;
New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1961), p. 2 •
20Thomas H. Eames, liThe Ef'fect of Endocrine Disorders on Reading,"
The Reading Teacher, XI (April, 1959), 265.
21Thomas H. Eames, "Physical Factors in Reading," ~ Reading
Teacher, XV (May, 1962),4,1.

20

level and it is almost impossible to get adequate relief through glasses
for these children, Eames reported.
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No relationship to either good or poor reading has been traced
to the thymus gland but several studies have suggested that undescended
testes, the male sex glands, may have some relationship to reading diffi2
culties, probably through emotional disturbances and lack of drive. ,
Freedom from disease, proper rest and good nutrition give rise
to the alertness and attention-sustaining power conducive to good reading.
Children who are ill are more likely to react phlegmatically to intellectual tasks or easily become irritable and tense when things do not go
well.

Often children who are ill miss out on basic reading instruction

because of excessive absence.

\~en

such children do attend school they

often lack the zest and enthusiasm to profit from instruction.
Schubert and Torgerson summarized

by stating that apparently the

Greeks were right in belieVing that a good body and a good mind go hand
in hand.

24

Auditory adequacy.

There appears to be some disagreement among

reading authorities as to the relationship of auditory factors and
reading disability.

Perhaps this is because of the different criteria

22Ibid ., p. 4,2.

2'Ibid.

24Delwyn G. Schubert and Theodore L. Torgerson, ImprOVing Reading
Through IndiVidualized Correction (second edition; Dubuque, Iowa: Vm. C.
Brown Company, 1968), p. 44.
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criteria used for defining deafness and the different methods of measuring it.

De Carlo and Gardner indicated that no single measurement of

deafness is adequate and that a need exists for standardization of audiometric procedures. 25
Joseph Wepman felt

tha~

a close relationship exists between

auditory discrimination (the capacity to distinguish between phonemes,
or individual sounds used in speech) and speech accuracy of articulation.
His data also showed a relationship of importance between poor reading
achievement and the auditory discrimination ability.26
"Retardation occurs much more frequently among children with
defective hearing than among children with normal hearing,· Dechant said.
• Generally , as hearing loss increases, reading achievement becomes
poorer. n27
A study by

~~bel

Rudisill with 300 first graders demonstrated

that the reading and spelling achievements of first grade children could
be vastly increased b,y a combined phonic and sight-context-reading
approach.

The approach was based on materials and activities which

"caused the beginner to attend whole-heartedly and efficiently to the

25Louis De Carlo and Eric F. Gardner, IlComparative Study of the
Efficiency of Three Group Pure Tone Screening Tests for Public School
Children," Exceptional Children, XXIV (April, 1958), 359.
~

26Joseph M. Wepman, "Auditory Discrimination, Speech, and Reading,"
Elementary School Journal, LX (March, 1960), 332.

27Emerald V. Dechant, Improving the Teaching of Reading (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 34-
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essentia1s--the recognition of printed words and thinking the

me~ings

of printed words. ft28
In analyzing previous research, Durrell and Murphy found that
auditory discrimination is closely related to reading achievement.

They

stated:
Almost every child who comes to our clinic with a reading
achievement below first grade has a marked inability to discriminate sounds in words. Children who are severely handicapped in
this ability seldom achieve primer level in reading. 29
Spache said that poor auditory discrimination was an important
cause of reading deficiency, and indicated that this is often associated
with pitch discrimination, recognition of auditory rhythms and beat, and
discrimination of tonal quality, timbre, and 10udness.'O
Miriam Fiedler's research on the hearing of 1,180 children in
grades one through three, as tested with the ADO pure-tone audiometer,
showed that a significantly larger proportion of the children with
defective hearing were named by teachers as presenting classroom problems,
and these children were not, in general, recognized by the teachers as
children with hearing losses.,l

Her findings suggested the value of

28Mabel Rudisill, "Sight, Sound, and Meaning in Learning to Read,"
ElementarY English, XLI (October, 1964), 6,0.
29Donald D. Durrell and Helen A. Murphy, "The Auditory Discrimination Factor in Reading Readiness and Reading Disability," Education,
LXXIII (May, 1958), 560.
,OGeorge Spache, Reading in the Elementary School (Boston: Allyn
&. Bacon, Inc., 1964), p.

4,. - -

,l¥uriam F. Fiedler, "Teachers' Problems with Hard of Hearing
Children," ~ Journal 2!. Educational Research, XLII (April, 1949), 622.

2)

hearing tests for primary school children, and the recognition of the
possibility of hearing defects as a factor in school achievement and
adjustment.
other investigations indicated that there is little relationship
between hearing and reading difficulty.

Robinson concluded that inad-

equate auditory acuity is one of the less frequent causes of reading
disability and found it to be a oontributing factor in only nine per oent
of her reading disability cases.

)2

Reynolds, studying 188 fourth grade pupils, reported that the
addition of measures of auditory aouity to the mental age scores provided
no significant increase in the accuracy of predioting general reading
achievement.'?)
Lester and Viola Wheeler analyzed data from tests administered
to pupils in grades four, five, and six.

They decided that "it cannot

be assumed that pupils with poor pitch discrimination will tend to be
poor readers or that good readers tend to have good pitch discrimination. u)4

They also found no basis for relying exclusively on, or over-

3%elen M. Robinson, Why 1])ils Fail i!:! Re"ding (ChiMgO: The
University of Chicago Press, 19
,p. 229.

3)~~ynard C. Reynolds, "A study of the Relationship between Audi-

tory Chara.cteristics and Specific Silent Reading Abilities,"
Journal £f Educational Research, XLVI (February, 195)), 449.

~

)~ester R. Wheeler and Viola D. Wheeler, "A Study of the Relationship of Auditory Discrimination to Silent Reading Abilities, II The
Journal of Educational Research, XLVIII (October, 1954), 111.
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emphasizing the phonetic methods in teaching reading.
The significance of the studies on auditory adequacy seemed to
indicate that loss of hearing, particularly if severe enough, can aggravate a reading disability, and the causes appeared to be complex rather
than simple.
Visual adequac¥.

Although many studies on the relation of visual

defects to reading ability have been made, a specific statement of the
degree to which reading disability is caused by poor vision cannot yet
be made.

Reasons for the discrepancies between different research

studies are the facts that the subjects used and the vision tests employed
were not directly compatable; the variance of people to adapt themselves
to handicaps; and the fact that poor Vision may be only one of many
factors operating in an individual which may interfere with reading.
Since reading is a Visual task, an understanding of vision and
the visual abilities a child needs for school achievement is paramount.
Bing discussed vision as the total process which operates when a child
reads, not just for his eyes:
When we reflect on the visual abilities we want children to
have for achievement in the classroom, we realize we expect them:
to see clearly at distance and near • • • to maintain binocular
fixation at distance and near • • • to change fixation easily
from one place to another • • • to maintain focus at far and near
and to change focus easily • • • to have visual memory • • • to
perceive general configuration (form), likenesses, and differences in for.m • • • to perceive size and space relationships • • •
and to be able to deter.mine color.,5

'5Lois B. Bing, "Vision and Reading," The Reading Teacher, XIV
(March, 1961), 242.
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statistically it has been shown that defective visual acuity is
not much more frequent among reading failures than among non-failures,
although individual cases occur in which failure is definitely the result
of impaired vision.

Such cases are greatly benefited by glasses if the

poor vision is due to refractive error (eyes out of focus), but glasses
are of no benefit when the visual deficiency is an amblyopic (insensitivity) nature.

The mere existence of low visual acuity should be

regarded as a possible but not invariable cause of poor reading.,6
A review of the investigations of poor vision revealed conflicting
points of view.

Edson, Bond, and Cook, studying 188 fourth grade pupils

to determine whether there was a relationship between measures of silentreading skills and tests of visual characteristics, found no evidence to
support the opinion that achievement in reading is limited by vision.,7
Visual fusion, lateral imbalance, and defective stereoscopic vision did
not appear to be characteristics restricted to poor readers.
However, Harris was of the opinion "that positive findings outweigh negative findings. I ,8

He felt that a number of highly controlled

,6Thomas H. Eames, "Physical Factors in Reading," ~ Reading
Teacher, XV (May, 1962),427.
,7William H. Edson, Guy L. Bond, and Walter 1;{. Cook, 'IRelationships
Between Visual Characteristics and Specific Silent Reading Abilities,"
~ Journal £f Educational Research, XLVI (February, 195,),457.
,8Albert J. Harris, fu'.!!!2 Increase Reading Ability (fourth edition;
New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1961), p. 2,5.
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studies did indicate a relationship between poor vision and reading
disability.
Park and Burri, using 225 unselected Chicago city school children
in grades one through eight, summarized their results b.Y saying that
there appeared to be a definite relationship between eye abnormalities
and reading difficulty.

Exophoria and duction weakness (causing a

blurring of images) showed the greatest influence on reading ability,
and reading retardation and eye abnormalities were related in about the
s~e

way throughout the various grades, except for a slightly greater

correlation in the first two grades. 39

In a later article, they stated

that binocular disturbances were the ones most frequently related to low
reading achievement in first and second graders.

They cautioned against

early reading in the following statement:
If a child is forced to learn to read before good binocular
integration is developed, ocular difficulties tend to become
fixed and develop into abno~al conditions as phorias, squint,
poor convergence, and poor fusion. These children not only may
have difficulty learning to read, but, when urg~ to do much close
work, may develop nervousness and irritability.
Eames Was unable to differentiate the good reader from the poor
reader on the basis of incidence to myopia, but he reported that
farsightedness is more common among poor readers than among good readers:

39George E. Park and Clara Burri, liThe Effect of ~e Abnormalities
on Reading Difficulty," ~ Journal of Educational Psychology, XXXIV
(October, 194 3), 429.
40George E. Park and Clara Burri, "~e Maturation and Reading
Difficulties," ~ Journal £f Educational Psychology, XXXIV (December,

1943), 544.
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Only among extreme cases of hypermetropia (farsightedness)
is visual acuity impaired because the individual can compensate
for it by using his ciliary (focusing) muscles, the act being
called accommodation. This function normally adjusts for near
vision, but the hypermetropic child uses it for both ~iar and
far vision and consequently is under constant strain.
Barrett's findings from a study of 724 first graders supported
the conclusion that an optimum combination of visual tasks similar to
reading letters and numbers, word matching, and pattern copying was
essential for good visual functioning.

However, his research summary

also emphasized that ·visual discrimination information must be supplemented by other readiness areas--auditory discrimination, language

~acility, story sense, and understanding of what reading is about. 142
A study designed to measure the "confusabilityll of pairs of
graphemes in a simple matching task for five-year-old children was
reported by Helen M. POPPe

The results substantiated the analysis that

confusions arise from reversals and rotations (p-q, b-d, d-p, b-p, n-u)
and not from close and break transformations (0_c).4;
that consideration of the

~eatures

She maintained

and of the formal similarity of

letters should provide insight for training a specific skill in visual
discrimination for letters.

41 Eames , .2£.

£i!:.,

p. 428.

42Thomas C. Barrett, "Visual Discrimination Tasks as Predictors
of First Grade Reading Achievement," ~ Reading Teacher, XVII (January,
1964), 281.
4;Helen M. Popp, "Visual Discrimination of Alphabet Letters,· The
Reading ;eacher, XVII (January, 1964), 225.
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Dvorine stated that the disabled reader1s slowness may be due to
a low level of comprehension necessitating frequent, regressive movements,
or to the fact that he is reading material above his ability.

"Ocular

disturbances," he summarized, "may also reduce his speed of reading
because of the necessity of maintaining his reading skills on high cortical levels. n44
Children1s reactions to vision difficulties vary.
symptoms in the following ways:

Bing grouped

(1) avoidance symptoms, such as the

child who avoids the task of reading or blocks out one eye through
turning, tilting, or placing his head so close to the object that he
uses one eye only; (2) behavior characteristics, such as body rigidity,
squinting, nervousness,

fatig~e,

or excessive blinking; and (3) complaints,

such as headaches, dizziness, nausea, blurring, or double vision. 45
It should be understandable from all the research evidenced that
the complex process of vision must function with ease and efficiency if
the child is to learn through vision without interference.

vfuen any part

of this total process of vision does not operate satisfactorily, there
will be some interference with visual performance and school achievement.
Speech.

Dr. Jurgen Ruesch, a psychiatrist of the University of

44Israel Dvorine, u\~at You Should Know About Sight: Part III,
Symptoms of Abnormal Function of the Visual Process,u Education, LXXIX
(December, 1958), 241.
45Bing, .£E. • .2.ll., pp. 243-44.
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California School of Medicine, reported that mental illness is closely
associated with disturbances in communication.

Patients of his were

apparently hampered in their development by parents' lack of responsiveness to their earliest attempts to communicate. 46
Dechant stated that children with reading problems frequently
have speech problems. 47

Most investigations showed that speech and

reading were related, especially where oral reading was involved.
In most instances, however, the causal factors of the speech
disorder are most identical to those which give rise to reading
problems. Emotional problems seem particularly potent as a
cause of speech defects. This is especially true of stuttering.
It must be remembered that a child with a speech defect is often
embarrassed when reading b,y real or imagined laughter from his
classmates and teacher. In subsequent reading situations greater
feelings of insecurity and a flooding of the emotions build up
inside of him. This in turn results in moraaarticulatory difficulty, and a vicious circle is perpetuated.
Harris suggested that the two kinds of speech defects noted most
frequently in poor readers are -indistinctness and a rapid, jerky,
stumbling kind of speech which is sometimes called cluttering. n49
In a study of 415 disabled readers, Monroe found that nine per cent

46Jurgen Ruesch, "Language, Ills Related,· ~ Science ~
Letter, LXVII (April 2, 1955), 213.
47Emerald V. Dechant, Improving ~ Teaching ££ Reading (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 114.
48Delwyn G. Schubert and Theodore L. Torgerson, Improving Reading
Individualized Correction (second edition; Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C.
Brown Compal'\Y, 1968), p. 44.

Throu~

49Harris,

~. cit., p. 244.
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stuttered and eighteen per cent had articulatory defects. 50
Robinson found that twenty per cent of her thirty retarded
readers had articulation defects, a percentage significantly above the
national average. 5l
Eames believed that both reading and speaking disabilities are
likely to have a common cause.

He stated that a neurological lesion of

the language centers or a failure or inadequacy of auditory association
and discrimination may be a common cause for speech difficulty and
general linguistic deficiency.5 2
To Vernon there was ample evidence to confirm that speech defects
are more common among left-handed children, because they have often been
compelled to change from the left to the right hand. 53
Hildreth said that a large proportion of children with speech
problems tend to be retarded in reading, and that speech defects can be
an important secondary cause of reading disability.

She also suggested

that mentally slow children tend to be retarded in speech development

5 0Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1932), p. 92. ------

51He len

M. Robinson, Why %6)ils Fail iE Readin~ (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 19
, p. 227.
52Thomas H. Eames, "The Relationship of Reading and Speech Difficulties,· ~ Journal £f Educational Psycholo81' XLI (January, 1950), 53.
53M• D. Vernon, Backwardness .!E Reading: ! Study E!. lli Nature ~
Origin (Cambridge, England: The University Press, 1957), p. 99.

---.

and that the speech defects, along with reading failure, may be only
added symptoms of mental retardation. 54
Wepman predicted:
Children in the first three grades of school who show inadequate discrimination of the discrete units of speech sounds
usually have poor articulation in speeob and equally poor ability
to learn to read b.Y phonic approaches."
Artley felt that the relation of oral-language facility to growth
in reading is overlooked, and consequently, children's reading growth is
impaired because consideration is not given to oral-language development.
He stated that a child could read no better than he could organize his
ideas and express them. 56

Artley further said: -Language development,

particularly in the oral ones, is related to reading, not only in the
early stages, but throughout the entire period of reading growth.

Oral

language facilitates reading, and reading, in turn, facilitates oral
language.- 57
Research does show that speech and reading are related, but it
has not shown the extent of the relationship.

However, we do know that

speech defects and reading difficulties occur concurrently in a certain

54Gertrude Hildreth, "Speech Defects and Reading Disability," The
Elementary School Journal, XLVI (February, 1946), 3,2.
55Joseph M. Wepman, tiThe Interrelationship of Hearing, Speech, and
Reading,· ~ Reading Teacher, XIV (March, 1961), 246.
5 6A• Sterl Artley, ·Oral-Language Growth and Reading Ability,·
Elementary School Journal, LII1 (February, 195,), 321.
57 1bid ., p. ,27.

!h!
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proportion of children.
Brain implications.

Brain damage and neurological disorgani-

zation are frequently cited as causative factors in reading disability
cases.

Improper development of the brain or conditions of the brain

caused by injury, infection, and chemical reactions of various kinds
may make it difficult, if not altogether impossible, for some children
to learn to read.

These conditions may develop at any time before,

during, or after birth and may lead to deterioration and loss of reading
ability if children have already learned to read prior to this

t~ne.

11any authorities suspect that larger numbers of brain damaged children

exist than have been identified and recognized to date.
Delacat0 58 suggested that the reason there are more boys than
girls in the reading disability group is because boys usually have
bigger heads at birth; this fact indicates the possibility of a more
difficult birth for them.

A more difficult birth presents more oppor-

tUnity for anoxia, and more opportunity for anoxia would mean more
incidents of minimal brain damage.
Preston and Schneyer, in a study of nine severely retarded readers,
found that all nine had histories which raised questions about possible
brain damage (abnormal birth, childhood head injuries, and high fever

58Clifford J. Kolson and George Kaluger, Clinical Aspects of
Remedial Reading (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1960):
p. 28.

with childhood diseases).59
Generalizing about the relationship between reading and speeoh
defeotiveness, Eames said that nneurologioal lesions in the language
oenters or their inter-oonneotions (in the brain) may impair both speeoh
"
.. 60
and read ~ng.

Aphasia, a colleotive term that refers to various impairments in
the understanding or expression of language, may ooour as a consequenoe
of disease or injury of the brain.
language.

It

m~

involve oral or written

Benton felt that aoquired aphasia in ohildren usually ooours

as a consequenoe of oerebral

inju~

associated with either trauma or an

infeotious disease suoh as enoephalitis.

Neurological findings ind1oa-

tive of a lesion in the dominant hemisphere (i.e., the left hemisphere
in right-handed ohildren) are usually present.
that children can recover from acquired aphasia.

However, Benton believed
Congenital aphasia is

more diffioult to define because of a laok of agreement; some authorities
even deny its existence.

Benton oonoluded the following:

Congenital aphasia is the name given to extreme language
retardation in children who are apparently neither deaf nor
mentally defeotive; the ohild speaks very little, if at all, but
also shows limitations in his understanding of spoken language.
Emotional disturbance is thought qy some to be a major oaUse of
congenital aphasia in children. It is far more severe than

..

59Ralph C. Preston and J. Wesley Sohneyer, "The Neurologioal
Baokground of Nine Severely Retarded Readers,· ~ Journal of Eduoational
Research, XLIX (February, 1956), 456.

6°Eames ,

l2£. ~.

acquired aphasia. One can assume then that there is at least
damage of the speech ar eas in both cerebral hemispheres to account
for congenital aphasia. 61
Nelson told of the child who possesses subtle and less obvious
behavior traits, but is troubled by serious learning and adjustment
problems and general disturbances in language.

He stated: IIThese children

suffer from severe difficulties in arithmetic, language, reading, and
writing.

This aphasic or brain injured child is hyperactive, flitting

from one activity to another without apparent purpose, and frequently is
62
destructive.Wordblindness, generally referred to as the inability to remember
word for.ms, may be either structural or functional in nature.

structural

defects may be either hereditary or the result of brain damage. In
6
Tinker f s , report of 180 studies of diagnostic and remedial reading
cases, one of the major causes which he identified was congenital wordblindness.
However, evidence that wordblindness stems from an abnormality of
a localized area of the brain (specifically the occipital lobe) isn't
conclusive.

6lArthur I. Benton, uAphasia in Children," Education, LXXIX
(March, 1959), 410-11.
62
.
C. Donald Nelson, ·Subtle Bra~n Damage: Its Influence on Learning
and Language,U ~ Elementary School Journal, LXI (March, 1961), ,18.
6'William S. Gray, "Summary of Reading Investigations (July 1,
19,2, to June 50, 193')," The Journal of Educational Research, XXVII
(April, 1934), 578.
----
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Ever since Dr. Samuel T. Orton presented about 1925 a neurological theory of reading disability, which in a fairly short
time came to replace the 'congenital word-blindness' theory
emanating from the writings of Hinchelwood in England and others,
the relation of cerebral dominance to reading difficulty has been 64
one of the most controversial questions among reading specialists.
Orton65 suggested that reading disability, including reversals,
resulted from failure to train the brain to work exclusively from the
dominant or leading hemisphere, so that, if a clear-cut unilateral dominance is not established, a confusion arises which prevents the immediately successive linkage of the visual stimulus with its meaning.
In an extended study of lateral dominance and visual fusion,
Selzer found a correlation between muscular imbalance and mirror reading,
as well as reversals, omitting letters, and substituting letters.

66

According to Roland C. Travis:
The connection of speech rhythm defects, such as stuttering,
to lack of cerebral dominance and the connection of reading disabilities independent of intelligence to lack of cerebral dominance indicates the same sgrt or neurological condition underlying each type of defect. 7
Of the thirty-two cases of reading disability tested b.Y Marjorie
Johnson, 93.8 per cent showed strong evidence of some confusion in

64Arthur E. Traxler and Agatha Townsend, Eight ~ Years £t
in Reading: Summary ~ Bibliography, Educational Records
Bulletin, No. 64 (New York: Educational Records Bureau, 1955), p. 62.

~~

65samuel T. Orton, "An Impediment to Learning to Read--A Neurological Explanation of the Reading Disability,' School ~ §gciety,
XXVIII (September, 1928), 290.

66
67

Grey, ££. c it., p.

Ibid., p. 580.
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central dominance.

68

Clarence McDermaid, director of the reading clinic at Keith
Country Day School in Rockford, Illinois, has been studying lateral
dominance through maqy of his remedial reading pupils.

69 His study of

lateral dominance includes the incidence of left-handedness in the family,
the parents· report concerning the development of the child's hand
preference, and the child1s responses in tests of laterality--particularly
the Crides Test?

!2r

~

Dominant

~

and the Harris

~

£f

Lateral

Dominance.
Karlin and strazzulla stated that the outstanding feature in the
mentally retarded child is general lack of development of the intellectual
functions of the brain, and the language defect is a secondary symptom. 70
However, they found that many mentally deficient children show the same
symptoms as those with aphasia have.

The authors summarized by indicating

that there appears to be a definite relationship between the degree of
mental deficiency and the establishment of handedness.
Mixed-lateral dominance, which is noted when the preferred hand
is not on the same side of the body as the dominant, or sighting eye

68Marjorie S. Johnson, "A Study of Diagnostic and Remedial Procedures in a Reading Clinic Laboratory School,· The Journal of Educational
Research, XLVIII (April, 1955),567.
---69Elizabeth V. Richmond, "Program for Remedial Reading,"
Elementary School Journal, LIV (January, 1954), 295.

~

70Isaac W. Karlin and Millicent Strazzulla, "Speech and Language
Problems of Mentally Deficient Children," ~ Journal of Speech Disorders,
XVII (September, 1952), 294.
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(which is usually the controlling eye in a binocular seeing situation),
is likewise believed by many authorities to be a major cause of reading
problems.

Some argue that mixed laterality merely implies that consis-

tent left-to-right habits, which are necessary for success in reading,
are more difficult to establish.

Others claim that mixed laterality is

symptomatic of lack of cerebral dominance and even of lack of neurological organization.

They also state that language development depends

upon clearly established unilaterality.

Case histories are offered to

show that ambidextrous children and children whose preference is for the
right hand and left eye, or vice versa, are more prone to difficulties,
not only in reading but in speaking and writing, than those children
who are consistent in their choice of hand and eye.

Evidence is also

offered to show that when unilaterality, either right-sided or leftsided, is established, improvement in language occurs.

otto and

McMenemy summarized this controversy by stating that a large proportion of severely retarded readers demonstrate laterality confusions, or
as the condition is also called, mixed dominance. 7l
Writers • • • assert that in addition to nonverbal pupils,
there is another clearly defined class of poor readers. This
group is said to demonstrate a specific difficulty known as
'strephosymbolia' (twisted symbols). Children in this group
can be distinguished from the nonverbal child by their ability
to express themselves orally and their interest in stories read

71Wayne otto and Richard A. McMenemy, Corrective and Remedial
Teaching: Principles and Practices (Boston: Houghton Mif£1in Company,

1966),

p.

17.

-
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to them. They frequently have a history of mixed dominance.
However, it is held that children with this reading difficulty
can be taught to read. In this respect, thel are unlike the
group of nonverbal or I thing-minded I pupils.{2
The mixed dominance controversy has aroused much popular interest.
A person with strephosymbolia sees certain words and letters reversed
or upside down, or both;
examples.

~

seen as

~

and

E read

as

~

are classic

He may also transpose letters within a word, as stop for spot,

or words within a sentence.
However, Woody and Phillips73 found that handedness had little or
no influence on the type of reading responses made by 136 pairs of rightand left-handed pupils whom they studied.

Left-handed pupils reacted to

the various reading situations just as right-handed pupils did.
After a careful review of experimental studies, Vernon concluded
that -the relationship to reading disability of incomplete laterali74
zation and cerebral dominance is extremely obscure."
And, in her book, Backwardness

iE Reading, Vernon said that until

further corroborative evidence is obtained it is difficult to accept the
conclusion that reading disability is a single congenital disability,

72paul Witty, Reading in Modern Education (Boston: D. C. Heath and
Company, 1949), p. 184.
-73Clifford Woody and Albert J. Phillips, liThe Effects of Handedness
on Reversals in Reading,· The Journal of Educational Research, XXVII
(May, 1934), 662.
-

7~1. D. Vernon, "Perception and Reading,· The Reading Teacher,
XIII (October, 1959), 8.
_.~
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unlinked to others.

She suggested:

\Vhat seems to be much more plausible is that there is a
congenital disposition in certain cases towards the occurrence
of certain related defects: reading disability, speech defects
or infantile speech; motor inco-ordination; left-handedness or
ambidextrality.75
The question of reversals is related to handedness, but not
identical with it.

Regardless of whether there is a relation between

handedness and reading ability, authorities indicate that reversal
tendencies may still be associated with reading difficulty.
Furness stated that inversion tendency is not limited to seeing
words in reversed order, or writing letters backward or upside down.
She observed that it can be seen in the young child who has difficulty
in putting on his garments the right way and who fails to remember
right and left distinctions. 76

In many clinical cases this condition

seems to contribute the only factor involved in being unable to read, to
speak, and to write.
Gates and Bennett made a study of the causes, diagnosis, prevention, and correction of reversal tendencies in reading.

Among the

factors associated with a tendency to make irregular or right-to-left
eye-movements in reading were the follOWing:

75M• D. Vernon, Back\vardness in Reading: ! stUdy E..f lli Nature and
Origin (Cambridge, England: The University Press, 1957), p. 81.
76Edna L. Furness, t1Perspective on Reversal Tendenc ies," Elementary
English, XJ~III (January, 1956), 38.
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1.
2.

3.
4.

Being left-eyed
Being left-handed
Being left-eyed and r+~ht-handed
Having visual defects {

The authors favored the "acquired habit" theories rather than the -bra.in

organization ll theories of the nature of the relation of these factors
to reversals. 78
An emotionally disturbed, bra.in injured child's failure in school,
studied by Miller, was attributed to an early illness which had been
accompanied by a high fever.

This child demonstrated an unusual amount

of reversals. 79
In Johnson's previously cited reading disability cases, 97.1 per
cent made reversal errors.

80

The most commonly observed errors in Dearborn's rea.ding disability
cases were reversals, and he concluded that one hand should be dominant
in order to avoid most reading difficulties. 81
Krise disputed left-handedness, backward vision, and lack of
clear-cut unilateral dominance.

He believed that students find it diffi-

cult to differentiate among symbols, and with some to the extent that this

77Gray, loc. cit.

78 I bid.

79Nandeen Miller, uTeaching an Emotionally-Disturbed, BrainInjured Child," The Reading Teacher, XVII (March, 1964), 465.
80Johnson, 2£. ~., p. 568.
81Walter F. Dearborn, "The Nature of Special Abilities and Disabilities,· School ~ Society, XXXI (May, 19;0), 6;2.
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difficulty finally stands out as the chief deficiency in their reading.
Krise concluded:

"If this is the case, remedial work for reversals in

reading should be focused on making the student more familiar with the
symbols he confuses. 182
In a later article, Krise presented the following hypothesis:
·The tendency to reversals is present in varying degrees in all people
at all ages, and the so-called lovercoming l or Igrowing out of' this
tendency is only learned to prevent its operation in dealing with specifio
materials. 18;
Much attention ha.s been given lately to the terms IIdyslexia" or
"specific language disability."

However, as early as 1896, James Kerr,

an English school doctor, identified the existence of a group of children
who were disabled in reading yet who were intellectually normally developed.

84
Dr. Herman Krieger Goldberg, an American opthalmologist, has

reported the results of an electroencephalograph study of one hundred
children with reading difficulties and of another study of twenty-five
readers.

The results of these two studies persuaded Goldberg to accept

82E • Morley Krise, uReversa.ls in Reading: A Problem in Space
Perception?," ~ Elementary School Journal, XLIX (Janua~, 1949), 28;.
8;E. Morley Krise, dAn Experimental Investigation of Theories of
Reversals in Reading,11 The Journal 2!. Educational Psychology, XLIII
(November, 1952), 419-20.
84Clifford J. Kolson and George Kaluger, Clinical Aspects of
Remedial Reading (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1966;: p. 18.
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previous classifications of nonachievers which consisted of a group of
children with no
to learn to read.

demonstrat~ble

brain damage but who had an incapacity

Goldberg also indicated that children from this group

were difficult to train. 85
Estimates of the number of children who suffer from dyslexia vary.
However, a widely quoted estimate of ten per cent of all children of
normal intelligence or above appears to be safely conservative.

And for

about two-thirds of these children--an estimated 2,000,000 to ),000,000-the disability ranges from moderate to very severe.

86

Dyslexics display a whole syndrome of symptoms. Usually they
confuse spatial relationships, and usually their sense of time
may be confused, so that even if they hear well, they tend to
transpose sounds and get sentences mixed up. Dyslexics jumble
left and right, and lack the fine coordination needed in such
activities as writing. Their balance is shaky; their sense of
rhythm is faulty. They generally reason well but falter in
shifting reasoning to symbols such as letters and numbers.
Detecting the dyslexic is complicated by the fact that he is
also likely to suffer from emotional problems. Although he is
as bright as other children, he becomes frustrated and angr.a
over his poor reading, turns rebellious, seems not to care. 7
Early identification of a child's disability is the key to
effective treatment.
mously.

Delay in diagnosis increases the problems enor-

Frequently the first grader with the neurological development

of a four-year-old is forced into the same classroom mold as his classmates

~IbW.
860areth Ellingson and James Oass, 'Teaching the Dyslexic Child:
New Hope for Non-Readers,· The Saturda: Review, XLIX (April 16, 1966),

82.

--87·Some Johnnies Just Oan't,·

~, LXXXVII (May 1;, 1966), 56.

with the advanced perceptual skills of seven-year-olds.

The large

numbers of children troubled with specific language disability fall into
88
this category.
Gillingham stated the following about the cure of a dyslexic:
The child who has a language disability pattern will have it
all his life and nothing that you can do will ever change that.
You don't 'cure' him. It is not a disease. You don't cure him
a~ more than you would cure him of having blue eyes or a certain
measurement of arms or shoulders. That's the way he is born • • •
The person who was a language disability child and who has been
taught the way he can learn, retains his language disability
pattern as long as he lives but he learns to handle his partioular type of imagery so that ~t does not interfere too much with
his language functioning. • • 9
Not all reading authorities have accepted the terms -dyslexia"
or ·specific reading disability· used to describe a certain group of
reading disability cases.

Spache, in reviewing a book on dyslexia,

stated the following point of view:
It is difficult for this writer to recognize clearly the
small group of severely retarded readers who are assumed to be
dyslexic. This is particularly true since, as repeated quite
frequently in these papers, there is ~ ~ single, consistent
symptom or reading behavior which distinguishes the syndrome
called 'specific reading disability,' from among the clinical
population of severely retarded readers • • • In fact, every
symptom or behavior mentioned as characteristic of this 'specific
reading disability' has been observed in manw retarded readers
b,y this writer and other reading clinicians, who then, in naive
ignorance of the incurability of the condition, proceeded to
repair the retardation and restore the clients to apparent

88Ellingson and Cass, ~. ~., p. 8;.
89Anna Gillingham, ·The Prevention of Scholastic Failure Due to
Specific Language Disability· (in Specific Language Disabilities, Bulletin
of the Orton Society, Vol. VI, eds. June L. Orton and Ruth Livingston.
New York: The Orton Society, 1956), p. 28.

normalcy. We cannot help but wonder what the course of clinical
reading would have been during the past three or four decades if
this pessimistic theory had been offered earlier. 90
The researcher has attempted to examine some of those factors of
reading disability having to do with brain damage and neurological disorganization--brain defects and injuries, aphasia, wordblindness, dominance
and laterality, reversals, and dyslexia.

Harrisjsummarized this area

in the following manner:
Reading is one of the most difficult, abstract, and symbolic
human activities and requires a brain that is functioning within
nor.mal limits • • • For a long time American psychologists and
educators minimized the neurological aspects of reading disabilities, but interest in this area of inquiry has grown recently.
However, this is an area in which knowledge is still meager and
tentative.9l
Emotional ,s\abilitl.

Reports from reading clinics, remedial

reading teachers, research students, and regular classroom teachers
indicate that maqy retarded readers are emotionally disturbed.

The

exact relationship between emotional disturbances and reading difficulties is often debated by authorities in the field of reading.
Schonell 92 stated that for a considerable portion of disabled
readers, emotional instability and insecurity are the major conditions,

~

9°George D. Spache, t1Interesting Books for the Reading Teacher,·
Reading Teacher, XVIII (December, 1964), 239.

9lAlbert J. Harris, ~ 1£ Increase Reading Abilitl (fourth
edition; New York: David McKay Co., Inc., 1961), p. 245.

92Fred J. Schonell, The PSycholo~ ~ Teach~n£
York: Philosophical Library, 1961), p. 2.
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with school failure just one symptom of that condition or a precipitating
factor in it.
Hildreth wrote the following:
Extensive research has shown that children often have difficulty
in learning when disturbing emotional conditions and unfavorable
attitudes stand in their way. Children wit~ behavior problems,
those who show poor control, are overactive, distractable, unusually
aggressive and destructive, bab,yish and irresponsible, usually
have trouble in learning to read. There is evidence that the
child's fantasies, obsessions, and inhibitions m~ make it difficult for him to learn certain words.9~
Hester listed the following reasons as to why children do not make
the proper social and emotional growth:
1.
2.
,.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Lack of preparation for entering the new school situation
Unfortunate home situations
Failure to build a sense of responsibility in a child
Emotional conflicts arising from unfavorable comparison
with brothers and sisters
Overanxiety on the part of the teacher or parents
Classroom competition
The teacher's personality and emotional status 94

In his book, ~ Children Fail, John Holt95 concluded that there
are very few children who do not feel, during most of the time they are
in school, an amount of fear, anxiety, and tension that most adults
would find intolerable.

He also stated that wordblindness is often emo-

tional and psychological rather than neurological.

"It is a neurotic

9;Gertrude Hildreth, ·Some Principles of Learning Applied to
Reading," Education, LXXIV (May, 1954), 547.

9~athleen B. Hester, Teaching Every Child ~ ~ (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1955), pp. 40-43.
95John Holt, How Children Fail (New York: Dell Publishing Co.,
Inc., 1964), p. 64.------
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reaotion to too great stress,· expressed Holt. 96
Preston made a oareful and detailed evaluation of personality
charaoteristios of one hundred reading failures.

She found that ohildren

who were -bewildered, fearful, full of inhibitions, or

I

shut-in I on the

one hand and antagonistio, rebellious, or antisocial on the other,·97
came from homes where they were over-protected and treated as infants
until failure in reading caused a sudden ohange.

She suggested that

after reading failure, a child might reaot in these ways:
Following initial bewilderment he would try to gain the
limelight at any cost to offset his position in reading • • •
Adopt attitudes of suspicion and antagonism toward rivals and
teaoher, sometimes beooming almost hostile in charaoter. After
the fourth to ninth year of failure, those of submissive make-up
beoame I shut-in I and moody with feelings of inferiority. The
aggressive ones became increasingly antisooial. 98
Robinson believed that in thirty-two per oent of her twenty-two
reading disability cases the emotional difficulties may have caused the
reading difficulties. 99
Zintz stated the following about emotional disturbances in regard
to reading disability:
Emotional disturbance is evidenced in the behavior of students
in mannerisms such as nail biting, stuttering, extremely short

96 Ibid ., p. 65.
97Mary I. Preston, -Reading Failure and the Childts Security,· The
American Journal £! Orthopsychiat~, X (April, 1940), 240.
98 Ibid •
99Helen M. Robinson, Why

~l5)ils ~ in Ree.ding (Chicago: The

University of Chicago Press, 19

,p. 225.
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attention span, defiant behavior, and daydreaming. Other evidences may be a haggard, tired-out expression; inhibited, withdrawn
behavior; hyperactivity and the inability to sit still; or aggression. In deciding what to do about these behaviors, the teacher
must be cognizant of the fact that the emotional disturbance may
be the cause of poor reading habits, the result of poor reading,
or the two behaviors may not have a direct cause-effect relationship .100
Harris indicated that all of the children with reading disability
seen in the Queens College Educational Clinic showed maladjustment of
some kind.

A belief that emotional difficulties are the cause of the

reading difficulty in more than fifty per cent of the cases is held by
.

Harr~s.

101
Forty per cent of the retarded readers studied by Jensen were

judged neurotic and a large proportion of them demonstrated problems of
102
home adjustment.
In a report of the Educational Olinic at Boston University,
Zolkos found -thirty-nine per cent (of the cases analyzed) showed an
emotional disturbance of some kind. RIO;

In these cases, discouragement,

nervousness, and family trouble were the three causes mentioned most
frequently.
Timidity and inferiority were cited by Hardwick as traits of

100Miles V. Zintz, Corrective Reading (Dubuque, Iowa: V~. C. Brown
Co., Inc., 1966), p. 18;.
lOlHarris,

££. cit., p. 264.

l°2}r. B. Jensen, DReading Deficiency as Related to Cerebral Injury
and to Neurotic BehaVior,· ~ Journal £f Applied Psychology, XXVII
(December, 1943), 535.
103Helena H. Zolkos, t1What Research Says About Emotional Factors in
Retardation in Reading, II ~ Elementary School Journal, LII (May, 1951),

514.

retarded readers.

104

Gray and Reese listed the following as anti-social and asocial
beha.vior symptoms vlhich tend to accomparw failure in reading:
1.
2.
,.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Unable to make friends
Always quarreling
Immediately on the defensive
Excessively, self-righteously good
Overconcerned about the behavior of others
Apt to cry too easily
Too noisy
Shy and withdrawn
Nervous and fearfUI l05

Pupils who continue to fail to learn to read, whether or not they
are required to repeat one or more grades, become increasingly disturbed
emotionally.

Robinson pointed this out and said:

each child reacts to his failure differs.

liThe manner in which

For purposes of discussion,

it is possible to classify the manifestations of emotional disturbances
as aggressive, withdrawn, tense, and worried.- l06
Spache studied 125 children who were one or two years retarded
in reading.

The Rosenzweig Picture-Frustration Study, consisting of

twenty-four cartoon-like drawings depicting conflict between several
children or a child and an adult figure, was used.

This test identified

five major personality patterns which were significant in understanding

104R• S. Hardwick, ftTypes of Reading Disability," Childhood
Education, VIII (April, 1952), 425.
105Li11ian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children ~ ~ (second
edition; New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1957), p. 110.
106He1en M. Robinson, ftSome Poor Readers Have Emotional Prob1ems,D
The Reading Teacher, VI (I\le.y, 1955), 27.

the child's failure in reading.

The groups included:

An aggressive or hostile group in conflict with authority
figures
An adjustive group which seeks only to be inoffensive
A defensive group that is sensitive and resentful
A solution-seeking or peace-making type
The autistic group characterized by blocking or withdra\'lal lO I

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

It has been shown that some relationship between emotional adjustment and reading exists.

Emotional difficulties may develop first and

interfere with the child's learning.

The reading problem may develop

first, and bring out the emotional reactions which further inhibit
learning.

Or, emotional problems may exist side

difficulty.
causes.

~

side with the reading

They may both stem from a common cause or from different

The researcher will delve into the relationship of emotional

disturbances among young disabled readers in the next chapter of the
investigation.
School conditions

~

practices.

While research is sketchy and

inconclusive as to instructional inadequacies and their importance as
causal factors in reading disabilities, there appears to be little doubt
that they loom large as factors to be considered.

The exact extent to

which poor teaching, for example, affects the reading ability of
children is unknown.

l07George Spache, "Personality Patterns of Retarded Readers,· ~
Journal of Educational Research, L (February, 1957), 468.
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Ineffective teaching can be an important causal factor, whether
it be due to inadequate teacher preparation at the college level; to
misdirected emphasis in the curriculum; to lack of attention to individual differences; or, as some administrators put it, to the three
Rmlsu--marriage, maternity, and moving. l08
Pollack and Piekarz stated that one factor related to the school
setting is the question of the competence of teachers to teach reading.
They concluded:
Children cannot be expected to learn to read efficiently and
well unless they are given appropriate instruction. Some can
learn by themselves, but the majority of children require specific
instruction. Too often teachers are unprepared to give the
instruction required. Very often the teaching of reading consists
of little more than distributing books to children and identifYing
words for them. Such practice may increase children1s sight
vocabularies in a random fashion, but it certainly does not equip
children to identifY printed words independently nor to carry on
all the other skills involved in the reading process. But
teachers cannot teach what they themselves do not know and what
they have never been trained to do. Teacher-training institutions
frequently fail to prepare teachers for the teaching of reading
by neglecting to acquaint them with all the skills of reading.
As a result, when children do not make expected progress in
reading, too maqy teachers are unable to do more than distribute
textbooks, tell words, and look on helplessly. 109
In discussing lack of adequate teacher preparation, Austin said:
Teachers and administrative officers agree almost to a person
that the pre service preparation of teachers of reading is inadequate. In-service programs, which might well be thought the

108Wayne otto and Richard A. McMenemy, Corrective and Remedial
Teaching: Principles and Practices (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,

1966),

p.

26.

---

109M. F. W. Pollack and Josephine A. Piekarz, Reading Problems ~
Problem Readers (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 196)), p. 27.
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sine qua non for the improvement of existing and future reading
programs, commonly evidence weaknesses. Approximately one-third
of all the school systems sampled offered no such services, and
those that did provided programs so sporadic as to cast doubt
on their overall effeotiveness. 110
Jeanne and

~~urice

Woolf offered the following suggestions on the

subject of poor teaching as a factor in reading disability:
is danger in becoming wedded to

a~

one method.

(1) There

All known methods and

teohniques, including word recognition, phonics, kinesthetic approach,
word analysis, word synthesis, vocabulary study, alphabet study, context
clues, and work experience, have value for all children.
respond best to one technique and some to another.
all of these and others.

Some pupils

Good teachers use

(2) One of the most important factors involved

in reading disability is the failure of teachers to understand the
learning prooess and the personality dynamics involved or to apply their
III
understanding to the teaching of reading.
R~sey

administered a test of word recognition skills to 2;6

future elementary teachers in an effort to determine the extent of understandings, skills, and concepts concerning phonics.

The results indi-

cated that the students were deficient in these skills and that they
were not able to verbalize the generalizations and principles relating
to phonics and word recognition.

Ramsey concluded that -instructors of

ll0V!8-ry C. Austin, ~. ~., ~ First B.: ~ Harvard Report on
Reading ~ Elementary Schools (New York: The ~~omillan Company, 196;),
p. 180.
IlllilaurJ."ce
D. ~roolf
Teac hi ng
~
IV
and J eanne A• l,rnOO If , Reme d"J.B.1 Res.d"J.n
and Treatment (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957 , p. 11.

y:
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college courses in the teaching of reading need to determine the degree
of knowledge and understanding their students possess of word recognition skills and instruct them accordingly.n l12
Aaron, investigating teacher and prospective teacher knowledge of
second and third grade phonics generalizations at the University of
Georgia, found that a course in the teaching of reading should give
attention not only how to teach phonics generalizations but the principIes themselves, ·since very few of the enrollees appeared to be wellgrounded in these principles. nll ,
Strang, McCullough, and Traxler suggested that the following three
features be included in college reading courses:
1.
2.
,.

The teaching of the reading and study skills that all
students need, either in a scheduled course or in each
of the context fields;
Special reading classes or laboratories for those who come
to college deficient in reading ability; and
Individual counseling on reading and study problems. 114

Inadequacy of instructional materials is almost as serious as
inadequacy of instruction.

The child must have access to a variety of

books and materials.
The teacher's personality and attitude is also an important determiner of efficient instruction.

Bond and Tinker reported on the unfortunate

112Z• Wallace Ramsey, "Will Tomorrow's Teachers Know and Teach
Phonics?,· ~ Reading Teapher, XV (January, 1962), 245.
11'E. E. Aaron, ·Wbat Teachers and Prospective Teachers Know About
Phonics Generalizations," The Journal £f Educational Research, LIII (May,
1960), ,29.
l14Ruth strang, Oonstance M. McCullough, and Arthur E. Traxler, The
Improvement £f Reading (third edition; New York: McGraw-Hill Book ComP;-nY,
Inc., 1961), p. 62.
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results of unsatisfactory pupil-teacher relationships.

They felt that

any hostility or anxiety on the part of the teacher when a pupil is

having difficulty in reading intensifies the child1s emotional reactions
and feelings of insecurity.115
From a 1947 study of

33,000 letters written by children in

a

contest to select an outstanding teacher, Witty found out the distinct
negative traits and characteristics of teachers.

These traits in the

order of frequency were:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Bad-tempered and intolerant
Unfair and inclined to have favorites
Disinclined to show interest in the pupil and take time
to help him
Unreasonable in demands
Tendency to be gloomy and unfriendly
Sarcastic and inclined to use ridicule
Unattractive in appearance
Impatient and inflexible
Tendency to talk excessively
Inclined to talk down to pupils
Overbearing and conceited
Lacking in a sense of humor l16

otto and McMenemy, directing their attention to the matter of
curriculum, concluded that misdirected emphasis in the curriculum could
occur in many forms.
1.
2.

They listed the following as examples:

Basic reading skills may have been neglected once the
child left the primary grades.
A sufficient amount of readiness activity may not have been
provided.

l15Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their
Diagnosis ~ Oorrection (New York: Appleton-Century-orofts, Inc., 1957),
p. 119.

l16paul A. Witty, "The Teacher vfuo Has Helped Me Most," ElementarY
English, XXIV (October, 1947), ,49.

).

4.
¥~

There could have been too great an emphasis on one method
of teaching reading as opposed to the best of each
method.
There might have been too much dependence on 'incidental'
learning and not enough direct instruction. 11 7

difficulties stem from the fact that while learning is a

uniquely individual affair, teaching, out of necessity, most often is
group-oriented or group-directed.

Although efforts are usually made to

adapt instruction to individual needs in group settings, it is sometimes
difficult to do and occasionally, children are lost in the group.

Sinoe

the teacher is unable to provide the special help that a particular child
may need, he is ·unable to profit from group instruction and falls further
and further behind, becoming more frustrated and discouraged with each
passing day.·118
A ohild's attendance in school may certainly have a bearing upon
a learning problem.

Very often a gap in basic skills can be traced to a

youngster's absence during a period when certain fundamentals were being
introduced.

Proficiency in reading comes from practice, and a child who

does not spend time reading cannot expect to become a good reader.
instruction must be oontinuous and sequential.

Also,

A child who does not

attend school regularly beoause of illness or other reasons, or who attends
a succession of different schools because his family moves from plaoe to

117otto and MoMenemy, .£E.. ~., p. 25.
118Pollack and Piekarz,

££. cit., p. 25.
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place, may lose the continuity as well as the sequence of his instruction,
and experience difficulty in learning to read.
The school conditions and practices cited by the researcher point
out the manner in which they contribute to the overall picture of the
young disabled reader.

Placing the blame for reading problems, however,

is not so important as considering how to correct the inadequate situation.
II.

SUl~~Y

A review of the literature concerning the various factors influencing reading disability has been made by the researcher.
inferences can be made from the evidence.

Certain

Research into the causes of

reading problems has been carried on intensively b.Y experts in the field
of reading for the past twenty-five years.

Any factor or condition that

can interfere with any kind of learning is apt to have even more influence
on the acquisition of reading skills than on other learning.

It was found

that there are innumerable factors causing children to fail to learn to
read at a level consistent with their capability.

Those circumstances

investigated--interest, experiential background, maturation, general physical health, auditory adequacy, visual adequacy, speech, brain implications,
emotional stability, and school conditions and practices--all act interdependently to produce either reading proficiency or reading disability.
Authorities differ as to the measurable effect of any one condition upon
another; therefore, the concept of multiple-causation factors, held b,y
many authorities in the field of reading at the present time, is primary

to the comprehension and treatment of the young disabled reader.

A

panacea to the virtual extinction of disabilities in the young reader
has not yet been revealed.

The trend of authorities to focus upon emo-

tional and brain implications in regard to reading disabilities is readily
observed from an investigation of current literature.

Many leading person-

ages in the field of reading have suggested that an integration of all
social services is needed for a speedier resolution to this problem.

They

imply a need for full cooperation and mutual respect among the disciplines
involved: medicine, psychiatry, psychology, sociology, and education.

OHAPTER III
RESEARCH IIITO THE RELATIONSHIP OF ID40TIONAL DISTURBANOES
AMONG YOUNG DISABLED READERS

Ohall stated the following about the incidence of emotional disturbances among young disabled readers:
Extensive clinical diagnoses of reading disability cases have
again and again shown the pervasiveness of psychological problems
among poor readers. In fact, emotional factors are so prevalent
that it is rare to find a child without such problems among those
treated in reading clinics. l
In a discussion of disabled readers, Sister Eileen Marie Oronin
said that it seemed reasonable to expect some manifestation of abnormal
behavior among nonreading children.

-Those working with children who

have failed to make progress in learning to read readily recognize overt
expressions of poor self-image manifested through negative or aggressive
behavior,u she concluded.

2

In a study of thirty children with personality maladjustment who
were inferior readers and a group of superior readers with no personality
maladjustment, stewart found:
• • • No single personality trait is characteristic of all
superior or all inferior readers. Both boys and girls who are

lJeanne S. Chall, "Reading Disa.bility and the Role of the Teacher,u
Elementary English, XXXV (May, 1958), 440.
2Sister Eileen Marie Cronin, "Reading Disorders and Remediation"
(in Reading Disorders: ! ~ultidisciplinary Symposium, eds. Richard M.
Flower, Helen F. Gofman, and Lucie I. Lawson. Philadelphia: F. A. Davis
Compa~~, 1965), p. 110.
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inferior readers seem to be more aggressive in overt behavior
than the superior readers. The inferior readers do not strive
for success in reading either because they have no strong psychological motivation for reading success or because they have powerful incentives for not being successful in reading. In the first
instance, the inferior reader's parents place a lou valuation on
reading and are not distressed by the absence of superior achievement. In the second instance, the inferior reading achievement
is a vehicle for the child's expression of hostility toward an
ambivalent parent who is hostile toward the child and also either
overprotective or indulgent • • • In all cases, inferior readers
have parents who are more indulgent~ overprotective, and/or
capricious than they are rejecting.7
Nile. B. Smith mentioned a strong relationship between reading
achievement and mental health and stated that personality difficulties
frequently improved as reading ability improved.

She summarized:

• • • In the light of this important information we see the
necessity for intensifying our efforts to ensure every child rapid
and efficient mastery of the skill of reading commensurate with
his individual mentality. This necessity takes on renewed urgency, not only because reading is the basic tool in realizing reading
values, but also because the sense of reading achievement contributes to security, social approval, and self-con~idence--all strong
factors in the total state of mental well-being.
I.

AUTHORITIES' OPINIONS OF THE RELATIONSHIP

Zintz offered the follOWing as three possible ways in which remedial
reading and emotional disturbances may be related:
1.

Some children are emotionally disturbed before they try
to learn to read and fail.

'Robert s. stewart, Itpersonality Maladjustment and Reading AchieveAmerican Journal £f Orthopsychiatry, XX (April, 1950), 417.
4
Nila B. Smith, "The Personal and Social Values of Reading,"
Elementary English, XXV (December, 1948), 497.

ment,·

~
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2.

Some children fail in reading and become emotionally
disturbed as a result of reading failure.
Some children experience emotional problems and reading
failure as a concomitant experience.5

In their book, Reading lE Child Development, Burton, Baker, and
Kemp stated that some authorities believe that emotional disturbances
precede and cause reading difficulties--that the reading difficulties
are one of the symptoms of inadequate personal adjustment.

Other author-

ities believed that emotional disturbances affecting reading ability
arise from the reading difficulties themselves or from unpleasant experiences with reading, initial or continued failure to learn to read, an
inability to keep up with the group, meaningless drill on mechanical
skills, suppression or disregard of interests, improper motivation, and
lack of challenge.

Other authorities admitted that it was often diffi-

cult to determine whether the emotional disturbances were causes, concomitants, or results of reading difficulties. 6
After a thorough review of the literature, Vernon summarized in
the following manner:
It seems fairly clear that in some cases the emotional
difficulties are the primary and fundamental factor in causing
reading disability; whereas in others, the emotional difficulty
is largely caused by the reading disability. The efficacy of
therapeutic treatment and of remedial instruction is different

5Miles V. Zintz, Corrective Reading (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C.
Brown Co., Inc., 1966), p. 19;.

1E
p.

6William H. Burton, Clara B. Baker, and Grace K. Kemp,

Readin~

~ Development (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 195 ),

55;.
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in the two types of cases. 7
Robinson indicated that emotional difficulties may cause reading
disability in the beginning and that this disability may, in turn, result
in frustration, which further blocks learning and intensifies the frustration.

The interaction and intensification then become a vicious

circle, leading to intense emotional maladjustments and complete failure
to progress in reading.

-The emotional maladjustment seen in a severely

retarded reader,· she concluded,

b

may be either the cause, the effeot,

or the result of the interaction of the reading failure and emotional
maladjUstments. 18
Blackham believed that there is no point at which maladjustment
suddenly begins or ends.

He observed that behavior reactions arrange

themselves along a continuum from adaptive to maladaptive and from adjustive to nonadjUstive. 9
The following two hypotheses accounted for the interaction
between emotions and reading disability according to Heilman:
1.

Where emotional behavior and reading problems are found
together, the emotional involvement stems from failure,
frustration, tension, and pressure connected with the
reading problem. Here it is implied that the child's

7M• D. Vernon, Bacbvardness in Reading: ! study of ~ Nature ~
Origin (Cambridge, England: The University Press, 1957), p. 146.
8He1en M. Ro binson,

!1lZ

£;)i18 Fail

University of Chicago Press, 19

,p. 78.

.!!!.

Reading (Chicago: The

9aarth J. Blackh~, The Deviant Ohild in the Classroom (Belmont,
California: Wadsworth Publi~ng Company, Inc~ 1907), p. 73.
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2.

emotions become involved in reading through success or
failure • • • The child1s frustrations mount as a result
of failure and also as a result of his inability to
please the figures of authority, parents and teachers.
His attitudes toward himself are influenced by attitudes
around him. Feelings of inferiority and personal inadequacy result. When onels ego is threatened, tension
and emotional conflict are inevitable. Under these
circumstances, the child resorts to some behavior which,
irrational as it may seem to adults, appears to the
child to be a means of escape from an untenable position • • •
Unresolved emotional problems, which originally need not
have been related to reading, may prevent the child
from applying his energies to the learning task. The
non-reading behavior is simply a symptom of the emotional
pro blem. lO

On the other hand, Kottmeyer stated that after the mastery of
basic reading skills, the tendency toward adjustment for his disabled
readers was consistent.

-As well as we have been able to estimate, in

only about six per cent of our clinic cases have we heen fairly sure that
emotional disturbance was a significant factor in the original cause of
11
failure to learn,· he reflected.
Rosner, speaking of the cause-effect relationship of emotional
disturbances and reading disability, considered the following to be the
most sensible position:
• • • One that suggests that in most instances neither the
reading disability nor psychological problems can be weeded out
as the sole cause of the other. \~en a youngster brings certain

l°Arthur W. Heilman, PrinciEles ~ Practices of Teachinf ReadiF$
(Oolumbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 196b), pp. 32 -25.
llWilliam Kottmeyer, Teacher's Guide for Remedial Reading (st.
Louis: Webster Publishing Company, 1959), p:-22.
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adjustment problems to school with him and develops learning
problems as an additional symptom of the adjustment problem, the
learning problem serves to exacerbate his needs in the personal
adjustment area. Indeed the learning problem frequently provides
for the youngster a verification of his feelings of inadequacy.12
Woolf and Woolf, in discussing which came first, the reading disability or emotional problems, concluded in part:
Apparently, either sequence of events is possible. An emotional or perceptual block may interfere with learning to read.
Anxiety interferes with learning to read. Anxiety interferes
with the concentration of the reader and inhibits performance.
Depression decreases memory span and involves feelings of worthlessness and hopelessness. On the other hand, the child who
fails to keep up with his fellows is daily subjected to embarrassment, humiliation, and frustration. He could easily develop
emotional problems which are further obstacles to learning. l '
Smith and Dechant said that everyone needs security, success, and
social acceptance, and failure in reading may pose a large and continuing block to the child's normal emotional development.

The child who

cannot read is deprived of a means for widening his interests, for satistying his needs for new experiences, for filling his leisure time, and
for promoting his emotional and social adjustment.

They determined,

·Thus, reading failure blocks the child from adequate communication with
an important function and portion of his wor1d. n14

12stanley L. Rosner, IICharacteristics of Corrective Readers· (in
Corrective Reading in ~ Elementary Olassroom, Perspectives in Reading,
No.7, eds. Marjorie S. Johnson and Roy A. Kress. Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, Inc., 1967), p. 18.

y:

lJMaurice D. Woolf and Jeanne A. Woolf, Remedial Readin
Teachi~
and Trea.tment (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957 , p. 21.

14Henry P. Smith and Emerald V. Dechant,

Psycholo~ 1E Teaching
Reading (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961),
p. 297.

smith and Dechant also indicated that it was difficult to estab1ish whether personality maladjustment was the cause, the effect, or a
concomitant circumstance of the reading disability.15
A member of the medical profession viewed the relationship in the
following manner:
Emotional disturbance associated with reading probably has
two aspects. In some cases you have the child who, for many
reasons, is a poor reader. This is frustrating to him. His selfesteem is lowered. Not having the proper tools to handle this
frustration, he becomes emotionally disturbed. In other cases,
we start with an emotional disturbance. This leads to poor
reading because the child is usigg up psychic energy that should
be devoted to learning to read.
AIm listed the causes attributed to reluctance in reading as:
1•
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

The individual does not know how to read.
The individual does not know ;hit to read.
The individual has little or ~pportunity to read.
The individual discovers early that in his world reading
has little or no prestige.
The individual is often never given any glimpse of the
wider horizons of reading.
The individual is bored with reading.
The individual is faced with pressures of many kinds.
The individual has irmumerable demands on his time, ma~
more fascinating or satisfying for him than reading. 17

AIm agreed with other authorities in that emotional difficulties
may be a backdrop, concomitant, or an aftermath to the causes of reluc-

151lli,.
16Boris Zemsky, "Causation and Prevention of Emotional Difficulties
in Reading- (in Understanding ~ Helping ~ Retarded Reader, ed. Ruth
strang. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1965), p. 43.
l7Richard S. AIm, "The Reluctant Reader: Oauses of Reluctance"
(in ~ Underachiever lE Reading, Proceedings of the Annual Conference
on Reading held at the University of Chicago, 1962, Vol. XXIV, ad. H. Alan
Robinson. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 109.
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tance in reading.

"The reactions, the feelings, the frustrations of a

reader may lead to emotional overtones in everyone of his reading
encounters,· he concluded.

18

A belief that most children in school fail is held by John Holt.
He attributed their failure to the following three emotional variables-fear, boredom, and confusion--and explained why:
They are afraid, above all else, of failing, of disappointing
of displeasing the many anxious adults around them, whose limitless hopes and expectations for them hang over their heads like
a cloud.

. . .and. .told
. . to. .
. . They
. . .are. .bored
. . .because
. . . .the things they .are. .given

do in school are so trivial, so dull, and make such limited and
narrow demands on the wide spectrum of their intelligence, capabilities, and talents.
They are confused because most of the torrent of words that
pours over them in school makes little or no sense. It often
flatly contradicts other things they have been told, and hardly
ever has any relation to what they really know--tg the rough model
of reality that they carry around in their minds. 19
Bond and Tinker, in a summary of all the evidence concerning emotional disturbances and reading disability, made the follOWing suggestions:
1.
2.

3.

In a relatively small proportion of the cases, children are
emotionally upset and maladjusted when they arrive at
school.
In a relatively large proportion of reading cases, the
children will have formed well-adjusted personalities
before they arrive at school. The frustration from
failure to learn to read results in some degree of personality maladjustment. In these cases, reading disability
causes the emotional difficulty.
Emotional maladjustment may be both an effect and a cause

18Ibid •

19John Holt, How Children Fail (New York: Dell Publishing Co.,
Inc., 1964), pp. xiii, xiv.

4.

5.
6.

II.

of reading disability in many cases. The emotional
disturbance produced by failure to learn to read may
then become a handicap to further learning.
If the personal and social maladjustment is due to the
reading disability, it tends to disappear in most cases
when the child becomes a successful reader.
A few children need to be referred to a psychiatric social
worker, a clinical psychologist, or a psychiatrist for
psychotherapy.
Adverse attitudes toward reading, the teacher, and school
activities are due frequently to failure in reading. 20

EMOTIONAL

DISTURBm~OES

AS CAUSAL FAOTORS

Many authorities in the field of reading

maint~in

that emotional

disturbances are causal factors among young disabled readers.

However,

Ketchum stated that there are no reliable statistics as to the incidence
of personality problems in the population of disabled readers.
obvious reason for this

l~ck

-The

is the infinite variety of opinions as to

what does, or does not, constitute an 'emotional problem,'" he concluded. 21
Extensive research has shown that children often have difficulty
in learning when disturbing emotional conditions and unfavorable attitudes stand in their way.

Children with behavior problems, those who

show poor control, are overactive, distractible, unusually aggressive
and destructive, babyish and irresponsible, usually have trouble learning

20 Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their
Diagnosis ~ Correction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1957),
pp. 110-11.

21E• Gillet Ketchum, "Neurological and/or Emotional Factors in
Reading Disabilities" (in Vistas 1E Reading, Proceedings of the Eleventh
Annual Convention, Vol. II, Part I, ed. J. Allen Figurel. Newark,
Delaware: International Reading Association, Inc., 1967), p. 524.
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to read.

There is evidence that the child's fantasies, obsessions, and

inhibitions make it difficult for him to learn certain words.

22

Ketchum described four of the more common personality pictures
causative to a child's failure to learn to read adequately:
First, we have the 'too good' child. This child is a youngster who has evolved very little in the way of his own independence and ego strength. From his infant years he has been
conditioned to feeling that the only way he can have status, the
one route to avoiding parental rejection, is to give heed to their
assiduous trainings to be a well-behaved, conforming credit to
the family. When this youngster arrives in school, he is a quiet,
shy, conforming youngster who behaves himself according to the
letter of the law. He dares not, and cannot, assert independence
in play or at intellectual levels. He is measurably bright. He
does not learn to acquire reading skills because all he can do is
go through the motions in dutiful fashion. His conscience pushes
him to memorize, and he cannot transfer to any real learnings.
He is a youngster who needs psychotherapy; but treatment is always
slow, not only because of the long conditioning, but because there
is so little to really reach in this youngster.
The second group is the very immature. These are youngsters
who have long been 'babies,' whose wants and needs have been everlastingly anticipated. Not only is there very inadequate ego
differentiation in this group but they are usually hedonists who
resort to a great variety of avoidance tactics. They cannot tolerate frustration of their hedonisms; and so the learning process,
the tedium of precision, and the threat to their maintenance of
pleasurable fantasies produce little bona fide learning.
The third category consists of those youngsters whose parents
are extremely ambitious for them. Both mothers and fathers of
these youngsters have long pushed and pressured these children
for achievements beyond their psychological means so that they
arrive in the classroom with a fairly rebellious, negative stance.
They have learned the defense of seeming to comply, to go through
with the motions which adults demand; but in actuality they are
subtly refusing to invest a~ real energy in the learning process.
Frequently the parents have set great and unrealistic goals in
reading for these youngsters. Unconsciously they feel their integrity threatened, and they resort to aggressive passivity.

22Gertrude Hildreth, "Some Principles of Learning Applied to
Reading, II Education, LXXIV (May, 1954), 57.
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These are the youngsters whose error patterns are filled with
substitutions which are utterly meaningless. They look at words
and offer neologisms.
The fourth group consists of youngsters who have been both
overtrained and overmanaged. Their egos have never developed any
essential differentiation; their self-concepts are blurred and
weak. They cannot listen well, nor can they express themselves
as they have never been encouraged to do the latter. These are
youngsters who withdraw into autistic fantasies and who shut out
the world which is so threatening to their undeveloped or crushed
egos. These children can produce all of the classic array of
reading errors that are sometimes presented by the brain injured. 23
Sister~~ry

Julitta stated the following social and personal

factors as a means of identifYing underachievement in reading:

imma-

turity; social inadequacy; the individual's self-concept; environmental
factors; speech handicaps; physical handicaps; and emotional instability.24

She wrote that it was these factors which usually hastened the

reading problems.
According to Hester, behavior showing social and emotional immaturity was found through the following classifications:
1.
2.
,.

Instability and flighty attention. The inability to
concentrate on a given task or the desire to flit from
one activity to another may be due to emotional upsets.
Resistance to authority. A refusal to learn to read may
furnish the only emotional outlet for the child who is
in conflict with parental and/or school authorities.
Infantile behavior. Many children who are emotionally
immature resort to infantile behavior. The child feels
insecure and needs to establish his position in the

2'Ketchum, .9.E..

--

ill.,

pp. 524-25.

24Sister ~~ry Julitta, ftTechniques for Identifying the Underachiever
in Kindergarten Through Grade Three· (in The Underachiever iE Reading,
Proceedings of the Annual Conference on Reading held at the University
of Chicago, 1962, Vol. XXIV, ed. H. Alan Robinson. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1962), pp. 19-2,.
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group.

4. Feelings of inadequacy. A lack of emotional readiness

5.

6.

may be detected in the child's feeling inadequate for
the work and refusing to try.
Withdrawal tendencies. Daydreaming, extreme timidity and
shyness, actual physical illness, and vomiting may stem
from emotional maladjustments. The child who exhibits
this type of behavior is frequently overlooked because
he causes no trouble in the classroom. No one realized
how Frank was suffering in the classroom until, during
a diagnostic reading examination, the little nine-yearold boy looked up at the examiner in the most earnest
manner and said, 'Are you going to teach me how to read?'
When the examiner replied, 'Yes,' Frank was very quiet
for a moment. Then, looking up again with his big blue
eyes, he said, 11'm so glad. Every night when I say my
prayers, I say, 'Dear God, please let me read better
tomorrow' • '
Aggressive tendencies. Such actions as boasting, blUffing,
temper tantrums, also lying, cheating, and stealing are
danger signals and should be investigated. Children who
exhibit these tendencies are in need of help. Reading
as well as other learnine, is likely to suffer because
of the social and emotional maladjustment. 25

Robinson indicated that emotional and personality problems might
be a cause of reading failure.

The severe maladjustments of the neuro-

tic child are most eVident; nevertheless, she felt that the minor adjustments which the child must make when he enters school are so many that
he may not be prepared to devote himself to reading.

Even though he

is Willing to learn, he may be hampered by emotional immaturity, lack
of confidence and security, unpleasant or indifferent associations
with words, or excessive timidity.

Robinson concluded:

"Personality

needs are so complicated that it is surprising that their frustration

25Ka.thleen B. Hester, Tea.ching Every Child to ~ (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1955), pp. 44-45.
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does not more seriously interfere with the work of the school. ft26
UFailure to make the first steps in adaptation to reading may
lead to frustration and all of its accompanying reactions, such as inattention, lack of motivation, confusion, and lack of application to the
task of learning to read,· Robinson summarized.

27

Robinson also listed the following emotional factors to be
primary in causing reading disability:

(1) general emotional imma-

turity; (2) excessive timidity; (3) predilection against reading--the
child who has heard someone else say reading was hard and who identifies
himself with someone who cannot read or dislikes to read; and (4) a
predilection against all school activities including reading.

28

If a child is so tense and anxious that he looks at every word
half a dozen times before reading it aloud, for fear of making a mistake,
Gray and Reese maintained that his reading difficulty may be rooted in
a neurosis of which inability to read at normal speed is merely a surface
symptom.

29

McCarthy cited emotional insecurity as the prime cause of speech
and reading disorders in children.

She verified her conclusion by the

26

Helen M. Robinson, vfuy t6)ilS ~ iE Reading (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 19
, p. 81.
~

!lli.,

p.

82.

~

!lli.,

pp. 25-27.

29Lillian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children to ~ (second
edition; New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1957), p. 07.
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following statements:
It seems, therefore, that these failures in the language
arts, no matter which personality syndrome they show, are basically insecure, worried, anxious children who are more concerned,
often on an unconscious level, about basic emotional problems in
their lives, than they are about the difference between a Ib l
and a Id l or between Iwas· and Isaw.1 As one very immature tenyear-old boy said in one of the therapeutic sessions, in which
he frankly verbalized about his jealousy of his preschool sister,
II just can1t wait to get home from school to see what my mother
and sister are doing. 1 1 m afraid they will do something behind
my back. I just canlt think with all these things going on in
my mind .130
Very often a person is found with a lack of ability in an area
not because of inherent difficulties but because the person cannot see
the consistency of school subject matter with his general mode of
personal behavior.

Some writers in the field of reading feel that -the

reason boys read more poorly than girls is that the early books have
content which is inconsistent with the culturally defined masculine role
as perceived by little boys.a3

l

Speaking on psychological causative factors, Carey said that emotional disturbance involves impaired personal relationships which have
their origin in the home, in the childls early relationships with his
parents, or with those who stand to him in place of parents.

A~thing

which adversely affects those relationships may adversely affect the

30Dorothea McCarthy, "Language and Personality Development," ~
Reading Teacher, VI (November, 1952), 33.
3lNorman Young and Eugene L. Gaier, IIImplications in Emotionally
Caused Reading Retardation," Elementary English, XXVIII (May, 1951),

272.
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development of the child's personality and also the development of his
ability to learn.

RHe arrives at school, if not emotionally crippled,

at least emotionally

h~ndicapped," she continued.,2

Carey summarized her hypothesis in part by the following:
We do not say that a broken home actually has caused the
learning disability; we say rather that if the home has been
broken with accompanying unpleasant circumstances, we have a
possible explanation of an emotional disturbance which may be
causing the learning problems. The working mother may, for an
example, appear under certain circumstances to her children as a
rejecting mother.
Marital discord which makes of the child an instrument with
which the parents fight one another also has catastrophic results.
In our American culture, particularly in that section of it
which we call middle-class, underachievement in reading has
become a most potent and subtle weapon to wield against a parent.
Several studies have hypothesized the unconscious use of this
weapon by both boys and girls. On the other hand, a parentis
anxiety about his child's reading achievement may communicate
itself to the child and serve as an effective obstacle to the
learning process.
An anxious child who has developed in his relationship with
his parents, a tendency to feel anxiety in any situation which
demands that he exhibit, before an adult, his ability or inability in any area of achievement, may transfer this anxiety to
the school situation in which he must 'prove himself' for his
teacher. Reading is conspicuous among such situations, and the
anxiety felt by the child handicaps him and prevents his doing
his best work.
Sibling relationships have also been examined for their
possible effect on reading achievement in particular. Some
investigators have believed that it is the oldest child who is
likely to have particular difficulty; some, that it is the middle
child; and some, that it is the youngest.
vfuen the bright underachiever goes to school, his feelings
about people, which have had their early development in the home,

,2Helen B. Carey, "The Bright Underachiever in Reading: Causes of
Underachievement" (in ~ Underachiever 1E Reading, Proceedings of the
Annual Conference on Reading held at the University of Ohicago, 1962,
Vol. XXIV, ed. H. Alan Robinson. Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1962), p. 76.
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are transferred to his teachers and his peers, and are modified
and further developed by everything which happens in the school
setting. Personality clashes may develop with teachers and/or
with peers and may seriously complicate the learning process.33
Dr. Ralph D. Rabinovich cited a group of children

~ong

the total

population of poor readers which comprises children who have full capacity to learn to read but do not acquire or apply the skills of which
they are capable.

In other words, these children lack the reading

techniques that would permit them to achieve a reading level commensurate
with their intelligence.

He stated the following causative factors:

• • • exogenous or experiential; the child has a normal
reading potential that, for a wide variety of reasons, has not
been realized. There is no school teacher who does not know
some of these children. Some are simply negative; they come to
school with such a hostile attitude--usually directed at first
toward the parents, then transferred to the teacher--that they
will not learn. Some are so anxious about themselves or about
their family relationships that their anxiety interferes with
concentration and learning. Some may be depressed, and others
are unable to evoke the kind of mental energy that is necessary
for effective learning. Some are psychotic or mentally ill;
fortunately they are not a very large group, but still they
comprise a significant number. Others may be simply neglected-grossly unstimulated at home, and sometimes unfortunately at
school. Thus there is a wide range of external factors that may
interfere with the reading achievement of children whose capacity to learn is intact, factors that prevent them from utilizing their capacity adequately. This whole group of children
who are biologically intact we fre~~entlY refer to as cases of
secondary reading retardation. • ./

3'Ibid., pp.

77-78.

34Ralph D. Rabinovich, IINeuropsychiatric Considerations in
Ohildren's Reading Problems" (in Understanding ~ Helping ~ Retarded
Reader, ed. Ruth strang. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press,

1965 ), p. 47.
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Abrams pointed out that some youngsters experience extreme difficulty in learning to read because of the "fear of looking. u;5

He con-

firmed his contention by the following:
It is the active part of looking necessary to establish the
automatic skill of reading, rather than the true reading content,
which is felt to create the major difficulty for the retarded
reader. It is highly probable that so-called non-readers have a
greater reading vocabulary than is suspected, but that alphabetical letters and words lend themselves to a quick association
with the underlying fantasies related to reading and make it
necessary for the retarded reader to resort to the mechanism of
denial to keep these fantasies repressed. Another possible interpretation of this is not a Ifear of looking' but rather a fear of
exploration. If a youngster has been brought up in an environment that is conducive to his feeling that the acquisition of
knowledge is symbolically equivalent with his learning of intolerable and unacceptable ideas and feelings which he must keep
buried from himself, he will simply not allow himself to 'know. I ;6
To learn to read and achieve require also a certain amount of
aggressiveness and some youngsters fail in reading because they are
unable to differentiate between what is "constructively aggressive
(assertive) and destructively aggressive, thereby not allowing any
expression of aggressiveness whatsoever,· Abrams continued.;7

He summarized:

This type of child's 'conscience' has become so tyrannical and
despotic that he is also very often extremely afraid of his own
feelings. He gives lip service to emotion rather than experiencing it. B.Y doing this he denies the presence of a very important
driVing force within him--his own feelings. And by denying his
feelings he also denies the impety~ that would help him instrument
his wishes and make them actions.'

;5Jules o. Abrams, tI Psychological Considera.tions in Corrective
(in Corrective Reading ~ the Elementary Classroom, Perspectives
in Reading, No.7, eds. r"larjorie S. Johnson and Roy A. Kress. Ne'V18.rk,
Delaware: International Reading Association, Inc., 1967), p. 27.

Reading~

36Ibid., p. 28.

;7~.

,8

Ibid •
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Abrams also asserted that some children experience reading difficulty because of excessively high standards that they set for themselves.
This type of youngster is described as one rlho may begin each school
ter.m with enthusiasm and a great deal of ambition, but because he expects
so much of himself even a slight amount of dropping away from a perfect
performance is painful.

He

becomes unvlilling to risk further effort

because of the possible blow to his own feelings of pride which he experiences with failure.

"Thus he finds it much less painful to fail without

putting forth effort,· Abrams said.

"In this way he is able to ration-

alize that he could have succeeded if he had \'la.nted to do so. n39
Speaking on another aspect of psychological considera.tions in the
young disabled reader, Abrams referred to narcissistic wounding:
Some children have experienced and continue to experience
such tremendous fears of narcissistic wounding--that is, to their
sense of adequacy and their concept of self--that they become
extraordinarily fearful of any situation that might enhance these
extremely disturbing feelings of inadequacy. They have convinced
themselves that they cannot learn; yet they must assume an air
of omnipotence and omniscience as a defense against these intense
feelings of defectiveness. These children simply withdraw from
any learning situation because of the terrible fear of failure.
If they are given material at their own level, they may become
even more terrified because they reason t~t they should certainly
be expected to achieve at this level • • •
Burton, Baker, and Kemp listed the following as emotional disturbances that may give rise to reading disabilities:
1.

. . . Overprotection by parents, most often by the mother.
40.1 bid.,

p. 29.
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2.

5.

A child who is kept unduly dependent on adults may
~eel that learning to read is an impossible task to
undertake alone.
• •• Faulty training in the home. A child accustomed
to unwise training methods, to inconsistent and unpredictable occurrences at home, may find it very difficult
to make adjustments to the authoritative direction and
systematic order of affairs at school.
• •• Unfair pressures by adults. A child who is urged
to read before he is ready, to read materials beyond
his ability, to do as well as a brother, a sister, or
some other child who is making (or has made) better
progress in reading, may develop feelings of defeatism,
resentment, or antagonis~ that prevent him from making
normal reading progress. 4l

Gallagher distinguished the following emotional problems as causal
to reading disabilities:
1.

2.

5.

Conscious or unconscious refusal to learn. The child may
feel a real hostility to parents or teachers or both.
Such hostility may cause the child to reject reading
because it is identified with the adult against whom
his feelings are directed. This sometimes occurs when
there is a conflict between the cultural values of the
teacher and pupil. The child from a low socio-economic
background may not be willing to accept the goals which
the teacher approves. Another cause might be displacement of hostility. The child, jealous of a brother or
sister who is very good in reading, may transfer his
hostility to the act of reading which is the sibling's
strong point.
Resistance to pressure. The overzealous parent who wants
Johnny to be a quiz kid may arouse a resistance to
pressure for intellectual attainment that may take the
form of a disinterest in reading.
A clinging to dependency. The child who is overprotected
and babied may consciously or unconsciously prefer to
remain infantile, thus getting attention through his
helplessness.

41William H. Burton, Clara B. Baker, and Grace K. Kemp, Readin
in Child Development (NeVi York: The Bo bbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 195 ),

P:- 554.
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4.

Extreme distractibility or restlessness. A high degree
of tension in the child may build up an uncontrollable
need for relief in the form of physical activity. If
the child cann0 attend to his reading lessons, he
will not learn. 2

4

Personality disorders in children, also cited b,y Gallagher, made
this type of child one of the most difficult with whom to deal.

He

described the characteristics of this type of child in the following
manner:
They lack motivation and social responsiveness. Instead of
emotional or intellectual disturbance, they show little or no
anxiety or sense of distress. The child who manifests personality
disorder seldom responds to direct remedial efforts. His lack of
motivation, negativigm, inadequacy, poor powers of concentration,
and low persistence and drive are so ingrained as to become a way
of life. Treatment in these cases typically involves working
with the parents so that, hope~lly, a more rational environment
will be provided for the child. ,
Tulchin listed the following emotional patterns as causative or
interfering with reading:

(1) general instability; (2) flighty atten-

tion; (3) resistance to authority; (4) feelings of inadequacy; (5) infantile behavior; (6) sibling rivalry; and (7) oversensitiveness to criti44
cism.
Blanchard studied seventy-three reading disability cases of which

42peter Gallagher, -Identification of Emotional Difficulties in
Reading" (in Understanding ~ Helping the Retarded Reader, ed. Ruth
strang. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1965), p. 37.
4'1 bid., p.

,9.

44Simon H. Tulchin, -Emotional Factors in Reading Disabilities in
School Children,1f The Journal Ef Educational Psychology, XXVI (September,

1935), 444.

-
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sixty-three were boys and ten were girls.

She concluded that reading

disability may satisfY a child's need for punishment and thus relieve
a guilt feeling.

She also suggested that some children actually may

seek failure in school and its resultant criticism. 45
Harris gave a great deal of attention to emotional disturbances
as causal factors in reading disability.

In fact, a belief that emo-

tional difficulties are the caUse of the reading difficulty in more than
fifty per cent of the cases is held

~J

Harris.

46

However, he stated

that the attempt to describe carefully and accurately the different
kinds of emotional problems which are causes in reading problems is in
its early stages.
1.

2.

,.

He distinguished the following types:

Conscious refusal to learn. The child feels real hostility to parents or teachers or both, hostility which is
consciously realized and readily expressed, and rejects
reading because it is identified with the adult or
adults against whom these feelings are directed • • •
The child may be imitating an admired parent who quite
frequently voices contempt for 'book-learning.'
Overt hostility. In some children, self-control is hard
to maintain because the child has built up intense
feelings of resentment, and his angry feelings are apt
to break out with relatively little provocation. Such
children are generally regarded as 'bad' and the school
tends to become for them a continuing series of skirmishes and battles, interrupted by punishments • • •
Negative conditioning to reading. The child has built
up a negative emotional response to reading (fear,

45Phyllis Blanchard, "Reading Disabilities in Relation to Difficulties
of Personality and Emotional Development,· Mental Hygiene, XX (July, 1936),
412.

46Al bert J. Harri s, !!.2!!.

.!:£
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

anger, dislike) through the normal principles of
learning by association. Reading, having been present
with someone or something already feared or disliked,
becomes capable b.Y itself of producing negative emotional reactions • • •
Displacement of hostility. The child maJ' be quite jealous
of a favored brother or sister who is very good in
reading, and his hostility becomes transferred to the
act of reading which is the sibling's strong point.
Another pattern is that of the child whose parent is
an avid reader and who is unable to express hostility
toward the parent in an open and direct fashion. The
hostility may be expressed indirectly by failure in
reading which is important to the parent • • •
Resistance to pressure. It has been known for many years
that mothers who are overanxious about a child's eating
and so try during early childhood to cram as much food
as possible into the child, often find their children
becoming feeding problems. Similarly the overambitious
parent can develop in the child a resistance to pressure
for intellectual attainment that may take the form of
disinterest in reading. Reading in such cases can become
the main battleground on which the child fights for his
rights.
Clinging to dependency. The child who is overprotected
or babied may prefer to remain infantile and get attention through helplessness • • • This is a common pattern
among children who were only children for four or five
years, the first brother or sister arriving while they
were in kindergarten or first grade. Such children
interpret being sent to school as an attempt to get
them out of the house so mother can give her full attention to the new baby • • •
Quick discouragement. Some children start off with a
desire to learn to read, but meet with some initial
difficulty and quickly give up and stop trying. These
children, as a rule, are boys and girls who come to
school with marked feelings of inferiority and insecurity well established. Their home life fails to
prOVide them with security and affection. • • In
various ways their lives have failed to give them the
wholesome feelings of self-confidence and self-respect
needed. Because of this, they are easily convinced
that they are stupid, and accept their inferior status
in reading as natural when other, more self-confident
children would exert extra effort.
Success is dangerous. In some children with deep-lying
emotional problems almost any successful form of self-
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9.

10.

expression may stir up feelings of intense anxiety and
distress, related to unconscious fears of destruction
and damage. For such a child, success in reading may
symbolize entering into an adult activity and therefore
attempting to compete as a rival with a parent; such
competition, in turn, implies the possibility of forms
of dreadful retaliation. On an unconscious level such
a child feels that safety lies in self-restriction and
passivity • • •
Extreme distractability or restlessness. A high degree
of tension in a child may build up an uncontrollable
need for relief in the form of physical activity. The
child who is unable to sit still is likely to fall
behind in learning, and once he is aware of being
behind, quick discouragement is likely to set in. Distractability is often closely associated to restlessness
and complicates the picture, since the child's attention
is pulled away from the reading task by almost any
stimulus • • •
Absorption in a private world. Some children are absorbed
in thoughts of their own to such an extent that they can
give only intermittent attention to their environments,
and cannot devote to reading the sustained attention
needed for good learning. Many of their daydreams and
reveries are of a wish-fulfilling type, in which they
hit home runs, score touchdowns, and fulfill other romantic ~bitions. Sometimes their ruminations are of a
morbid character. In either case, their inner preoccupation interferes with the at ntive concentration
that good reading requires • • •

47

Some writers merely implied that certain aspects of emotional
disturbance could give rise to reading failure.

McGuigan spoke of

pressure as an indirect cause of reading and all school failures:
Pressure is the great enemy of American ciVilization, It is
especially the enemy of the child, who more and more is expected
to adjust to adult standards. Pressure is created by wellmeaning but misguided adults. It is applied by the colleges to
the high schools and by them to the junior high schools and the

47Harris,

£E. cit., pp. 266-68.
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elementary schools. Pressures are applied
overpressured in our society, to children,
to take their place in that society. From
becomes less and less able to experience a

by parents, who are
who must be prepared
every angle the child
normal childhood. 48

Gates spoke of reading difficulties as being either produced or
aggravated by emotional factors existing in the home or peer groups or
in the school.

He stated that they may arise from influences as over-

protection, overly severe discipline, or indifference of the parents or
other older members of the family.

The child who is ·babied· too much

may resent the inability of the teacher to 81ift him indiVidually over
every hurdle in learning to read and lack the initiative to learn by
himself. a49
In discussing the effort needed to learn to read, Gates summarized:
Indeed, many children are dismayed to find that one cannot
learn to read without effort. They may expect the story to come
to them from the printed page as easily as it does from movies
or the television screen, and when it does not, they may become
so discouraged or resentful as to seek to escape responsibility
by refusing to try to learn or so jittery or apprehensive as to
be unable to learn. Overanxiety of the parents or siblings or
teacher may have the distracting effect that severe stage fright
has for an adult. In such cases, urging the child to try harder
or even trying inexpertly to help him learn may tighten rather
than loosen the child's straitjacket of doubt and tension • • •50
In studying a child's social and emotional adjustment, McKim
suggested the use of the following questions:

48Robert A. McGuigan, "Children Under Pressure H (in Children Under
Pressure, eds. Ronald C. Doll and Robert S. Fleming. Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 19 66), p. 5).

49

Arthur I. Gater;, "'VYhat We Kno'Vl and Can Do About the Poor Reader, tI
Education, LXXVII (May, 1957), 4)6.
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How well does the child get along with other childrent Does
he normally share with them and offer a certain ~ount of help?
Is he unusually shy or aggressive in group discussion situations?
Can he take turns? Does he share materials? Does he express
sympathy when another child has trouble?
How dependent is he on adults? Does he seem overly dependent
on his mother or an older child who brings him to school? How
frequently does he turn to the teacher for approval? Can he
solve a dispute with his peers without turning to the teacher
for help? How well does he work independently? Does he seem to
need more than the usual amount of reassurance?
wnat are his responses to frustration? Do there seem to be
an undue number of tears, temper tantrums when things go wrong?
How does he go about persuading other children to do things his
way? wnat kind of reaction does he give when plans have to be
changed? \'/hat happens when he is asked to share equipment?5 l
Dolch spoke of remedial reading in connection with certain aspects
of emotional disturbances.

He stated in part:

One of the requirements for success in remedial reading is to
restore the child's security. Every case in remedial reading is
a case of failure. Every case of failure means defeat to the
child, and as a result, a feeling in the child of fear, frustration, and insecurity.
Another one is to discover the child's area of confidence in
reading. In his confusion of guessing, there is no confidence.
The child may get something right but hels never sure what he can
or cannot do. A child in such a condition will sometimes attempt
anything, and at other times he will attempt nothing. He may have
good days and bad days on which his performance varies tremendously because of the variation of confidence or fear from one
time to another.
Then, third, advance from the area of confidence b,y a continual series of 'success steps.l vfuen the child is ready to
attack something new, he must succeed at once or his fear and
insecurity will return. 52

5lMargaret McKim, Guiding Growth
millan Company, 1955), p. 70.

1E
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5 2E• W. Dolch, "Success in Remedial Reading,· ElementaEY English,
XXX (March, 195,), 1"-34, 136.
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III.

m~OTIONAL

DISTURBANOES AS EFFECTS

Emotional disturbances as an effect rather than
often cited b.Y authorities in the field of reading.

8

cause are

Bond and Tinker53

concluded that the evidence generally indicates that emotional maladjustment is more frequently an effect than a cause.

According to their

viewpoint, early diagnosis is emphasized and alleviation of all possible
reading difficulties is important.
Writing in 1941, Gates concluded that seventy-five per cent of
poor readers with marked specific disability show some maladjustment.
He noted that, "Of these, the personality maladjustment is the ca.use of
the reading defect in a quarter of the cases and an accompaniment or an
effect in three-qUarters. n54
Fernald reported that, of seventy-eight ca.ses of extreme reading
disability treated in her clinic, only four entered with no history of
emotional maladjustment.

The extreme emotional reaction did not take

place until after the child had experienced repeated difficulty and lack
of success.
in

ma~

This condition produced a deep-seated sense of inferiority

children and killed any incentive to try to learn.

An aggres-

sive, irritable personality developed at times, and the child tried to

53 Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their
Die. nosis ~ Correction (New York: Appleton-eentury-Crofts, Inc.,

1957 ,

p.

107.

54Arthur I. Gates, "The Role of Personality Maladjustment in
Reading Disability," ~ Pedagogical Seminary ~ Journal of Genetic
Psychology, LIX (September, 1941), 8;_
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compensate for his inability to learn by the extra attention he received
from teachers and parents, who recognized him as different from other
children.

55

Monroe and Backus listed as secondary emotional factors those
which resulted from reading disability and which, in turn, further retarded
the child's progress in reading.

Those secondary factors were:

aggres-

sive opposition; withdrawal, either direct or truancy or daydreams;
compensating mechanisms, such as getting satisfaction from achievement
in other school subjects; defeatism, in which the child gave up and suffered from feelings of inadequacy; and hypertension, or development of
56
anxieties, nervous mannerisms, and the like.
Emotional disturbances may develop as reactions to reading difficulties and unfavorable climates for learning, and these may cause further
disabilities.

According to Burton, Baker, and Kemp, these reactions fell

into the following patterns:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Open resistance to, and active dislike of, reading.
Extreme restlessness, inability to concentrate, lack of
perseverance, excessive giggling, and other signs of
nervousness.
Withdrawal from reading through reluctance to participate
in reading activities, failure to prepare assignments,
and daydreaming.
Apathetic or discouraged attitude toward reading, refusal to try to learn because the effort is futile.

55Helena H. Zolkos, ·What Research Says About Emotional Factors in
Retardation in Reading," ~ Elementary School Journal, 111 (May, 1951),

515.

dE

56Marion Monroe and Bertie Backus, Remedial Reading: ! Monograph
Character Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1937), pp. 25-26.
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6.

Employment of deliberate compensatory mechanisms, such
as annoying the teacher, bullying other children, and
shov/ing off.
Tension and undue anxiety, inability to ttCce:2t even a
minor failure with appropriate equanimity.?7

Gates listed the symptoms of personality maladjustment of one
hundred random cases of reading disability as follows:
1.
2.

5.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Nervous tensions and habits, such as stuttering, nailbiting, restlessness, insomnia, and pathological
illness--ten cases.
Putting on a bold front as a defense reaction, loud talk,
defiant conduct, sullenness--sixteen cases.
Retreat reactions such as withdrawal from ordirulry associations, joining outside gangs, and trua.ncy--fourteen
cases.
Counterattack, such as making mischief in school, pl~ing
practical jokes, thefts, destructiveness, cruelty,
bullying--eighteen cases.
Withdrawing reactions, including mind-wandering and daydreaming--twenty-six cases.
&~treme self-consciousness; becoming easily injured,
blushing, developing peculiar fads and frills and
eccentricities, inferiority feelings--thirty-five cases.
Give-up or submissive adjustments, as shown by inattentiveness, indifference, a.pparent laziness--thirty-three
cases .58

Tulchin gave special weight to these reaction patterns:

apathetic

and indifference toward school; feeling of inferiority; antagonism toward
teachers; and discipline problems in school. 59

57William H. Burton, Clara B. Baker, and Grace K. Kemp, Reading in
Child Development (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1956), -p.

555.

58Arthur I. Gates, "Failure in Reading and Social Maladjustment,·
The Journal of the National Education Association, XXV (October, 1956),

205-6.

--

59 Simon H. Tulchin, flEJnotional Factors in Reading Disabilities in
School Children,· The Journal of Educational PsycholopS, XXVI (September,
1955), 444.

---
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Emotional patterns which Robinson felt were the result of the
reading disability were aggressive behavior; withdrawal; compensatory
lllechanisms; defeatism, where the child gives up trying and regards himself
as too dumb"; and hypertension, where the child was tense, "on edge,· and
developed anxiety over reading. 60
Whenever the child is confronted with a situation in which there
are mutually incompatible choices, he is faced with a potentially
producing 8ituation.

a~xiety-

Holmes sta.ted that his (the child's) salva.tioD is

in making a definitive response in one direction (be it right or wrong),
or in integrating a compromise between the apparently incompatible choiceresponses.

vmen pushed beyond his limits, Holmes asserted:

• • • Like Pavlov's dog, the child or adolescent may develop
neurotic behavior in this area. Wnen this develops, the reaction
may be, in general, of three types: aggressive, withdrawn, and
disorganized. All of these mechanisms exist in some degree, and
may be observed in a child at one a~d the same time, especially
if he is having trouble in reading. ol
Chansky stated that reading experiences may either increase or
alleviate the individual's anxiety.

~{iety

may then be reflected in

slower reading, less understanding, and less recall of content.

62

"An embarrassing experience, being held up to ridicule, for

60Helen Robinson, Wh~ t6~ils Fail
versity of Chicago Press, 19
, p.~
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(Chicago: The Uni-
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Jack A. Holmes, IIEmotional Factors and Reading Disabilities,·
The Reading Teacher, IX (October, 1955), 11.

6~orman M. Chansky, "Threat, Anxiety, and Reading Behavior,· The
Journal Sf!. Eduoational Re searoh, L1 (January, 1958), 340.
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example, or being compared unfavorably to a brother or sister may affect
an individual's perspective about his abilities or about the learning
6
activities which confront him,· AIm believed. ,

AIm said that the child who is in the poorest group year after
year must certainly develop feelings toward reading--undoubtedly negative.

In fact, continued failure to read well may dominate an individual's

background so that each reading lesson is faced with dread.
these reactions form a defense:

·Vfuy should I read?

Somet~nes

I'll do a miser-

able jobt,,64
In a follow-up study of thirty-two males ten to fifteen years
later who had severe reading disability in elementary school, Balow and
Blomquist found that many appeared to have a negative and slightly defeated attitude about life in general.

In fact, the authors diagnosed

their condition as Imild emotional disorders of a neurotic type. 865
Gray and Reese mentioned that the child in the Itmerican culture
pattern who fails in school inevitably suffers loss of prestige and
self-respect.

In an effort to compensate, the child may become rude,

discourteous, and a bully--or simply apathetic and indifferent.

66

They

6'Richard S. AIm, "The Reluctant Reader: Causes of Reluctance"
(in Understanding ~ Helping ~ Retarded Reader, ed. Ruth strang.
Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1965), p. 109.
64 Ibid •

65 Bruce Balow and Marlys Blomquist, ·Young Adults Ten to Fifteen
Years After Severe Reading Disability,· The Elementary School Journal,
LXVI (October, 1965), 48.
66Lillian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children to ~ (second
edition; New York: The Ronald Press Oompany, 1957), p. bY.
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concluded:
Retarded readers display certain unfavorable signs of adjustment. They appear to be more at the mercy of their emotions,
more impulsive, more self-centered, more easily distracted, less
inclined to adjust to other personalities, more apt to jump at
any solution that pops up instead of planning, more inclined to
daydream than engage in constructive action. Few retarded readers
like their teachers or are liked by them. Retarded readers often
withdraw, daydream, and seldom use reading as an outlet. They
seek recognition in socially unacceptable way s
Reading difficulty reaches into every phase of their lives. 67
Discouragement as a result of failure in the early stages is apt
to have disastrous consequences because fear and anxiety tend to inhibit
efforts to learn.

Hildreth felt that the slow child, particularly, is a

prey to fear and anxiety when he sees those around him making better
progress than himself, or when an unsympathetic teacher scolds, shames,
or ridicules his efforts before others.

Threats and sarcasm slow a

child down by causing him to stumble and make errors, and Hildreth believed that feelings of success are essential to motivate any child to
keep on trying.

aHe must see that his efforts count for something; he

should feel happy as the result of his effort to learn,· she stated.
·The teacher's attitude of encouragement, helpfulness, patience, understanding of the childts feelings will accomplish more than harsh disci-

.68
.
p 1 lone.

67 Ibid •
68Gertrude Hildreth, 'Some Principles of Learning Applied to
Reading,· Education, LXXIV (May, 1954), 37.
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Sherman concisely summarized the effect of why reading failure
appears to cause personality problems when he wrote:
A child may react with a deep sense of failure, not only
because he realizes his inability to develop adequate reading
efficiency, but also because he constantly has to face various
social pressures. He must deal with the attitudes of parents,
who are greatly disappointed in his inability to learn, as well
as those of his fellow-pupils. He must deal also with the attitudes of the teachers, many of whom do not understand the difference between an inherent reading disability and un unwillingness to learn. The child with a reading disability must also
deal with the reactions of his pl~ates, who certainly do not
understand the complexity of a reading problem and who frequently
tend to categorize the pupil with a reading disability as 'dumb'
or bac~lard or peculiar. Thus it is not unnatural that frustration and its consequences play an impor~ant role in the case of
children who have reading difficulties. 9
Robinson cited the retarded reader who doesn't complete assignments and is dubbed as -lazy· as actually being frustrated as a result
of repeated failureg--an inability to read the usual assignment.

His

defenses against further frustration and failure are the dozen reasons
he may give as to why he doesn't need to learn to read.
wants to learn because he has
she concluded.

a.

-Basically he

strong desire to be like his age mates,"

- Besides, he vdshes to prove to himself and others that

he really is not dumb. 170
smith pictured several pa.tterns of emotional ill-health found in
children who were not successfully learning to read:

691~ndel Sherman, -Emotional Disturbances and Reading Disability·
(in Recent Trends ~ ReadlE~' Supplementary Educational Monographs,
No. 49, ed. William S. Gray. Chicago: The University of Chicago, 1939),
p.

13°.

70He1en M. Robinson, "Understanding the Able Retarded Reader u (in
Understanding ~ Helping ~ Retarded Reader, ed. Ruth strang. Tucson:
The University of Arizona Press, 1965), p. 21.
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Bonnie kicks and screams when her mother asks her to do
something, has tantrums at least once a week, and bites her nails
and hands when asked to read. Tom is sulky, obstinate, temperamental, uncooperative, and resistant to all attempts to teach
him to read. Bill is aggressive, bullies the other children,
and resents suggestion and criticism. Edward is restless and
inattentive and continuously clowns to attract uttention. John
is shy and timid, doesn't play \lith other children, and rarely
talks. Dick--who won't even try to read--is nervous, easily
distracted, frequently upset, and totally lacking in selfconfidence. 7
In discussing the effect of reading failure on personality, Harris
agreed with other writers in maintaining that any child who finds himself
outdistanced by other children is likely to be disturbed by his lack of
progress.

At first he will try harder, but if his efforts are misdi-

rected and fail to bring improvement, he eventually develops a strong
feeling of frustration.

vfuen he is called upon to read, he is apt to

become tense and emotionally upset, which makes his performance even
worse.

He generally builds up a strong dislike for reading and takes

every opportunity he can to avoid reading.

In school, as he falls far-

ther and farther behind, he loses interest in classwork and becomes
inattentive.

His parents are likely to show strong disappointment

because of his poor report cards and may nag, threaten, or punish him.
Harris concluded that this cycle of events tends to intensify his emotional difficulties and increase the child's dislike for school. 72

B. Smith, Reading Instruction !££ Today's Children (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 45.

71 Nila

72Albert J. Harris, ~ to Increase Readi:g Ability (fourth
edition; New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 19 1), p. 269.
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Harris wrote of the different ways in which different children
react to failure:
• • • Some attempt to make themselves as inconspicuous as
possible, and develop a meek, timid attitude that seems to say
that they hope nobody will notice them. These children often
develop the habit of daydreaming to excess. Nervous habits,
such as twitching, nail biting, stuttering, and general fidgetiness develop in reading disability cases who showed no signs
of nervousness when they entered school. Some complain of
headaches and dizziness or resort to vomiting spells in order
to be sent home frequently. One youngster played hooky whenever
he had a little money and would ride up and back on the subway
until ~e was caught or hunger got the best of him. Fairly
satisfactory compensations are achieved by some through becoming
highly proficient in such school subjects as arithmetic and
drawing, or by becoming outstanding in mechanical work or athletics. A few attempt to compensate for their shortcomings by
boasting, bluffing, and exaggerating. One remedial case was
described by his teacher as fa suitable prospect for the Tall
Story Club.' still others adopt a truculent, defiant pose, as
if to dare anyone--teacher included--to make fun of their weakness • • •

7,

The child with a reading difficulty is very sensitive to the
opinions of others and usually feels very keenly the criticism which
teachers, clasamates, and parents may express, eVen when the critical
attitude is not verbal but only implied in actions and facial expressions.

Harris stated that the child is likely to become bitterly resent-

ful if the teacher is lacking in sympathy and understanding of his
problem.

This disabled reader, although in the class, is often not an

accepted member of it, and Harris implied that more often than not he
is at the bottom of the class in general social acceptance. 74
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Schonell pointed out that the older the retarded reader gets, the
more marked are the emotional changes--feelings of intense inadequacy and
inferiority may develop.

Many attempt to compensate in marked anti-

social ways, such as delinquency, and many develop attitudes toward
learning to read which interfere with their efforts to do what, deep down,
they wish to achieve--namely, to read.
gonism develop.

Rationalism, withdrawal, or anta-

"Almost every backward reader rationalizes his inferior

position: IV~ brother canlt read much and hels got a good job •• a75
·Some boys of eleven to fourteen, who are very backward in reading,
give up hope and withdraw from the situation, so that not only are they
uninterested and not willing to try but they are, at times, openly anta76
gonistic to further efforts,· Schonell summarized.
Schmideberg reported that reading retardation among delinquents
is particularly striking.

According to the statistics of the New York

Training School for Boys, of 150 boys aged twelve to fifteen, fortyfive were below the second-grade reading level, and eighty per cent of
those from New York City were beloH the fifth-grade level.

Schmideberg

pictured a nonreading delinquent as she saw him at the Association for
the Psychiatric Treatment of Offenders:
• • • He stays in bed till noon, then gets bored and goes out
and steals a car. Not being able to read, he canlt have any

75 Fred J. Schonell, ~ Psychology ~ Teaching of Reading (New
York: Philosophical Library, 1961), p. 2'1.
76

~.,

p. 232.
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social interests or hobbies; having no skills with which to earn
his living, he can only take the most menial jobs, or, if a girl,
become a prostitute • • • A nonreader feels his difference from
other children; he is an outcast. His sense of inferiority creates
bitterness, hopelessness, and often hostility • • • In the nonreading adolescent, the wish to learn has been warped and reading
appears as an unattainable achievement. The sense of shame and
hopelessness makes him defiant • • •77
Smith and Dechant summarized behavioral deviations in disabled
readers by placing the blame on the pressure in our society today.

MIn

today1s school, reading success is so vital to personal esteem and social
acceptance, that failure almost invariably forces the child to conflict
vvith his environment in one form or another,· they wrote. 78
Clues to personal adjustment problems of retarded readers can be
found in their responses to such projective measures as the Bender
Visual Motor Gestalt and the

House-~-Person Test.

Although these

instruments do not lend themselves to standardization, they can give the
clinician valuable hints about the way in which the individual sees himself and others, and the kinds of situations which appear to him to be
threatening.

Woolf and Woolf's experiences in testing with projective

techniques tended to support the evidence gathered by means of standardized personality tests, intervieue, observations, and other means. 79

77~lelitta Schmideberg, -Reading Retardation and Delinquency· (in
Tomorrow's Illiterates: TIle state 2! Reading Instruction T,day , ed.
Charles C. Walcutt. Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1961 , p. 157.
78Henry P. Smith and Emerald V. Dechant,
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79Maurice D. Woolf and Jeanne A. Woolf, Remedial Readin
and Treatment (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957
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Their disabled readers drew the human figure very small, indicating a
feeling of personal insignificance, and reproduced constricted forms
which ldere usua.lly crowded into the upper left-hand corner of the page.
Erasures, retracing, and faint, hesitant lines were common to the disabled reader's tests.

Their findings also suggested the following:

The average amount of space used for the Bender is about a
page and a half. Reading students usually use about one-third
of a page. These characteristics are believed to indicate
feelings of insignificance, inadequacy, and insecurity. Difficulties in drawing eyes and hands, said to be related to barriers
to communication and to acceptance of perceived environment are
manifested by these students • • • Immaturity is also suggested
by the tendency among reading students to draw only the head
when asked to draw a person. Heads are featured in the draWings
of young children. The figures of the Bender Visual Motor
Gestalt are often reproduced carelessly and incompletely, reflecting a lack of incentive to do a task thoroughly and completely.SO
From Woolf and Woolf's experiences, they found that students who
improve reading skills made favorable attitude growth toward people,
more definite ideas about life purpose, and definite vocational object

.

~ves.
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In studying college students and from reading and psychiatric

observations, Wllcsell found that half of the students encountered had
emotional problems, and most had introversive behavior patterns with
marked feelings of inferiority, immature personalities, broken drive,
feelings of insecurity, and poor social adaptation.

These findings led

the author to make the following tentative interpretation:

The child with retarded reading habits has a potentially
maladjusted persons.lity. Because of thi!".> retardation in reading
his course Ylork is difficult for him. Soon he is one or more
years behind his classmates; or, if he is not, he is having such
a difficult time keeping up with his classmates that he has little or no time for his other activities. Furthermore, he loses
interest in his classwork. This may lead to or result in inferiority complexes, frustrations, or compensations. In all probability he may never reach college; but, if he does, he finds it
difficult to get along with his fellows. He is dissocial, he
reacts negatively in his classes or this psychological maladjustment slowly creeps out in innumerable other guises. 82
Gann matched 102 children from seven schools in the New York and
New Jersey area as to chronological age, intelligence, mental age, school
experience, and sex.

The Rorschach Test was used as the measure of

personality for her retarded, avere.ge, and superior reading third, fourth,
fifth, and sixth graders.

She found retarded readers as compared to

average and good readers were:

(1) emotionally les& well adjusted and

less stable; (2) insecure and fearful in relation to emotionally challenging situations; and (3) socially less adaptable in relation to the group.83
Personality factors appeared to be of utmost importance in the case
of success or failure in reading, and Gann summarized:
Nothing concerning the retarded readerls school experience,
the teachers who taught him, nor the methods used in teaching him
was so different in relation to average and good readers that the
reason for the difficulties might be found here. The information
concerning conditions of Vision, hearing, and general health discloses no defects that are more unusual or extreme in the case of

82Wesley Wiksell, "The Relationship Between Reading Difficulties
and Psychological Adjustment," The Journal of Educational Research, XLI
(March, 1948), 557-58.
----

-.........

83Edith Gann, Reading Difficulty ~ Personality Organization (New
York: King's Crown Press, 1945), pp. 131-34.
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the retarded reader. The most pertinent clues, therefore, are
in rele.tion to the personal i ty e.djus tments which do differentiate
the groups. Uncertainty, however, still remains, with reference
to the causes of the personality difficulties. 84
IV.

EMOTIONAL DISTURBA.l1CES AS CONCOMITANT FACTORS

Many children experience emotional disturbance and reading failure
as a concomitant experience.

Nila B. Smith stated that while the data

is equally impressive in substa.ntiating the claim that re!3.ding failure
is a cause of emotional disturbance and the claim that emotional disturbanee is a cause of reading disability, lithe writer1s studies and experiences compel her to conclude that emotional disturbances and reading
disabilities are interactive and either one may be causal. u85
Gates summed up the situation as follows:
All of these symptoms or fo~s--nervousness, withdrawal,
aggression, defeatism, chronic worry--appear among cases in which
the maladjustment is the cause, the result, or the concomitant of
reading difficulty. It is therefore not possible to tell whether
they are causes or effects or an accompaniment of trouble with
ree.ding. 86
Robinson said that expert opinion concurred in the belief that
emotional and personality maladjustment might be both a cause and an
effect of a severe reading disability.

If failure could cause emotional

84 Ibid ., p. 159.
85Nila B. Smith, Reading Instruction f2£ Todaylg Children (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 196,), p. 48.

-,,- .

86Arthur I. Gates, "The Role of Personality Maladjustments in
Reading Disa.bility," The Pedagogical Seminary ~ Journal of Genetic
Psycho1of~, LIX (September, 1941),

8,.
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maladjustments, then those maladjustments inhibit further learning, which
creates more emotional difficulty.

uThe two interact, each

m~cing

the

other more intence," she concluded. 87
The reciprocal relationship was emphasized in the following statement by Tinker:
Non-readers usually show an emotional response to the reading
situation. In one type of case a neurotic condition is the direct
cause of the reading disability. It seems that many neurotics
exhibiting impulsive responses, negativistic attitudes and illusions are unable to give the cooperation and sustained effort
required in learning to read. For such cases prognosis is poor.
Until their emotional adjustments are improved little progress in
reading may be experienced, even with individual teaching. It
has been shown, however, that emotional maladjustments, especially
emotional reaction to the reading situation, may be caused by
reading disability. Lack of success during early attempts to
read produces unfortunate emotional conditioning. Feelings of
inferiority arise, and personality and behavior deviations may
occur • • • Thus, the two factors in many instances tend to accompany one another. 88
In The Science News Letter, June 18, 1949, Dr. Joseph F. Hughes,
Dr. Richard Leander, and Dr. Gilbert Ketcham were quoted as saying:
Emotional upsets may account for difficulty in reading in an
otherwise intelligent child • • • Situations that make the child
feel insecure such as family quarrels, rivalries with sisters or
brothers, and difficulties in social relationships may result in
a specific reading disability • • • No child has a specific reading
difficulty without at ~~e saIDe time developing some kind of an
emotional disturbance.

87Helen M. Robinson, m1Y Pupils ~
University of Ohicago Press, 1946), p. 85.
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88Miles A. Tinker, "Remedial Methods for Non-Readers,· School and
Society, XL (October, 1934), 526.
89aEmotional Upsets May Affect Reading Ability," The Science News
Letter, LV (June 18, 1949), )97.
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Jampolsky wrote that the majority of children who are over two
years retarded in their reading have psychological problems that inhibit their total adjustment to life.

"These psychological problems may

be primary, in that they may cause a reading problem or they may be
secondary, in that they are brought about because the child has trouble

in learning to read,· he deduced. 90
Citing anxiety as an important factor in inhibiting children
from learning to read, Jampolsky also listed Uthe three CIs" as contributing to the social cultural factors that add to the problem of reading
disability.

He explained:

"B,y this, I mean that misinterpretation, or

over or under emphasis of Competition, Oonformity, and Competency can
actually inhibit the learning process. R9l
HIt is probably no exaggeration,· Heilman said, "to state that at
the present time most educators accept the premise that emotional problems do interact with the reading process and in many reading disability
cases there is some form of emotional involvement. R92
Heilman stated that maladjustments in the learning process do not
stem from anyone academic practice or malpractice such
He indicated that methodology

~ay

8.S

methodology.

be a contributory factor, but "the

9°Gerald G. Jampolsky, "Psychiatric Considerations in Reading
Disorders· (in Reading Disorders: ! Multidisciplinary §y!posium, eds.
Richard M. Flower, Helen F. Gofman, and Lucie I. Lawson. Philadelphia:
F. A. Davis Company, 1965), p. 61.

9l~.,

p. 62.

92Arthur W. Heilman, Principles and Practices of Teaching Reading
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1966), p. 324.
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human organism is flexible and it is a proven fact that children can
learn to read under the most adverse methodological procedures, provided
they are physically and emotionally ready to read. u93
Harris also spoke of failure in school as being intimately connected with the child1s total personal and emotional adjustment.

He

concluded by asserting the following:
In some cases an emotional problem present before the ohild
entered the first grade has persistently interfered with concentration, attention, and motivation. In other cases, failure in
the attempt to learn to read produces gradually increasing discouragement, the child tends after a while to try to avoid or
evade reading, and is likely to become upset and confused when
he cannot escape from reading. ~bichever comes first, the emotional problem or the learning difficulty, eventually is of
little importance. A vicious cycle becomes established in which
each bad experience with reading produces unpleasant feelings,
and the strong emotion of fear, anger, shame, or embarrassment
interferes with clear thinking and makes it eve~ more difficult
for the ohild to learn in a reading situation. 9
Zemsky mentioned a cOill1ection between emotional disturbances and
reading also.

Maintaining that emotional disturbances rob the child of

energy needed for achievement, he cited a recent study in California
where it was found that difficulty in reading and arithmetic was an
early sign of emotional disturbance in children. 95
wnolesome personal development was emphasized as essential to the
young child in numerous articles and books.

The following excerpt

93 1 bid., p. 323.
94Albert J. Harris, Effective Teaching of Reading (New York: David
McKay Company, Inc., 1962), PP. 321-22.

-.....

95Boris Zemsky, UCausation and Prevention of Emotional Difficulties
in Reading U (in Understanding ~ Helping ~ Retarded Reader, ed. Ruth
strang. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1965), p. 42.
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summarized the feelings of many authorities of child growth and development:
Ohildren grow up in confidence and in the sense of their own
\'lOrth and their power to learn and to achieve \'1hen they are
accepted and respected members of a group. They can learn to
face their own weaknesses and vlork to overcome them if they are
secure in the knowledge that their contributions and their efforts
are recognized and appreciated. Language and personality development are glosely related, especially during the child's early
yetlrs. • .9
Lee and Allen emphasized the child r s self-concept Dnd hi 1:; emotional maturity as being tvlO important factors to take into account \'1hen
planning his learning. 97
Monroe found evidence of an interaction and intensification in
her study, in which she compared the

persol~lity

diSr1.bility cases and other unselected cases.

problems of reading

She wrote:

Vfilether the reading defect is caused by unfavorable behavior
or personality, or vice versa, is sometimes difficult to determine. Children may be resistant to learning through negativism
and unfavorable emotional attitudes. In such a case reading
"[ould undoubtedly suffer along \:lith other scholastic [l.chievements.
On the other hand, and probably more frequently, a child may
develop the emotional and personality problems as a result of
failure in learning to read. The emotional attitude may develop
throug1 a child's failure and then, in turn, may aggravate still
further the retardation in reading. 98
Concerning the incidence of emotional disturbance in reading
disability cases, Nila B. Smith found ninety per cent of 200 cases to

96Dora V. Smith (dir. for the Oommission on the English Curriculum
of the National Council of Teachers of English), Laneua,e ~ for Today's
Children (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1954 , p. 34~

97Dorris ).;. Lee and R. V. Allen, Learning.!:2 ~ Through ~xrr
ience ( second edition; NevI York: 1·,Ieredith Publishing Company, 19 3 , p. 16.
98Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1932), p. 105.------
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be emotionally disturbed. 99

In a study of thirty children with reading

difficulties, Misseldine concluded that practically all of the children
tested were insecure, restless, and -emotionally ill. ulOO

Similarly,

stauffer recommended the recognition of multiple causation in the cases
101
of his poor readers.
Ellis studied one hundred cases referred to the Northern New
Jersey Mental Hygiene Clinic.

He concluded that there were emotional

factors in maqy, if not all, cases of reading disability.

These factors

were inextricably linked with education, intelligence, and other considerations.

Effective treatment -involves the total personality of the

child rather than some set of particular sensory or intellectual facult

.

~es.
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Further evidence of the interaction was reported by Robinson when

she listed the following associated or conditioned emotional responses
that may become linked in the child's mind with some unpleasant or emotional experience:

(1) reading associated with punishment; (2) reading

99Nila B. Smith, uResearch on Reading and the Emotions,· School
and Society, LXXXI (January, 1955),8.
100\Vhitney H. Misseldine, tiThe Emotional Background of Thirty
Children with Reading Disabilities with Emphasis on Its Coercive
Elements,· The Nervous Child, V (July, 1946), 272.
101Russell G. Stauffer, IA Clinical Approach to Personality and
the Disabled Reader," Education, LXVII (March, 1947), 434.
102

Albert Ellis, "Results of Mental Hygiene Approach to Reading
Disability Problems,u ~ Journal of Consulting Psychology, XIII
(February, 1949), 61.
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associated with fear; and ()) reading associe.ted with negative react

.

~ons

10,
•
Various studies which have been made have demonstrated that

reading disability and emotional disturbances are concomitant experiences.

Redmount described a study undertaken by the School of Education

of the Pennsylvania state College during the summer of 1947 which consisted of a corrective program for children with reading difficulties.
He found that sixty-seven per cent of the twenty-four children in this
study were severely maladjusted according to the results of the Rorschaoh
~,

with ·perGonalities oharaoterized by rigidity and lack of' Gpon-

taneity, hostility, sensitivity, insecurity, anxiety, and family conflict."

104
Witty referred to studies made at Northwestern University which

aimed to discover the relationship of poor reading to personality adjustmente

It was found that approximately fifty per cent of a group of one

hundred very poor readers in grades three through six nho\'led persona.lity
problems. l05

He cited case studies of another group of one hundred

pupils in grades three through nine referred to the Psyoho-Educational
Clinic at Northwestern University as reading problems.

10'Ro b'~nson,

.t

~!_ ~.,

The results

p • ./Z,7 •
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Robert S. Redmount, -Description and Evaluation of a Corrective
Program for Reading Disability," The Journal of Educational PsycholoQ',
XXXIX (October, 1948),357.
105paul Witty, "Reading Success and Emotional Adjustment,· Elementary
English, XXVII (Nay, 1950), 291.
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revealed that fifty-two per cent were afflicted by emotional disturbance.
Forty-four per cent of these pupils

c~~c

from homes in which quarreling,

criticism, indifference, and unfavorable sibling comparisons occurred.
Ten per cent of the poor readers reported cggression to"\vard their parents,
while twenty-two per cent indicated conflicts with brothers or sisters.
Expression of dislike for or hostility to\,{ard peers occurred among
twenty per cent of the group.

"More than one-fourth of these pupils

stated that lack of success in the primary grades undoubtedly contributed to their inability to read,· Witty reported.

I06

Lantz and Liebes conducted a follow-up study of thirty-three
boys who grew up in an orphanage.

For sixty-seven per cent of the group

the emotional maladjustments eo,nd non-ree.ding "\vere prec>ent at the time
of placement in the orphanage o

It

\iaS

found that "defined emotional

malndjustments accompanied non-reading in eighty-five per cent of the
cases, and these included problemG of aggression, daydreaming, nervous
hyperactivity, and stammering. ul07
From her investigation with seventh gra.ders, Bouise concluded
that a definite relationship exists between reading disability and emotional maladjustment.

Her study revealed that the majority of those

with reading problems also had severe home problems or were serious

l06 Ibid •
l07Beatrice Lantz and Genevieve B. Liebes, "A Follow-Up Study of
Non-Readers,· The Journal £f Educational ~~search, XXXVI (April, 1943),

625.
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behavior pro bleme or both.

Most of them

vlere

fully tlVlare of their

reading difficulties and showed little interest in reading in or out of
school.

Results from the Detroit Adjustment Inventory which was given

showed that the retarded readers felt insecure both at home and in
school.

Bouise summarized in the following manner:
Vfuile insecurity at home may be one of the chief sources of
the reading difficulty, the reading difficulty in turn may result
in the feeling of insecurity at school • • • It is not an easy
matter to establish one as cause or effect of the other with poor
readers. It is probable that some of the children have reading
difficulty because of their emotional problems, and that oth~rs
have emotional problems because of the reading disability.10~
Sutter reported comments from seventh and eighth graders with

third, fourtl1, and fifth grade reading levels which were made to a special
educational guidance teacher.

Most of these students hated reading and

expressed themselves as -dumb,· embarrassed, discouraged, frightened,
nervous, digusted (With themselves), ashamed (of themselves), jealous
(of others), and resorted to daydreaming when it came to reading in any
situation. l09

They also said that they felt ftleft out· in school activ-

ities and friendships at school.

110

From a seven year research project with a group of forty-five
children who were studied from grades three thrOU&1 nine at the Labora-

108Louise M. Bouise, IlEmotional and Persona.lity Problems of a.
Group of Retarded Readers,u Elementary En&lish, XXXII (December, 1955),
548.
109Betty sutter, "I Hate Reading,· Elementary English, XXXIV (March,

1947), 164.
ll0 Ibid ., p. 166.
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tory School of the University of Chicago, Haggard tentatively concluded
that -there is a great deal of correspondence between the intellectual
and the personal i ty facets of beha.vior \ihen •personality' means the
manner in which individuals relate to other persons, symbols, or things. lll
When one group of these elementary school children was exposed to presaures to achieve, a large proportion -became tense, anxious, guilty, or
rebellious and performed less well than they

mig~t

have under more relaxed

cond J.ot"J.ons. 0112
In a study with 107 students enrolled in a reading clinic, Fennimore
found that after treatment they not only improved significantly in reading
achievement, but they also altered their view of ideal self.

"This change

took a negative direction, and ideal and rea.l selves were more closely

. t ea..
.• 11~/
approxJ.mB.
Armstrong studied 200 pupils to examine the relationship between
reading success and personal growth.

He reported that a low reading

gain coincided with a higher incidence of parental dissatisfaotion for
school praotices, an air of discouragement in regard to the library and
reading, and pupils' general insecurity and unhappiness in school.

He

concluded by the following remarks:

lllErnest A. Haggard, t1Socialization, Personality and Academic
Achievement in Gifted Children," The School Review, LXV (December, 1957),
400.
112

l!?!£.,
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p.

396.

Flora Fennimore, URea-ding and the Self-Concept,"
Reading, XI (March, 1968), 451.

~
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• • • Symptoms of personal maladjustment and inability to
make satisfactory reading gains do have a remarkable coincidence.
It is safe to say that either personal factors interfered with
satisfactory reading growth, or the inability to make adequate
gains caused dissatisfaction and discouragement. 1l4
Carter compared twenty-three students who were reading one or
more years below grade level with twelve nonretarded readers.

An analysis

showed that the personal and social maladjustments which were prevalent
in school as concomitants of reading retardation persisted into adult
life.

He summarized in part:
Even though the enVironmental characteristics of the adult
may be different, the retarded reader still lacks the most needed
of all human feelings, the feeling of being able to participate
in social communication. As a result he becomes socially withdrawn and is soon divorced from social activities. He is no
longer integrated with his environment nor cognizant of it. 115
Witty gave recognition to the fact that as children mature, reading

problems become more difficult to reduce or eliminate and emotional disorders become more obstinate and deep-rooted.

He stated that remedial

programs show that much can be a.ccomplished for poor readers, llbut the
problem is more difficult with older than with younger pupils. ul16

~

114Ro bert D. Armstrong, "Reading Success and Personal Gro\'Jth, n
Reading Teacher, XII (October, 1958), 21.

115R • Phillip Carter, Jr., -The Adult Social Adjustment of Retarded and Non-Retarded Readers,· ~ Journal E! Reading, XI (December,

1967), 227.
l16paul Witty, "Reading Success and Emotional Adjustment,·
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v.

SU~~WRY

This researcher discovered that authorities opinions differed
as

to the relationship of emotional disturbance and reading disability.

Some stated that emotional behavior is the cause; others concluded that
it is an effect; and still others maintained that emotional disturbance
is an accompaniment of reading failure.

However, from a comprehensive

analysis of the investigations, certain implications can be made.
(1) A significant number of retarded readers are emotionally disturbed
according to reports from physicians, analysts, psychologists, psychiatrists, reading clinicians, classroom teachers, remedial reading teachers, and authorities in the field of reading.

(2) Another fact stands

out clearly: there is a strong relationship between emotional disturbance
and reading disability.

The potential reading failure may enter school

as an unhappy child who is unable to free his energies for learning, or
he may be emotionally well adjusted and encounter continued failure in
the most important part of schoolwork (reading) and become maladjusted
because of his failure.

In other words, the presence of an emotional

problem in reading disability cases does not imply a necessary causal
connection.

For individual cases, it is usually difficult and time-

consuming to dissentangle the causal relationship.

As a direct result

of this conclusion, many authorities in the field of reading recommend
the recognition of multiple causations and the interaction of a host of
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factors, both situational and emotional.

(3) No single personality

trait is characteristic of all disabled readers.

There is likely to be

discovered in each child a vast constellation of hopes and fears, dislikes and preferences, his own kind of jealousy and tenderness, and his
need of love or his rejection of it.

Temper tantrums, hostility, and

hyperactivity; quiet and withdrawn behavior; defeatism and feelings of
inadequacy; compensatory mechanisms; daydreams and fantasies; and fear
and anxiety--all of these emotional patterns are displayed by the young
disabled reader.

Furthermore, there is no proven one-to-one relation-

ship between the type of adjustment difficulties and the type of reading
difficulties.

(4) If emotional adjustment disturbance is one of a

group of causes of reading difficulties, retardation in other academic
learnings often occurs.

(5)

Certainly, not all disabled readers have

emotional difficulties; personality disturbances are frequently but not
universally associated with reading difficulties.

And, if the founda-

tions of personality structure laid in early childhood are sufficiently
sturdy, they will undoubtedly withstand almost any situational or environmental stress to which the individual is later exposed.

(6) Various

investigators and writers have not agreed on the incidence of emotional
involvement connected with reading.

The figures vary from thirty per

cent to ninety-five per cent according to the individual investigator
and the study undertaken at the time.

(7) Another significant point is

that regardless of emotional origin, emotional disturbances appear so
frequently in cases of reading retardation that they warrant careful

108
investigation.

Once the nature and existence of unfavorable emotional

conditions and misleading personal relations are discovered, steps
should be taken to relieve them.
:Much more research needs to be undertaken in the area of reading
disability and emotional disturbance in an effort to discover the exact
relationship bet\'leen the two •

Longitudinal studies are needed if' the

complex nature and needs of each child are to be understood.

A knowledge

of the child's developmental history, including facts about his physical,
mental, and educational development should be contained in these studies.
Data concerning the child's emotional status, his interests, his attitudes, and his home background will also be needed.
\~en

the child can be assured of a successful first experience in

reading, an enjoyment of the reading process as well as the results, a
\lholesome classroom atmosphere, and a sympathetic teacher-pupil relationship, then perhaps the prevention of reading failure and emotional
problems can be accomplished.

----CHAPTER IV
SELECTED OHARACTERISTICS OF EMOTIONAL

younG

DISTURB1U~CES

AMONG

DISABLED READERS

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss briefly the broad area
of emotions and learning, as specifically related to reading.

Those

emotional disturbances found in the young disabled reader have already
been cited.

The researcher will attempt to describe several discernible

characteristic emotional patterns which often appear in the young disabled reader--aggressive behavior, withdrawnl behavior, submissive behavior, nervous behavior, and immature behavior.
I•

EMOTIONS AND LEARNING

It is readily apparent that learning has a considerable role in
emotional and affective behavior.

Man's reactions to his environment

will determine his success or failure as he matures and as he learns-as he adjusts to his surroundings and strives for mastery of his personal
world.

The pattern of emotional responses figures greatly in the strug-

gle for happiness and achievement in his career and life.
However, there appears to be little agreement among psychologists
as to a definition of emotions.

One fundamental agreement among theorists

is that our emotions cannot be eliminated from any portion of our experience.

It has been proven that there is an emotional component to the

learning process.

iVhen an indiVidual encounters a problem, he both
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thinks and feels, and problems differ greatly in regard to their intellectual and emotional content.
Travers stated that upon the inspection of an emotion (psychologically), it is one event composed of the following three discernible
parts:
1.

2.
,.

The first, and perhaps most important, element in emotional behavior is the feeling which the individual
experiences. This may range from pleasant to unpleasant, from attention to rejection • • • Formerly, emotion
as feeling was a suspicious concept because it could
not be observed and measured. Only the overt characteristics deserved the term 'emotion.' The appearances
of an emotional reaction can be induced, but the subject
is unable to arouse any impression of pleasantness or
unpleasantness. It is highly likely that this experience could be designated 'emotional.'
The second element is that of the visceral. The changes
in blood pressure, pulse rate, and so forth are included
in this category.
TIle last element is that of skeletal behavior. Here the
person expresses his emotion by some kind of physical
reaction. If the emotion is happiness, the person may
laugh. If it is anger, he may clench his fists and
strike somebody or something. If it is fear, he may
run. l

In an evaluation of personality and the disabled reader, Stauffer
reported that emotions were potent factors that could brew and exhaust
human energies.

MThey force interests to seek any adjustive haven avail-

able," he said.

-They never completely subside, but are ready to flare

up consensually by seemingly unrecognizable, casually related symbols.-

2

IJohn F. Travers, Learning: Analysis ~ Application (New York:
David McKay Oompany, Inc., 1965), pp.

2,,-,4.
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Russell G. Stauffer, "A Olinical Approach to Personality and the
Disabled Reader,~ Education, LXVII (March, 1947), 430.
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Spache asserted the following about emotions in school children:
Every experienced primary teacher he.3 taught children \'lhose
of emotional t>,djustment has hindered their reading success.
He has seen excessive timidity or fearfulness, hyperactivity,
overaggressiveneGs, and such personality troitf' th8t constantly
handicap children in their attempts to function in the group.
The 2verage te2cher does the best to meet the needs of these
maladjusted children • • • Unfortunately, the research on personalities of reader: hasn't very much to contribute to this situation. We don't know which are most handicapping or conducive to
reading failure; nor do we have any simple effective tools to
aid the teacher to make this judgment. In fact, our best diagnostic tools for tea.char-detection of the emotionally maladjusted
child are still in the re sea.rch stage. We kno\v very 1 i ttle about
the appropriate corrective or preventive steps for the teacher
to take in dea.l ing \vith personal i ty pro blems • Thus , despite its
import~lnce for reading success, this is one area still highly
dependent upon the individual teacher's subjective judgment.
This isn't exactly a. hopeless situation, for m~ny research studies
show that teacher appraisal is still the most effective predictive
tool we have. • .3
l~lCk

strang, McCullough, and Traxler offered the following on emotional
problems and learning:
Emotional problems may have as surface manifestations complaints
such as, 'I read too Slow,1 II canlt remember what I read,' 'I
can't concentrate,' II read word by word,' II feel tired when I
begin to read,' and 'I donlt understand what I read.' On a deeper
level there may be fears of making mistakes or failing, of having
people know how poorly they read, of growing up; there may be a
lack of self-confidence, a concept of self as a person who cannot
learn; there may be a suppression of all feeling, or an inability
to t~~e responsibility for choices; there may be a resistance to
learning, a refusal to allow another will to be superimposed upon
him, a determination to be himself; there may be 8.n unwillingness
to do anything unless it can be perfect; there may be a chronic
feeling of failure and a consequent reluct8.nce to ::'l.ttempt anything;

3George D. Spache, Readini in the Elementary School (Boston: Allyn
and Bacon, Inc., 1964), pp. 45-4 .-----
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there may be a fear o£ success, a
than for achievement.

gre~ter

need for attention

Woolf and Woolf described some of the disabling emotional involvements of poor readers:
One fourth-grade boy of superior scholastic ability was a
constant trouble-maker in the schoolroom, noisy, belligerent,
insolent to his teacher. He weB the victim of a broken home,
followed by his father's second marriage, and the birth of a
younger brother. A hyperactive second-grade boy stuttered, was
subject to nightmares, and had nervous mannerisms. Robbie's
third-grade teacher reported her only objection to him was that
he didn't pay attention to a~thing she said. He found his daydreams and fantasies so much more satisfYing than real-life that
he had almost lost touch with reality.5
Authorities in the field of reading have stated that anxiety,
fear, tension, withdrawal of effort, lack of attention, antagonism to
school, compensatory interests, and lack of emotional responsiveness
were among the personality characteristics that have been observed in
disabled reading cases.

ttThe majority of the severe reading cases that

have been reported seem to be shy and withdrawn; they are often submissive and almost a.lways insecure and a.pprehensive," strang declared.

6

Vorhaus described Rorschach findings in 309 reading disability
cases at the New York University Reading Institute.

The following four

configurations indicated types of adaptations which these individuals

4Ruth strang, Constance M. McCullough, and Arthur E. Traxler, ~

Improvement £! Reading (third edition; New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1961), p. 278.

5Maurice D. Woolf and Jeanne A. Woolf, Remedial Readin
Teaching
and Treatment (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Oompany, Inc., 1957 , p. 31.
6

strang, McCullough, and Traxler,

££.

~.,

p. 280.
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made to environmental pressure:
Configuration I. Repression and inhibition of needs; growth
potentials were stifled. This person's reading problem was
one of no real zeal to succeed and no genuine interest in
either learning or achievement. His real interest was in
the approval which comes as the reward of learning and not
in learning for its own sake.

...............................

Configuration II. 'rhe emotional response is turned in~vardj
the love denied to hiro from the outside world becomes focused on himself. He lacks emotional responsiveness to
the external world and the pleasure drives he feels are not
acted out. This type of individual believes he wants to
read but emotionally he is detached from these values.
Learning and achievement, being outside the realm of his
preoccupation, are unimportant to him.

Configuration III. The creative potential is shut off from
the outside world. His dilemma is that he reacts submissively but feels a strong inner rebelliousness. He wishes
to participate sufficiently only so that he may be left
alone--'a successful drive for non-achievement.' The
reading problem is that reading ability is a demand of the
culture and is threatening to the ego, therefore participation is intolerable.

.............

.............. ..

Configuration IV. The individual is responsive to stimulation but represses strong feelings, vii thdraHs, and turns
them inward against himself. The reading problem lies in
the expectancy of failure which the child who makes this
adaptation experiences in approaching the task. Attention
and concentration difficulties may 3.rise ~n a by-product
of this tension and conflict. 7
Harris stated that attempts to find

:l

type of personality or type

of maladjustment characteristic of children with reading disabilities
have failed.

He also said that reading disability is not

ty, but is rather found in combination 'Vlith

ne~.rly

Q

unique enti-

all other forms of

7Pauline G. Vorhaus, "Rorschach Oonfigurations Associated v:ith
Reading Disability," The Journal of Projective Techniques, XVI (March,
195 2 ), 3-19.
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child maladjustment.

He admitted thflt case studies revealed intimate

connections bet-v,reen the child's emotirnal difficuJties nnd

hi~

reading

difficulties, but cited the failure of research studies comparing the
personalities of poor readers with good
tent group differences.

reader~_'

to reveal ?ny con::;1s-

"This is probably due to the mistaken nttempt

to find a corrunon personalit;y type or problem in the reading disability
cafes," Harris concluded.

8

Ephron appealed to teai.cher: \1ho tend to label the emotional
status of disabled readers:
The words 'resistance,' 'negativism,' 'deficiency,' 'stubbornness,' 'spite'--sll these \lords (like 'lazY')are pav/ns being
pushed back and forth across a chessboard. They are busy words,
much in use ,~vhich explore no depths and explain nothing. 9
Schubert warned against attributing emotional disturbances to any
one cause, and stated that the "whole person" should be encountered. lO
In listing the following symptoms of emotional disturbances in children,
he said that each of the symptoms must be considered in light of the total
personality of the individual:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Tics, twitchings
Psychosomatic illne~s (dizziness, nausea, or headaches)
Apathy, excessive daydreaming, fantasy
Enuresis after the age of three, nailbiting, thumbsucking

8Albert J. Harrie, Ho\! to Increase Readin~ Ability (fourth edition;
New York: David McK~.y Company, Inc., 1961), p. 2 5.
9Beulah K. Ephron, Emotional Difficulties in Reading (New York:
The Julian Press, Inc., 1953), p. 13.
lODehvyn G. Schubert, "Understanding and Handling Reading--Persone.lity Problems,f1 Elementarl English, XXXVII (December, 1960),538.
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",J.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

Excitability, hyperactivity, uncontrolled emotionality
Morbid fears or phobias
Insomni~., nightmares, somnrunbulism
Self-consciousness, ctuttering
Depression, guilt feelings
Suspiciousness, tenseness, anxiety
Fighting, stealing, bullying, and other antisocial
behavior ll

In his book, Corrective Reading, Zintz placed the problems of the
emotionally disturbed into the following three categories:
1.

2.

3.

Those children who show mannerisms of mild emotional
disturbances but who are not so seriously disturbed
that they need psychiatric assistance. These children
have frustrations and a~~ieties but will be able to
learn to read if they have reassurance and gain selfcontrol. In most of the cases, the reading failure is
a prim~ry factor in the emotional difficulties. Fortunately, mo st students Hith emotional pro bl ems G.nd remedial re~.ding problems are in this category.
Those children who show evidence of emotional disturbance
to the degree that they need some type of psychotherapy concurrent with the remedial instruction to obtain
best results. Play therapy, intensive counseling of
parent or child or bot~, or interpretation of findings
in projective tests are specific means by which psychotherapy may afford catharsis or restructuring of the
personality so that the child can make progress with
formal instruction in reading.
Those children who are so seriously disturbed that prior
psychiatric help is necessary in order to later help
them with the secondary problem, the failure to learn
to read. Anxiety, or undefined fear, is basic to the
child's sta.bility (or la.ck of it), ~nd until this state
of anxiety is alleviated through some type of psychotherapy he will not be able to use his intelligence
efficiently.12

III bid •
12Miles V. Zintz, Corrective Reading (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown
Co., Inc., 1966), p. 185.
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In the child who is handicapped by serious personality disturbances, Prescott believed that a fundamental reorientation of the child
was necessary.

He also called upon teachers to play a major role in

providing children with opportunities for active practices of mature
value concepts, and "to establish a technique or habit of continuously
re-evaluating their loyalties in the light of experience. Ill,
Ephron enumerated the criteria of reading specialists for referral
to psychotherapists:
1.

'-.
')

4.

5.
6.

8.

Those who do not profit by the usual tutoring in reading
skills, and whose intelligence would indicate that they
are functioning considerably below capacity.
Those who read well, as objectively measured, but who
cannot function well in response to school challenges.
They procrastinate, they cannot finish reading books
or writing papers, they forget assignments or come late
to examinations.
Those who read and study effectively but who have the
self-concept that they are poor readers. They need to
investigate why nothing they do seems good enough.
Those who score high on vocabulary and low on paragraph
comprehension. They cannot sustain attention to paragraphs. They complain of 'mind wandering.' They have
trouble relating ideas.
Those who, on reading tests, achieve a very high degree
of accuracy and a very low degree of speed. They lack
the self-confidence to take chances, to trust their own
responses.
Those who complain of headaches and breathlessness when
reading, despite efforts and reports from doctors that
there is nothing wrong physically.
Those who burst into tears during the interview, or in
other w'ays convey feelings of a.cute anxiety.
Those whose reading development is hampered by poor
vision or hearing, but at diagnosis are deemed as
haVing visua.l or hearing difficulties of psychosoIDs.tic
origins.

l'Daniel A. Prescott, Emotion and the Educative Process (Washington: }~erican Council on Education, 1958;:-p. 52,.
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9.
10.

II.

Those who, 8fter reliable medics,l examination, continue
to. report incapacitsting fatigue, l)[;,rticuJ.Qrly \Jhen
confronted with reading or other study assignments.
The rare cases of severe emotional illness, such as the
person \o/ho can read nothing more difficult than a primer
the first week, yet can read an [";;tdul tIs lis.gazine the
second vleck, and at the third meeting returns to the
primer. This behavior reve~ls dissociation in the
character structure a~d ce.lls for pcychiatric diagnosis
and recommendations. l

SPECIFIC E!vIOTIONAL FA'I'TERNS FOUND AMONG YOUNG DISABLED READERS

Aggressive behavior.

Rosner stated that the youngster \'Iho exper-

iences difficulty in reading has been thought to have a passive-aggressive
type of personality.

He has been felt to be striking back [3t the pres-

sures and demands uhich have been made on him and taking out his anger
by failing to produce in a crucial area in school.

Rosner summarized:

Observations in a residential treatment center where the
youngsters present problems centering around overt expressions
of hostility suggests that these youngsters have a far greater
percentage of reading disaf11ity than can be found in the
general school population. /
'{Joolf and Woolf

0

bserved ho stility violently expressed by a re-

tarded reader in the second grade.

His early pictures of houses were

complicated mazes, surrounded by blazing guns, and buildings were portrayed as sending off lethal rays.

14Ephron,

Hoit/ever, as remedial reading instruc-

£E. ~., p. 276.

15Stanley L. Rosner, "Characteristics of Corrective Readers· (in
Corrective Reading 1E the Elementary Classroom, Perspectives in Reading,
No.7, eds. Marjorie S. Johnson and Roy A. Kress. Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, Inc., 1967), p. 19.
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tion progressed, the buildings gave way to more attractive, conventional
dwellings.

His drawings of the human figure changed from frowning pro-

files to smiling full-faced figures.

They mentioned that his early

stories included expressions of discontent and that his later writings
were more positive in tone.

-During the course of remediation, his

reading skills improved from below average for his grade to better than
average," the authors concluded.

16

Negativism, antagonism, and resistance toward learning to read
were reported by various writers to be common among poor readers.
Wagenheim, reporting on a study of 200 fifth and sixth grade boys and
girls, maintained that the poor readers had more memories of accidents-real accidents to persons--and physical aggression than did the better
readers. 17
Tinker said that the general maladjustment manifested by

~ggres-

siveness, accompanied by nervous tension, was apt to result in the
development of a negative attitude toward reading. 18
Gray and Reese stated the following concerning aggressive behavior
and reading failure:
An individual normally behaves in a manner to win attention,

16Woolf and Woolf, £E. cit., p. )1.
17Lillian Wagenheim, "First Memories of tAccidents l and Reading
Difficulties,· ~ American Journal £f Orthopsychiatry, L\X (January,
1960), 194.
18Miles A. Tinker, Teaching Elementarl Reading (New York: AppletonOentury-Crofts, Inc., 1952), p. 51.
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recognition, and approval. If the individual cannot attain
attention legitimately he may try undesirable behavior, becoming
loud and boisterous, showing off, and otherwise attracting
attention.
The desire for preeminence or mastery is certainly violated
when the child fails at an activity as important to school success
as reading. If the desire for notice cannot be satisfied by fair
means the child may seek it by playing truant, annoying others,
or similar poor conduct. 19
Murray said that a person may be frustrated, feel angry, and have
an aggressive tendency but still not show aggression because of inhibition.

He felt that the inhibition was due to a fear of punishment or

social disapproval.

"Many middle-class children in our society are ex-

tremely inhibited about aggression,· he maintained.

-Inhibition may

only serve to increase frustration so that there is a likelihood of
sudden outbursts.- 20
Speaking of inhibited aggression, Murray stated the following:
• • • (it) does not simply go away but seeks an outlet.
Aggression may be expressed indirectly by backbiting or by sullenness. ~ the mechanism of displacement, it may also be turned
towards someone other than the person responsible for the frustration.
t~en a person is frustrated and all possible outlets are
effectively blocked the aggression can be turned against the
self in the form of self-hatred and self-criticism. Often when
frustrated, students may turn the anger inward and become very
depressed. still, not everyone does this. It seems to depend

19Lillian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children ~ Read (second
edition; New York: The Ronald Press Compaqy, 1957), p. 69.
20Edward J. Murray, Motivation and Emotion (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964;:-p. 67.
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on the extent to which a person blames himself as to the cause
of the frustration. It also seems to depend on the degree to
which the depressed person believes his depressive behavior will
achieve his goals in relation to other people~ The depressed
person may feel that he is punishing others. 2J.
Pollack and Piekarz reported a case study of a young boy with a
severe reading deficiency who evidenced

~ggressive

tendencies.

The

authors described sections of the conference between the boy, Edward,
his parents, and the parole officer:
The father stated that Edward had been under psychiatric
care for over three years, and the psychiatrist felt that many
of the more violent aggressive tendencies which he had shown
were curbed, but he was unable to provide any assurance that
Ed"lard '"0uld ever be free of his excessive an.."Cieties. The psychiatrist reported that Edwardto intelligence level was slightly
above average and he had the mental capacity to learn to read,
but his emotional development had been ~o deficient that it was
questionable whether he could ever be ~ mature person.
Edward attended the reading clinic for seven sessions. Each
sess ion consisted of a repetition of the preceding one, but ea.ch
time Edward encountered the same material, it w~s new to him.
After each small failure, he \iould expertly draH the instructor
into conversation in order to distract him.
At the conclusion of seven two-hour sessions, Edward stopped
coming. An inquiry revealed that he was at the county juvenile
home. A conference \'lith the pa.role officer indicated that
Ed\'lard had a very poor self-image of himself, one of an incompetent and ineffectual person. Anyone with such an image of himself vlould seek ways to compensate c"tnd these \18.YS were usually
anti-social.
~~. H., the parole officer, explained that Edward's stepparents had always proved co-operative and had given him every
chance to straighten out. However, Edward felt that both of
them had conspired against him, and he seemed to resent everything they did for him just as he resented the fact that they
were not his real parents.

21~.
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After Edward consented to concentrate on re~ding once again,
he failed to appear for the next scheduled instruction session.
His parents vere telephoned and it was reported that Edward had
8-tt~,cked his stepfather, then dis8.pper'"red, 8.nd had finally been
locnted. Certain criminal ~3ctS h2d been traced to hi111 ond he hr;,d
Jeen sent to f· ;t ... te ':::orrectional institution. 22
~'iitty

end Kopel described the follovling case of Vincent, a prob-

1 em in rending and adjustment, \vho se oggre r: ci ve tendenc ie s took vc..rious

forms:
Vincent \"las adopted by focter parent::: B.fter being p.bandoned
by hif.? mother and father. His foster father Has succef;sful in
businesf, but his responsibilities demanded frequent chCtnges in
locality. In the third school which Vincent attended, his difficuI ties in readint: were noticed. lvleanwhile, his adopted sister,
J 8.ne, was bringing home very good report card s from the same
school.
Vincent continued to fs.il in school and hifo behavior became
increasingly annoying. He resented all correction and suggestions
by the fs.mily. Jane and Vincent quarreled conctantly, D.nd he
tried to beg off a.ttending school. Reports of school 'dork and
behavior grew worse.
The climax of behavior difficulties came when Vincent was
falsely accused by the school principal of beating a dog, and was
suspended on this account • Although hi;.:: foster f8ther discredited
the accusation, he made Vincent return to the school. Vincent
protested Violently.
Back at school, he got into further trouble. He delighted in
irritating the other boys, the teachers, and the principal. One
day, after a severe reprimand in school, Vincent failed to return
home. All night he hid in a barn; during the next day n stranger
saw him and reported him to the police. This encounter gave
Vincent a bad fright. He grew more surly and resentful, and even
refused to return to school until forced. At school, his behavior
becru01e more objectionable than ever.
Finally, the parents consulted their physician. He in turn
suggested a psychiatrist, upon whose recommendation special

22M• F. W. Pollack and Josephine A. Piekarz, Reading Problems ~
Problem Readers (New York: David McKay Oompany, Inc., 1963), pp. 145-50.
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schooling and remedial teaching have been provided. 23
In her book, Vful Pupils
and-a-half-yee.r-old boy

'it/ho vIas

~

in Reading, Robinson told of a ten-

referred for examination after he had

failed to learn to read during two years of regular school and two more
years in a

~pecial

room.

The follo\ving excerpts were reported in part

by the social worker about this boy whose capacity to read was at the
fifth grade level:
The social worker found the mother distractible and physically under par. She had two older children by a previous marriage and three sons by the present union. This boy was the
middle one of these three and \'IS-S constantly compD.red unfavorably to the younger brother, \'/ho Has said to have learned to
talk at the same time as this child. The mother reported that
this child resented the younger brother and had been mean to him.
Besides this, the oldes son by the first marriage was quiet and
successful and devoted much time to his mother. From this relationship she gained much satisfaction and was frank to admit that
she gained little from this boy. He had temper tantrums, was
unreliable to send on errands, and brought shame on the fMnily
by being put in a dull class at school. On the other hand, the
mother was overprotective of the boy and would not allow him to
go far alone; nor would she permit him to go to the beach during
the summer , although all the other children vlent regularly.
Treatment consisted of helping the mother with the boy. The
social worker saw the mother once each week and attempted to
change her attitude toward the boy. As the boy progressed, the
mother accepted him better. At the same time, his behavior and
adjustment at home improved. After nine months at the school,
with the treatment centered on family and emotional adjustment
and on building confidence in the boy, he made grad~ scores on
standardized tests in reading between 3.8 and 4.1. 24

2'Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative Process
(Boston: Ginn and Compa~, 1939), pp. 286-87.

24Helen M. Robinson, lfuy t6)ils ~ ~ Reading (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 19
,pp. 201-3.
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Monroe wrote about an eight-year-01d boy who stuttered and had
many behavior difficulties.

The following, in part, was her account of

Clifford and his highly aggressive behavior:
\'lhen first examined he \'1B.S antisoc ia1, kicking , biting, hi tting other children on the playground, disturbing the school by
talking excitedly, making fa.ces, running around the room and
generally resisting authority. Outside of school he set fires
and was a neighborhood menace. He terrified people passing on
the street by walking the open railing of the front porch of a
third-floor apartment. Many of the factors in this case antedated the reading disability and were problems for psychiatric
study.
The remedial instruction in reading resulted in a slight gain
on a reading index, and Cliffordts stuttering gradually decreased.
There has been a general improvement in his behavior and social
adjustment although his excitability persists. In line with his
personality it is interesting to note that his taste in reading
runs to highly ima.ginative tales of adventure.
Cliffordls case, complicated as it vm.s by many problems,
illustrates the necessity of combined approach from a great many
aspects--psychiatric, psychological, and social. With such cooperative treatment, a satisfactory educational adjustment has
been made by a child who presented difficult personality and behavior problems as well as specific disabilities in speech and
reading. 25
Monroe also reported on a young girl, Charlotte, who showed signs
of emotional resistance to school and severe retardation which made her
a misfit in the regular classroom.

She believed herself to be defective

in intelligence because of grade repetitions and unhappy experiences at
school.

At first she refused to cooperate and was resistant to any

attempt at fUrther education.

However, a special tutor was employed to

25Marion Monroe, Ohildren Who Cannot Read (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1932), pp. 165-67.
----
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work with her and she gained in reading.

26

Harris spoke of a third grade girl who was referred for private
diagnosis and remedial teaching because of persisting lack of progress
in reading.

She openly expressed a marked dislike of reading, of school,

and of learning situations in general.

There was no evidence of any

spec ial intellectual defects, and Al ice I'la[] up to grade level in erithmetic computation; however, she refused to try any problems that required
reading.

She was able to do practically no spelling, and she joined in

very few group activities.

Harrie reported the following on Alice's

case:

Alice's futher was a prosperous business man who was domineering, demanding and authorita.rian in his relationship llith his
Hife and children. Her mother \"la~' a charming HOID3.n who vlUS al so
quite in~ature, egocentric, and indecisive. Alice's one sister,
tHO years younger, seemed to be favored by both pG.rent~3, and Alice
hD,ted her intensely. From the begirming of school Al ice's fo. ther
had exerted pressure on her for ~ccompli3hment8 she could not
Qchieve, and as a result Alice had developed an open, strong
dislike for both school and her father.
Alice was clearly an unhappy, tense little girl. She had
several nervous habits including nailbiting, hair-pulling, and
enuresis. She was open in her expression of dislike for school
and her sister, and spoke freely about how easy it was to 'get
mother's goat.' It seemed probable that she carried into her
relations with other children her feelings about being outrhone
by her sister, and for this reason Has hostile over others end
had great difficulty in either accepting or offering friendship.
Similarly she W~tS emotionally unable to s.ccept the nece[1sity of
sharing the attention of her teacher with the other children in
her class.
Toward the end of the first grade, Alice's evident unhappine 8 S 8.nd frequent fights, quarrel s, and tantrums at home had
cauEied her parents to start psychiatric treatment for her. The
treatment continued into the second grade, but was discontinued
a.fter several months because of Alice's marked resistance.

26 Ibid ., pp. 168-69.
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The emotional pro blemG seemed of greatef!t importance in
Alice's case, and involved feelings of rejection, intense sibling
rivalry, projection of hostility upon claosmates, and marked
hostility to reading and other learning situations. 27
Vernon described a disabled reader with aggressive tendencies:
Maurice was eight-years-old, of sliV1tly normal intelligence.
his reading age was less than six years; he could read letters,
but only very few words which he guessed at sight. His immediate
memory was also poor.
Maurice was an illegitimate child who had had no contact
Hi th hi smother since infa.ncy, and had been boarded out vii th a
succession of foster-pD.rents; he had been moved eight times. He
was extremely aggressive, difficult, and destructive. He vltUJ
now at a children's home where he demanded constant attention
and affection. That he had not learned to read normally Was not
surprising in the circumstances. But it perhaps is interesting
to note that he was not completely incapable of reading~ but did
have some understanding when it came to word structure.~8
Withdrawal behavior.

Many people adjust to frustrations and to

self-de-evaluating conflicts by retreating from the situations in which
they experience difficulty.

Adjustment by withdrawing is a primary and

often useful form of response.

As long as

\;vithdr~.nJing

is

8.

response to

realistically appraised threats and to specific situations, it is a
sound and integrative method of adjustment. 29
However, according to Gates, children with reading difficulties
t1tend to withdravi from normal social contacts and often show a lack of

27Albert J. Harris, ~ 12 Increase Reading Ability (fourth edition;
New York: David NcKay Company, Inc., 1961), pp. 540-43.
28lvr • D. Vernon, Backvlardness in Reading: !!:. study 2f Its Nature
and Origin (Cambridge, England: The University Press, 1957;:-p. 201.
29Laurance F. Shaffer and Edward J. Shoben, Jr., ~ Psychology
Adjustment (second edition; Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1956),
p. 187.
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normal aggressiveness.·'O

Daydreaming and marked sensitivity were

other symptoms noted by Gates.
Numerous studies indicated that if a child failed repeatedly in
his attempts to learn to read, he might accept failure and lose all
confidence in himself.

In general, this type of child would tend to

become withdrawn and manifest timidity, extreme shyness, and

daydree~

excessively.
Harris stated that some children were so deeply discouraged that
they had given up trying and resigned themselves to chronic failure.
This attitude pervaded not only their response to school but also their
general social relationships.

Daydreaming, according to Harris, could

also take the place of any attempt at real accomplishment.

The follow-

ing excerpt is an illustration of the type of withdrawal which Harris
described:
Peter, a nonreader, was so withdrawn that a total break with
reality was feared. Instead of starting immediately with
reading, it was decided to work first on improving his social
adjustment. With excellent cooperation from his classroom teacher, Peter was gradually drawn into activity with puppets. His
first step was manipul~ting a puppet, out of sight behind a
small stage. Performing at first just for the teacher, then for
a couple of classmates, he gradually worked up to larger audiences.
This was the entering wedge. Gradually he became more communicative and began to enter more actively into social participation
with his classmates. femedial reading was successfully begun
several months later.'

~

,OArthur I. Gates, "Failure in Reading and Social Maladjustment,Journal 2f National Education Association, XXV (October, 19,6), 206.
51Harris,

~.

£E. ~., p. 281.
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Heilman spoke of a type of remedial reading case where the
childls reaction to his failure in reading was a significant factor.
In this case, Heilman said the child was not ready emotionally to face
the reality of his reading problem.

"As a

rule, a progrsm of therapy

must be inaugurated in conjunction Hith any work on reading," he maintained. 52

He continued:

The objective is to produce a reading situation which is
uncomplicated and will lend itself to a successful attack on the
reading problem. In short, these cases must have tensions reduced and attitudes changed in such a manner and to such an
extent that the case logically becomes a candidate for inclusion
in a less complicated type. All pressure, judgments, and
threats of failure or inadequacy must be removed before the child
can make progress in reading. • •
An illustrative case of this type is that of Robert, a third
grade child of above-average intelligence, vlho had difficulty
reading at the primer level. At home, he had been drilled on
reading by both parents, neither of whom had the patience that
was needed to help Ro bert overcome his difficul ty. Hi5~ selfconfidence had been destroyed, and as pressure in the reading
situation mounted, his effectiveness as a reader decreased. He
Has an extremely frustrated child, [lnd Vias sho',ving signs of withdrawal in the reading situation. His teacher was annoyed at some
of the odd mistakes he made when reading or attempting to work
independently in a workbook. The first step in helping Robert
deal \1ith his problem \-las a series of conferences Hith his parents.
It I'laS agreed that they l'lould give up their effortE3 to teach him
re~ding themselves.
This wac not un easy decision for them to
make, since they naturally did not see the relationship between
their behavior a.nd hif: reading pro blem. The next fevl months
Robert showed very little measurable growth in reading ability.
However, in this situation, Robert '(,;'8.8 c.ccepted by his teacher
in spite of his reading failure. As the pressure at home diminished, he ~las gruduall;y able to bring hi[: energy to bear on the
reading tark and he did begin to learn. 55

52Arthur W. Heilman, Principles ~ Practices of' Teaching Reading
(ColumbuG, Ohio: Chc:,.rles E. l·Ierrill Books, Inc., 1961), p. 407.
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Pol18.ck ond Piekarz discussed a young boy Hholli they fel thad
re~,ding

i'lithdr8.un not onl:>' froID

but from most of life.

On his initial

dirrgno::tic reading test.. , JSllles perforlILed D.bout three years boloH grade
level.

HO\'Jever, the Huthorr had to rely on other evidence--a personal

conference,

~

discussion vith his schoolteacher, and a conference with

Je.mco's mother.
o bse:: sed

~1i th

In clar.o, JE'Les acted like

~l

clown end =:oomed to be

distracting both the teacher and the

drnv-l attention to himself.

Hi::: te8cher EQid

cl:::u~ C~

~jhe wa~-'

in order to

unhappy about the

boy since she felt his superior abilities were being wasted.
felt that enlisting his cooperation

beyond her, ond

\13.;::

he would be taken from her classroom.

ten yearE' of age.

wished that

A conference with the mother

revealed that she had been divorced from
~Ja:::;

:~he

But she

J~".mes';:

father when the boy

Her relationship ',/ith Jr'llies wa::; good, but the

child had not seen his father for two years.

His mother also reported

that JOlues had feu friends and very rarely brought any other boy home.
She realized that he was not a popular child, and she was worried about
his loneliness.

As fur as schoohlOrk went, he had constructed a thor-

oughly consistent and seemingly effective defense against any challenges
he was haVing to meet. 54
The following

recommend~tions

were made in James's case:

Underneath the carefully constructed veneer of indifference
displayed by Jt'Jnes, there resided severe anxiet;~r about his inabilities. The very elaborateness of the defensive Hall provided

541"1. F.

VI. Pollack B.nd Josephine A. Piekarz, Reading Problems
and Problem Readers (New York: David McKay Co~pa~, Inc., 1965), p. 172.
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some evidence of hiG apprehension. It was suggested to his
mother that psychological help be sought. It was also suggested
that an effort be made to provide J,,,.mes \"lith f,ome ma.f;culine
influences. At the same time, James's mother was told that
special instruction in reading should be started to give him
basic tools for attacking his academic problems with some measure
of' success. It vla8 pointed out that any student operating at his
low level scholastically encountered a series of failures each
day in school, and these fuilures inevitably contributed to his z
desire to withdraw from a world in which he was ineffectual • • • )5
Robinson cited a case involving a quiet, retiring, disinterested
boy who was eight years and seven months old when he was examined at a
reading clinic.
~cnd

An

examin~tion

by a psychiatrist found the boy i1ithdrawn

unresponsive verbally a.nd, at the same time, physically tense and

very anxious.

He vias afraid of every new 8ituation, t;?,nd vias unable to

do any work without individual attention.

The psychiatrist believed

that pressure at home and at school had led the boy to feel very inferior.

The boy excused his failure as due to a visual difficulty, but he

expressed no confidence that his reading would improve after the visual
difficulty was corrected.

~fuen

observed with other children, he was

always withdrawn, unable to make friends, and easily bullied by another
boy.,6
Robinson described the treatment as follows:
Glasses were obtained and worn Willingly. Because of an
endocrine disturbance, thyroid therapy was instituted. The boy
remained at home and was tutored one year with no gain in reading
achievement _

,5__
'd
Ib :1_-,
~.

.
pp.

0 7').
17 (;,.7

36Helen M. Robinson, Why Z6)ils Fail in Reading (Chicago: The
University of Ohicago Press, 19· ,p.-r9b.
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He then entered the Orthogenic School aD ~ day pupil rather
than as a b08.rder as \-lo.s sugge sted. Psychiatr ic help vIas given
and intensive reading help was provided. In nine months he had
attained a grade score of ,.1 on a standardized silent-reading
test and a gra.de Gcore of 4.0 in arithmetic. • • A year of additional training brought him to the place where he could read at
the fourth-grade level, although his reading was still slow and
labored. Perhaps that was to be expected, since all his reactions were slow.37
Dick, a young boy \lhose emotional reactions to\v8.rd reading Here
manifested b.Y hanging his head and pushing away reading material, was
given intensive remedial training.
\-HiS

After a year, the following progress

reported:
Dickts reading at the last examination was accelerated for
his age. His emotional reaction toward reading had changed from
dislike to enjoyn1ent. He showed pride in his accomplishment and
an unusual perseverance in attack on hard words • • • He smiled
with an air of confidence and satisfaction vlhen praised for his
careful work. From an unhappy, apprehensive little boy v1ho fel t
his inferiority keenly, he had changed to a competent child who
took satisfaction in doing his work well, and from a failing
pupil who had not learned to recognize a single word after several months in school, he had changed to a. satisfactory pupil,
whose achievement was superior for his grade.3 8
Monroe also cited the case of Mary, a pathetic little girl with

an apologetic manner and an inclination to weep at any mention of reading
or of her school failure.

She presented no behavior difficulty at school

other than -extreme timidity._39

Remedial instruction in reading was

given in twenty minute periods several times weekly, a total of thirty

37Ibid ., pp. 196-97.
38Marion Monroe, Children vllio Cannot Read (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1932), p. 163.--39 Ibid ., p. 164.
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hours of treatment in all.

Mary made a gain of 2.2 years in reading

achievement and on returning to school in September, she was placed in
the high second grade.

"She appears much happier and less

t~1id

than

before the remedial work, although she still remains at the edge of the
group, watching rather than participating in social activities," Monroe
summarized.

40

strang discussed the roles of passivity and hostility in the
retarded reader:
These two apparently conflicting clinical pictures--one
showing passivity and the other hostility--may actually be
complimentary. The retarded reader is one whose experiences
with adults have damaged his self-esteem. He would naturally
feel both resentful and hostile, but also weak and incapable;
thus, he would be passive and in need of being told what to
do. Some situations would evoke the passivity-dependency
pattern, and others the hostile-resistant pattern. One thing
seems clear: the emotionally disturbed retarded reader is not
free to use adult help creatively; he either rejects it or
follows it sla~ishly and mechanically. In either case, progress
is not likely. 1
Submissive behaVior.

In their book, The

Psycho1o~

of Adjustment,

Shaffer and Shoben discussed submission and conformity together and
stated that they were characterized by tendencies to submit to the
customs of onets group, to conform, to do the expected thing, and to
avoid blame and criticism.

They continued:

40 Ibid ., p. 165.
41

Ruth strang, Constance M. McCullough, and Arthur E. Traxler, The
Improvement of Reading (third edition; New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc:: 1961), p. 282.
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• • • l'lotives develop from the fear responses of inf:::tncy and
childhood, \fhich are reactions of eDlotion and Viithdrawing made to
certain kinds of overstimuls.tion and t.o the perception of one's
helplessness. If painful punishment, either by parents or other
adul ts or by child as::2ociates, is accomp[',nied by expressionc of
criticism, scorn, or blame, a conditioning occurs. In the future, criticism and similar symbolic stimuli become capable of
arous ing fear ten::dons. The blD.me'vlOrthy action iD inhibited. • •
If an association between punislIment. and blame is made very
frequently or strongly, the conditioning generslizes. A person
so conditioned comes to react "lith fear and submit;sion to any
~1ocial criticism • • • A generalized fear of criticism a.ffects
onels perception of other people's actions a.nd an individua.l sees
slights and insults when none are intended, and in popular speech
is said to be 'sensitive.' A strong degree of fear is disorganizing, because a person is so preoccupied with escaping it or
combating it that he does not attend to the satisfaction of his
other constructive social wants. For that reason, social training is achieved more effectively by the positive method of attaching approval to desir~d responses than by conditioning fear to
undesirable behavior. 2
Authorities in the field of reading concur in the belief that
many pupils who fail in their reading become disturbed emotionally because of constant frustration.

Not only does the poor reader feel in-

ferior because he realizes that he is not

mea~uring

up to the performance

of his classmates, but often he is subjected to numeroU2 social pressures.
Unwitting teachers and classmates do not hesitate to make him feel inferior, and his family may make life almost unbearable because of their
reaction to his failure.

It is reasonable to assume, then, that one

pattern of behavior which can develop may be that the child adopts a
defeatist attitude and may give up trying to learn to read.

42Laurance F. Shaffer and Edward J. Shoben, Jr., The

Some of the

PsYCholo~

of Adjustment (second edition; Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 195 ),
pp. 87-88.

adjustments noted by disabled readers as a reaction to the aforementioned
factor s are indifference ; inattentiveness; a.pparent lazine s []; apa.thy;
and

a.

giving-up attitude.
Gates found emotional disturbances evidenced by give-up or sub-

missive adjustments, as shown by inattentiveness, indifference, and apparent laziness, in thirty-three cai:'es among one hundred disabled readers. 43
ftA child who is compared unfavorably with an older or younger
sibling who happens to be a good reader frequently develops a give-up
or submissive attitude and is defeated before he begins," said Schubert.

44

Bond and Tinker believed that emotional tension in the classroom
was manifested by symptom£ such as shyness or retiring behavior and a lack
of self-confidence demonstrated by symptoms of discouragement or by giving
up easily.45
They also agreed with other authorities concerning unfavorable
comparison with siblings:
When a child's reading achievement is compared unfavorably
with that of a brother or sister, the effect may be disastrous.
Inability to compete suocessfUlly is likely to develop a feeling
of inferiority. In an attempt to escape from competition and

43Arthur I. Gates, uFailure in Rea.ding and Social Maladjustment,'l
The Journal of the National Education Association, XXV (October, 1936),
206.

--

44

Del~~n G. Schubert, The Doctor ~es the ~ Reader (Springfield,
Illinois: Charles O. Thomas, 1957), p. 2 •

45Quy L. Bond a.nd Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their
Diagnosis and Correction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,

1957), p. 104.
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maintain his self-esteem, the child may refuse to cope "li~g
difficulties and even cease all efforts to learn to read.
Dolch emphatically stated that an attitude of indifference to
books is had by children because they are taught that "reading is hard
'd bore. .47
wor k and a 0t
~ Up1

Gray and Reese mentioned consistency.

IItThe child Vlants to do the

expected thing, and if he is thwarted in realization of his particular
drive, he may resort to rationalization and a.n II donlt carel attitude,"
48
they concluded.
Hester discussed feelings of inadequacy:
A lack of emotional readiness may be detected in the childls
feeling inadequate for the work and refusing to try. Carl expressed this feeling plainly during an interview. 'No need to
spend any time on ~e 'cause I sit in the dumb row' was his very
opening statement. 9
Lack of success during early attempts to learn to read produces
unfortunate emotional conditioning.

The frustration brings feelings of

inferiority accompanied by personality and behavior deviations.

The

emotional maladjustments developed in this way are a handicap to further.

46 1 bid., p. 109.
47Edward M. Dolch, Problems
Garrard Press, 1948), p. 181.

1E

Reading (Champaign, Illinois: The

48Lillian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children ~ Read (second
edition; New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1957), p. 70.
49Kathleen B. Hester, Teaching Every Ohild to Read (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1955), p. 45.
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~earning.

Thus, a vicious circle ia formed.

Holt concluded that

children control their fears, live vlith them, and adjust to them.

How-

ever, he also maintained:
But the trouble is tha.t the 8.djustments children make to
their fears are almost vrl101ly bad, destructive of their intelligence and capacity. The scared fighter may be the best fighter,
noor le~rner • 50
but the scared learner l"q gl"\·/-o,r0
~

~

~~JW

9

~

~

~

Holt also stated that children who depend heavily on adult approval may decide that, if they canlt

h~ve

total success, their next-

best bet is to have total failure. 5l
Robinson asserted that a common characteristic of retarded readers
is fear of making a mistake, and she wrote:
Consequently, many of them prefer to do only the tasks which
they thiruc they can do successfully. In their own previous
experiences, there has obviously been u great premium placed on
accuracy; they have come to interpret unfavorable cOI~1ent3 on
their errors as per conal dist'l..pprovp.l. Hence, a pupil lllO.y be
afraid to try to read if he is sure tha.t many of his refJpOnSes
will be wrong. 52
Heffernan spoke of the pressure placed on tl.cademic education nnd
the lessening of interest in and emphasis on the cultural aspects of
liVing.

She summarized:
Psychologists deplore the current emphasis on grades because
this preo;,:ure interferes vlith real learning. It put~ the emphasis on the extrinsic re1r18.rd of leerning and de-empl18cizes the
import.ance and util i ty of vlh[~ t i~ learned. The gra.de on the

50 John Eolt, lim-, Ohildren Fpil (Nelv York: Dell Publir.:hing Co.,
IllC

., 106.1',
'""/ '+"

I) . bo
--'7·

----

51 1 bid., p. 59.
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l'Cport to ff'TClltc llien,~ure::: only' [' very n~?rroVl l":Jnge of abilities
and creates in children V~Gt amounts of docility • • • Every day,
teachers face pupiL::; \1h020 emotional mat.urity L; not sufficient
to T~vithstnnd these extra IJrescurec. ~':e pC'J r:. high price for
thic pres::ure in blockfJ to learning, in mental breG.kdovin, and in
juvenile dGlinquency.
lvlnny pD.rents express di2~'atic,f2.ction \"lith the child and the
school if their child is not in the top reading group or if he
is not accepted in the program for the gifted. The purent structure s gOL:.lo ','1hich demand certain t~ypes of performance, behavior,
and .e.chievement. 't'/hen these expectations are not compatible
\iith the c,bilitie;:. of' the child, both school i~nd child suf'fer
from parental disapproval. Even though the child lllay have done
his best, he cannot eSCi1pe the feelinL that he has disDppointed
his parents by not measuring up to the standards they expected
of him.
The ultimate effect of unrea-listic expectations cen only be
defeatism • • •53
T

Robinson asserted that an individual integrity of each pupil
should be respected and stated:
Too often he has been told that he is rno good r or rdumb r or
8.. rtrouble maker. r
Perhaps his teacherf have not made these
remarks to him directly, but he has interpreted their statements
to mean this, probably because of the manner in which they were
made. A complete reversal of this attitude is necessary and
essent~alj no child puts forth effort without some hope of success.54
Bond and Tirucer also mentioned parental and home influences as a
causal factor in producing submissive behavior in disabled readers:
Quarreling parents, broken homes, neglect of the child, overprotection or domination or anxiety on the part of the parents,
hostility of parents, and unhealthy rivalry among children in the
family are likely to produce tensions c.nd develop feelings of
insecurity on the part of the disabled reader • • •

53Helen Heffernan, IIChallenge or Pressure?- (in Children Under
Pressure, eds. Ronald O. Doll and Robert S. Fleming. Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1966), pp. 23-24.

54Roo~nson,
,·
1
·t
-££.
£1-.
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If any conflict between parent and teacher over the child
arises, it may have disastrous effects upon the adjustment of
the child. For instance, when a child dislikes his teacher,
fails to get ahead satisfactorily in reading and carries his
complaint home, if one of the parents vociferously condemns the
teacher and her methods of teaching in the presence of the child,
the child may make no further effort to learn to read in his
desire to prove that the teacher is wrong and that his parent is
right.55
Witty described a case (Tony) of a nine-year-old boy \1ith superior
intelligence who was a nonreader.

As a result of the reading disability,

Tony was unhappy in school, where he was very conscious of his inability
to keep up with the class and consequently considered himself -dumb._ 56
Through

8,

cooper8_tive effort between the school, the parents, and a

special reading teacher, Tony eventually gained self-confidence.

A severe reading disability case discussed by Bond and Tinker
was that of Henry, a boy who for several years had not made any growth

in reading.

In regard to his adjustment, the authors stated the following:

Henry shows evidences of insecurity and nervous tension. He
feels thl?,t he is blamed unjustly for many thingE:. HiE behavior
tends to be disorganized and he suffers from enuresis. Even so,
he is a friendly lad even though showing signs of a lack of
self-confidence. 57
The authors reported that after Henry attended a remedial reading
clinic for tutoring several times a week, his reading scores had gained
considerably.

He was proud of his reading ability; self-confidence was

55 Bond and Tinker, ££. ~., pp. 108-9.
56paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1939), p. 284.

57 Bond and Tinker, .£E.. c it., p. 442.
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increasing at the clinic; motiv8.tion

viaS

high; and he was anxious to

continue with the special tutoring in reading. 58
Robinson, in her book

~fuy

Pupils Fail in Reading, reported the

following account of parental pressure exerted on a young girl with
alexia.:
She showed average mental intelligence and ranked superior on
a nonverbal test. • • The neurologist dia.gnosed the girl as a
case of alexia and said that her achievement in reading would
probably never go beyond Grade IV.
The social worker felt that undue family pressure had been
exerted on this girl. An example of the effect of pressure on
her were her interests in history and nature study. Material
simplified and given to her in these fields elicited no enthusiasm on her part. She finally admitted that she hated them and
only said she liked them because her father insisted they were
the interests of any young lady. They were his interests, too,
and she had been deprived of play with other children to go on
long field trips alone with her father • • •
The girl vIas given individual help and daily training in
reading in a small group at the Orthogenic School. She was permitted to read anything in which she evidenced an interest. She
was constantly encouraged and made very satisfactory initial
progress. She found reading difficult and frequently forgot
words, often having to relearn them ten or fifteen times. However, when one method appeared unsuccessful, others were tried.
After making a good beginning, her progress slowed down
until, at about Grade IV, learning reached a pla.teau. ¥~hether
the deceleration was due to a fundamental deficiency called
'alexia' or whether not enough was known to be able to teach
this girl to read with her handicaps could not be decided. The
f8Eily relationships had not been fundamentally changed during
59
the period and pro be_bly continued to exert a retarding influence.
Another case study focused on a mentally average boy who was
referred to a remedial reading clinic because he wac over three years

58 Ibid ., p.

-

44;;.

59Helen M. Robinson, \I~Y Pupils Fail in Reading (Chicago: The
University of Ohicago Press, 1946), pp. 170-1.
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Hi~~

belo'H his grade equivalent in reading.

hesl th history was Guperior;

home relationships appeared normal; nnd his 30ci:;:.1 contacts Here adequate.
During an intervie\l concerning the boy's interest::: [,nd ple.y it was found:
Despite the boy':: unusu8.lly f:"uccessful r;ocia1 ndjuf;tment,
he vla~) begilming to be Horried and unhappy over his rep.,ding retardation. He stated that he did not like book~, G.nd h8.d never
read a book through • • •
Vfuen the boy 1"13.::: [.\.sleed if he liked to ho.ve people rec,d to
him, he D.nswored emph2~tic811y, 'No ~ , Then he volunteered the information that during the first ~year in school hie mother had read
to him, ?nd he had done pretty "';011. He sDid that he had tried
h8.rd to learn to read but from the first he hod been unsuccessful • • • goreover, D. marked concern over his imminent f8ilure in
chool Ci'J8.S e;:pl'ossed aga.in and again • • •
It \riS8 concluded that a remedial progrrJI', chould be designed
to help the boy acquire a b&cic stock of sight word and develop
self-assura.nce and ::::clf-confidence through successful experiences
in reading and related activities. 60
Witty
girl l.'Iho

\'las

13.100

described n. case of

8.

nine-yeccr-old

lllent~).lly

superior

referred to the Psycho-Educu.tionpl Clinic of Northwestern

University by her teacher, 'who

f-~2.id

that she seemed very bright but

\l8.S

"unsucces~~ful in everything r;he attempted and \las particularly handicD-pped

in her class because of her failure in reading.,,6l
Excerpts from the case study were as follows:
Physical tests were administered and no irregularities were
noted.
Her interest in mu:.? ic Hac very ~.'trong. However, she 8.[; serted
she never had etn opportunity to use th;:~ piano s~t home because her
brother 1 p l a yed all the time.' This girl listened to the radio
several times a day Qnd chose popular and classical musical selections. She ~:tated: 'I could pleJ' the piano better than my brother

60 paul Witty, Reeding
1949), pp. 233-3 4.

Company,

_.

61-1?1:....
1 - 'd ., p. 2:z'.7
.I •
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if I only had a chance. I
She said she didnlt like to read anything but comic books
and sta.ted that school Has 19.11 right I but that she didn't like
to go to school.
I\;: I s (the girl) mother \'las interviev.red. Again and again she
commented on the superiority of her ;30n. He HilS three yea.r~j
older than 1,1. He V/8.0 described f?C an active, hes.l thy boy ~vho
received excellent marks in school, read widely, and generally
was well-adjusted. His only quarrels \'Jere 'Vlith his ['3ister. 1M
never has been as bright as her brother. She never reads. She
is like her father--he doesn't read much,1 raid the mother.
1\ fell days later M ,,'m.E asked to tell I\"ihat she 1:lnnted to be
Hhen she grew Up.1 II want to be a stenographer so I can help
my father, I ;]he 8.ns\1ered. The E:trength of her e,ttachment to her
father appeared many times during a discussion of her interests
and attitudes. Among her three wishes were the desire to be able
to help her father and the hope that she would play the piano
brilliantly in order to gain his admiration.
An interview was held with hIs father and teacher and a few
days after the interview with the teacher, M was chosen to be the
leader of [:1 group appointed to arrange a program for an afternoon meeting to which all parents were invited. wben the progrom
was presented, M not only managed the proceedings successfully
but she also played the piano creditably. Mis mother was so
highly gratified that she obtained an excellent private teacher
to instruct her daughter. At home, all members of the family
began to discuss books they had read and at school she was given
increased opportunity to assume responsibilities. Within three
montils, great improvement was observed in MiS reading ability and
interests. She seemed to be safely on the road to becoming an
efficient reader and a more successfu+, happy child. 62
Nervous behavior.

Shaffer and Shoben stated that nervousness

designated a certain 8.spect of nonadjustive reaction in itlhich motor
tension and its effects

vlere

the most important and prominent features.

The authors described some of the symptoms as follows:
A nervous person cannot sit still, but twists, moves, und
fidgets even vn1en he is in a comfortable position, a relatively
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unboring situation, and free from definite external annoyances.
stereotyped motor acts, vlhich are often called nervous habits,
include percistent nail-biting, nose-picking, hand-rubbing,
finger-drumming, and innumerable other useless muscular responses.
A similar s~rmptom is the nervous tic, a spasmodic contraction of
some muscle group, most often seen as a twitching of some part
of the face. Tics that become worse are almost always of psychologics.l origin.
Nervous symptoms seldom occur alone, but are combined with
other evidences of unreduced anxiety. A nervous person is often
described as irritable, which is another component of the too
6
ready arousal of his emotional reactions upon sligpt provocation. 3
Gates, in cataloguing the symptoms manifested by one hundred cases
of reading disability, stated that nervous tensions and habits such as
stuttering, nail biting, restlessness, insomnia, and pathological illness
were evident in ten of his cases.

64

Fifty per cent of seriously retarded readers "'lere characterized
by anxieties which required a program of re-education aimed at the reestablishment of self-confidence, according to Witty and Kopel. 65
strang, McCullough, and Traxler stated that many poor readers
are held back by fear--fear of more failure, fear of ridicule, fear of
the competition of a brother or sister, fear of criticism, fear of expressing their real feelings.

'1'hese inner conflicts \"lithdra\il attention

and effort from the reading process, and an am(iety may give rise to
feel ings of inadequacy.

"Their idea of themselves i

permeated vIith

63 Laurance F. Shaffer and Edward J. Shoben, Jr., TI1e

Psycholo~

of Adjustment (second edition; Boston: Hou~1ton Mifflin Company, 1956),
pp. 300-1.
64
Arthur I. Gates, "Failure in Reading and Social Maladjustment,·
The Journal of the NEi.tione.l Education Association, XXV (October, 1936),
206.
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65Witty and Kopel, 2£.

~.,

p. 231.
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lack of self-confidence and self-esteem,· the authors

.. •

sa~a.

"It is dif-

ficult for these poor readers to put forth the necesssry effort to learn
to read more effectively.n

66

Dechant maintained that it was not difficult to see why the poor
reader, rejected by others and lacking the self-confidence that comes
with success, should be tense, nervous, inattentive, frustrated, restless, and hypercritical.

He suggested that because the disabled reader

was unable to achieve recognition through success in reading, he may
stutter, be truant, ShOH evidence of a psychological tic, of psychoso11m.tic conditions, or of enuresis; he may bite his nails and suck his

Rester mentioned instability and flighty attention and stated
that the inability to concentrate on a given task or the desire to flit
from one activity to another may be due to emotional upsets.

She cited

the folloviing:
Betty asked her teacher one afternoon if she might be excused
from c,rithmetic that day. ' Becaus e,' she said, 1 something terrible happened at home. I can't think at all. I have butterflies in my stomach.' Not all children are mature enough to be
ccble to explain their rea~~on:J for f1 ighty attention. ThUD , it
becomes the job of ~e tee.cher to recognize the behavior and to
discover its cause. 8

66Ruth strang, Conets.nce 1Jl. McCullough, and Arthur E. Traxler, The
Imnrovement of Rending (third edition; Ne'il York: HcGravI-Hill Book
Co~pany, Inc:: 1961), p. 244.
67Ewerald V. Dechant, Improvinf. ~ Teachinr of Reading (Englewood
01 iffr, NeVI Jersey: Prentice-Hflll, Inc., 19
,p. '68.
68Ks.thleen B. Hester, Teachinp Every Child to Read (NeVI York:
Hurper & Brothers, 1948), p. 44.
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defeat may pre-
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DO\'Jner, ,1nd Raygor maintained that the method of

major factor in anxious and disorganized individuals.

They reported that studentE char2ctcrized ac anx:J.OU:-: ruo.de optimum progwith directive methods of instruction. 72
Gates felt that teachers' attitudes Here too

anxiou~:

and that

69 Robinson, ££. ~., pp. 155-56.
70 De1l'1;1'n G. Schubert and Theodore L. Torgerson, Improving ReD.ding
Throup;h Individualized Correction (second edition; Dubuque, 10v/a: Wrn.
e. BrOHn Compe,ny, 1968), p. 50.
71Henry P. Smith and Emerald V. Dechant, Psychology iE Teaching
Reading (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961),
p. 301.
72Donald E. P. Smith, Roger L. Wood, James W. Downer, and Alton L.
Raygor, "Reading Improvement as a Function of Student Personality and
Teaching Method,· The Journal £f Educational Psychology, XLVII (January,

1956), 58.
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children tended to become too sensitive as a result. 73
lJ1onroe and Rogers stressed the importance of a '\'lnrm, friendly
atmosphere in combating nervous tension 3IDong children:
Urging a child to talk may only add emotional tension to his
barJic language difficul tie s. Any small effort he makes should
be accepted. Attention should be directed to the idea the child
is expressing, not to the child himself. Growth in language
takes place most rapidly in a permis sive atmosphere of I'farm
friendliness, in which each child is accepted as he is and thus
feels free to be himself.7 4
Vernon stated that when a child failed in reading, the parents
become worried or reproachful, or urge the child to try harder.
author sa.id the.t

thi~;

makec the child teno6 and nervous, and the hr;l..rder

he tries, the less successful he is.
be given

8

The

She suggested the.t such children

more relaxed treatment in school.

"It is no use urging them;

they must be helped to succeed, even in some quite minor activity, and
praised for their efforts and reassured that they can repeat this
success,· Vernon offered. 75
Bond and Tinker

m~intained

that in certain poor home situations

73Arthur I. Gates, Teaching Rending (Vol. I of tnat Research
Says Series. 25 vola.; Department of Classroom Teachers, American
Educational Research Association of the National Education Association,

1953), p. 9.
74Marion Monroe and Bernice Rogers, Foundations ~ Reeding:
Informal Pre-Reading Procedures (Chicago: Scott, Foresman a.nd Oompany,

1964), p. 121.
75M• D. Vernon, Baclnlardnec s in Reading: ! study of Its Nature
and Origin (Cambridge, England: The University Press, 1957;:-p. 192.

the disabled reader frequently develops nervous tension and becomes a
.

.

ch.ronl.C rlOrrl.er.

76

Speaking of the child who came from a home with marital discord,
Abrams said:
A child ''fho comes from a home in which there iE continuous
and intense marital disharmony may be constantly preoccupied
with questions concerning the basic security of his family life.
He may even feel himself responsible, to some degree, for the
constant conflicts that he perceives between his mother and his
father. In such a case, it is not at all surprising that the
child is not able to focus his attention upon the tasks presented
by the teB-cher. The child ha.s become so inve sted in hir; own
problems that he can no longer concentrate upon the learning
situation. His mental energies are so tied up in his conflicts
that he has little energy left for the outside world. 77
Witty a.nd Kopel told the fo1lo\ving account of a child who

\'10.8

a

failure in reading:
Investigations showed that Oarl had always been a nervous
child; however, he had high test-intelligence and had made fairly
successful academic adjustments to the primary grades. His
mother indicated that he was just like his father who couldn't
read and had failed in school. Other factors were contributing
elements, but the child rs emotional stress I'IU:? the important
factor in his poor reading. 78
Monroe described a boy who was failing in the sixth grade when
he was first examined.

She wrote the following about parts of the ccce:

76 Guy L. Bond and 1·:ile2 A. Tinker, Reading' Difficulties: Their
Diu 'nos i;' f',nd Oorrection (NeH York: AFpleton-Century-Orofts, Inc.,
1957 , p. 109.

77 Jules c. AbrDllls-, "psycholo[;iccl Con~dderationc in Oorrective
Heading- (in Corrective Reading l:E the E1e1l1ent D.ry Clas;::;l"oom, Perspectives
in Reading, No.7, eds.l.I8crjorie S. Johnson and Roy A. Krees. Ne\lo.rk,
Delc.H8.re: International Heading J1.sE30ciation, Inc., 1967), p. 27.
78pnu1 ~'!i tty and David Kopel, ReadinJ-' and the Educe,tive PrOcer::E
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1939), p. 229.

lli·6
After the test :.;te.rted he Vias easily Hon over by the exe-lUiner I f.' friendlinesf.'. He becm::::te cOlrUllunicD.tive and explnined his
failure :?dJ folloHs:
II just get so scsred that I canlt do anything \tlhon He have tests. il.nd \1hen \16 c:tudy everybod3T bcgin~,; to
turn over the iA1.gcs before I'm through the first ps.ra.graph so I
knO\'l it's no use.' Hi.:.; ff:.ilure rt school, hiE: f;ntQgoni~:,ill to\-JRrd
f:tudy, [ll1d his general unhappiness ~:"t ~:;chool c::m~~cd arL"'\iety in
the home. l'.a.ny problems of discipline 2.1'0;::0 1;lhich tho .eo.rents
Hished to h8.ndle intell igently but were at 2, 10
8
to the
proper tactics to pursue.
In the course of nine months r tre8tment \'1ith remedinl instruction, he gained 3.3 ~7ears in reading achievement. He comlJleted
his next grade's work creditably and was proud of his accomplid1lllents. He vias a.mbitious and confident of hi;.; ability. l1t
one of the later conferences with the boy, he described a tulk
which was made before the class. The examiner asked, 'But
weren't you scared?' He replied, 'Oh, no. I've done so much
during the last year that things lli{e that don't bother me any
more .,79
An eight-year-old boy who had failed to
tuo-and-a-hulf year:: f3t ochool

irla~3

le~rn

to read during his

reported by Ro binson.

Some of the

findings about this boy were:
From the boy's history the social Harker le8,rned that he had
been hyperactive as a child and had finally become almost uncontrollable. The parents had been dissatisfied with him even before he had entered school and failed to learn to read. He had
not vdshed to go to school, and after he entered, he had spent
most of his time trying to gain security \vith the teacher and
other children. His attention span was very short, and he never
appeared to hear directions. It was evident that he failed at
first because his attention via.S constantl~y else\'lhere, D,nd that
he enjoyed the failure and actually saw it as a means of maintaining the undivided attention of his mother.
Both the parents and the school vlere assisted in the handling
of this boy. The school 8,greed to keep him in the C,a1l1e grade
B.nd give him \'lork appropriate to his 10'\'Ier readin,g level. The
mother agreed to cease showing visible concern over his reading

79Marion Monroe, Ohildren wno Oannot Read (Ohicago: The University
of Ohicago Press, 19,2), pp. 170-71.
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failure and to discontinue questioning him about his school work.
She agreed to stop reading to him, to give him simple, attractive books, and to listen to his reading and praise him accordingly.80
Heilman wrote the following account of Jerry, a
~ourth

nine-ye~r-old

grader and an only child:
His father was successful in business and his mother was
characterized as not being rejecting but somewhat cold and reserved. The mother said that Jerry's concern with his reading
ability had continued ever since the first grade. 'He seems
nervous ~I/hen he reads and he doesn't like to try reading situations. He lacks confidence and will not attack new words or
words he is not sure of. He is very poor in spelling, too.'
The examiner stated that 'Jerry showed signs of insecurity,
reading with more volume than necessary, and seems to go to
pieces when attempting to read material that is difficult for
him--will bite his nails during such a reading session.'
Following the testing and the interview with the mother, the
folloWing conclusions were made:
1. The pa.rents had high aspirations for Jerry.
2. Jerry was very much aware that his f~ther was successful
and he seemed to be attempting to measure up to his
father.
3. Father and son got along fine, but the father did not
have enough time to spend with Jerry.
4. Jerry needed a tremendous amount of rea.sr;urance because
he sensed he v-ias not measuring up to hiE parent's
academic standards and expectations.
5. Unconsciously, his parents had, and were, putting pressure on him to improve his reading. Feeling tha.t his
relationship with his parents (love, respect, affection) was dependent on his performance in reading, he
put pressure on himself to succeed. 81
The following excerpts were from a case study of Deborah, age

ten, a fourth grader whose initial reading score placed her at a grade

80Robinson,

£E. cit., pp. 168-69.

81Arthur W. Heilman, Principles ~ Practices of Teaching Reading
(Columbus, Ohio: Oharles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1961), pp. 421-22.
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level of 2.7:
~'ihile taking the diagnostic teDt, Deborah exhibited strong
signs of impatience with her8elf. Her performance indicated
extreme a~~iety and tension and lack of cOlrridence. The test
Ghowed her to be working more than two years below level.
De borah I s attention span wandered frequently. It HP,S short
and it was clear to see that her powers of concentration were
being constantly disrupted.
Deborah's mother came to the conference after having cancelled
two previous appointments at the last minute. She waG an attractive woman, full of nervous energy. Because of her husbQndls
position in the army, they had been stationed in many parts or
the world for short periods of time. She and her husband had
always felt that whatever Deborah had 10ft in the wey of formal
schooling had been more than made up for in the interesting
places and people she had encountered.
The psychiatrist reported it Has appe_rent th&t Deborah vias
upset emotionally as the result of not having been provided a
stable home life. Her parents had been neglectful and had pursued
their own activities with small consideration for the child and
her needs.
It was felt that no good purpose could be served by conferring
vi i th De bora11. She needed enc ouragement a_nd rear:; 2urance D.nd thic
could be nt be provided \'1hile she was being t~aught.
Deborw1 was given extensive phonic training and visual training exercises. After a total of fifty hours of doily training
throughout the summer, Deborah tested out at grade level on a
standardized reading test. The achievement of average reading
skillEi provided her Hith 8_ focal point for making a. successful
adjustment in other areas. Although a great many problems still
existed for her, her mother reported that she seemed on her way
to becoming a happier child. On a number of occasions, her
mother ha_d discovered her alone in her bedroom, reading a book.
She had started to visit the library once a week. Her parents
were encouraged and believRd that she would soon be able to enjoy
books written for her age. o2

Harris discussed the CElse of Jimmy who

VIas

referred for re!:",ding

diagnosis by a mental hygiene clinic \vhich ha.d been Horking with him and

82

M.. F. Vi. Pollack and Josephine A. Piekarz, Reading; Problems
and Problem Readers (Nel'l York: David l"lcKay Oompany, Inc., 1963),
pp. 66-76.

his family for over two yenrs.

When they had first seen him, he .:::hovied

8.00ve Everage intelligence but \Va:,
been in

8.

nonreader.

lie had

\i110n

fir~_~t

seen o.t the clinic, he

four month;:.' old, and Hac in tho thirc. grode.

norts of

~:ubsequently

rcmedio..1 ren.ding: group in schoel for tHo termr but

uncati:::f:'lctor;y p1'og1'o:::;8.
~rear 2,

2,

Jiml')~r' s

case study

8S

h~:.d
Ha~:'

me.de
nine

The following are

stU:l1tl[lrized by Harris:

The first tirJe he vi~~ited the clinic, he becpnl,=' :w·'.u;:·eous anU.
v ·:...~i ted berero he arrived, 8.n indicntion of emotional upset.
Durin,:' 01'01 reD.ding tests he seemed quite nervous but the rest
of the time he ieellled at ease. Hie speech 'HD." poor; hi~' voice
\"lfiS flat and naso.l and he made lllan~T error;:' in usage.
Jimmy he.d a lon[', history of illne82 according to the rhysical
eXf::uuin8.tion. A series of operations in childhood Here [":.ccompanied by frequent colds alm digestive upsets.
Because of illness, Ji.Jmny had attended kindergnrten for only
eleven do.;ys. He did not like it becc.u;'c he felt ths.t the other
children kne\'i more than he did. In the first grade he \nmted
to plG:r and did not pay attention to or chow intere~:;t in reDding.
Hi2 lllother kept him home quite often vlhen he did not feel Hell.
He repeated the first grade and then vias promoted regul:Jrly. In
the third grade he war placed in a remedial reading group in
school, but showed little effort and didn't work for the teacher.
His fondly hi~:,tory revealed that Jimmy' D pr.<.rents hB,d quarreled
for years and separ~ted when he was three years old. His mother
was &. nervous, sickly Vloman, dependent upon relief and hard
pressed to provide food and clothing. Jimmy felt bad about not
having G. regular father, and oometimeo got into street fights
when teased about it. Jimmy, the youngest of four children, did
not get along; \'/ell \"lith his siblings v/ho regarded him ac~ a pest.
His mother criticized him and threatened to give him aVlay, f:,nd at
the s~~e time had let him get his way since infancy by means of
cr:ring and nagging, sulking, and temper tantrum~;.
The psychiatrist from the mental hygiene clinic concluded
that Jimmy's behavior difficulties 'seem to be related to certain neurotic developments arising out of the disturbed experiences with the family. It is apparent that he io troubled with
feelings of rejection by his mother. In his wish to maintain
the attention of the mother he has allowed himself to be overprotected.' At that time he showed many fears, had a facial tic,
and bit his nails. He had benefited from treatment at the
previous clinic, but his continuing reading disability made him
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feel insecure and inadequate and contributed to his restlessness, inattentiveness, and aggressiveness.
The diagnostic stmmary stated that his emotion&l disturbance
was the most important caw:e of his reading disebility, resulting
in inability and unwillingness to concentrate and pay f~ttention
in school. It, in turn, seemed possibly due in part to the
series of illnesses in early childhood and his motherto inability
to provide affection, security, or discipline. It seemed possible that he might have been tro.llsferring to his teachers (all
Homen) ::come of the resentment he felt toward his mother.
Jin~ received twenty-seven lessons between December and
June, all ~r men because of the assumption that he would accept
instruction from them better than from Vlomen. The results ilere
a gain of e.lmo~3t two years in reading and hi~:) report card at the
end of the term showed marked improvement in conduct and personality ratings as well as in work. 83
Immature behavior.

Research has provided ample evidence that

immature behavior is related to reading disability.

Sister Mary Julitta

mentioned immaturity as a factor \Jhich usually lead to reading pro blems. 84
Robinson also listed emotional
a.,.J.se. b'l.t
J. J. y.

in~aturity

as primary in causing reading

85

Woolf and \'loolf stated that inllnaturity in dif8.bled readers' is
suggested by a tendency to
son.

dr~JH

only the head when asked to drB-V! a per-

"The figures of the Bender Visual Motor Gestalt are often repro-

duced carelessly or incompletely, reflecting a lack of incentive to do

8;Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability (fourth
edition; New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1961), PP. 557- 65.
84Sister Mary Julitts., "Techniques for Identifying the Underachiever in Kindergarten Through Grade Three" (in ~ Underachiever in
Reading, Proceedings of the ,Annu8.l Conference on Reading held at the
University of Chicago, 1962, Vol. XXIV, ed. H. Alan Robinson. Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 19 62), p. 19.
8e:;
,1Helen l,~. Robinson, \fuy Pupils Fail in Reading (Chicago: The
University of Ohicago Press, 1946), p. 25. --
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a thing thoroughly and completely,· the authors summarized.

56

Tulchin also listed infantile behavior as an emotional pattern
· h
Wh 1C

t .
. t er f
'
may b e caUsa1Ve
or 111
er1ng

W1. tl1

'.
87
reau1ng.

Dechant IDs.intained thB.t each child reacts differently to reading.
"0 ne form of reaction i3 that a child Day look upon succeSi: in reading
aSi a

sign of growing up, and this is the last thing he want:::: to do, n he

' d •88
cone 1uue
The reactions of the emotionally immature child were cited by
Witty and Kopel as possible primary causes of reading di:Hlbility.

The

child who has been overprotected by a zealous parent may find satisfaction in the increased attention and dependence necessitated by his
failure in learning to read. 89
Schubert mentioned oversolicitation on the part of the child's
parents as a possible cause of reading failure.

Such a child, he

stated, enters school expecting individual attention.

IIHowever, since

overworked teachers aren't able to give undivided attention to the
child who hasn't learned to assume some responsibility and independence,

56!'laurice D. Woolf and Jeanne A. ~loolf, Remedial ReB-din /: Teaching
and 'Treatment (New York: He Graw-Hill Book Compflny, Inc., 1957 , p. 28.

87 Simon H. Tulchin, "Emotiona.l F€,ctors in Reading Disabil i ties in
School Children,u The Journal of EducationSl.l Psychology, XXVI (September,

1935), 444.

-

-

88Emerald V. Dechant, Improving the Teaching of Reading (Englewood
01 iffs, NeVi Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

89b/"tt
1 , ££.
,1· Y and U
Aope

1964), p. b8.

· t ·p. ~/
?~O •

~.,
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failure results," according to Schubert.

90

Gallagher listed a clinging to dependency
lem cD_usal to reD.ding disabil i ty •

3.;::

[1.n emotional pro b-

He IC8int8,ined that the child ,v-ho is

overprotected and babied may consciously or unconsciou21y prefer to
ren18.in infnntile [\nd derive attention through hi

c.r<
91
helple .. ne,.,..-.
<'

Burton, Baker, Gnd Kemp listed overprotection by parents, most
often by the mother, as

~n

to reading disabilities.

eliotional disturbance which may give rise

The~r stated:

uA child who is kept unduly

dependent on adults,: illRJr feel that learning to reEtd i::: an impoL: sible
task to undertcke "010ne.,,9

2

Harris spoke of the virtues of instilling self-reliance in a
younglter:
Self-reliance is 8 highly desirable churocteristic .. Ohildren
VIhose pr,rents have vlisel;y encourB.ged them to try to feed, Hash,
end dress themselves, ~nd to show initiative in choosing their
plcy 8_ctivitios und in :calving their little problems, ~:'re likely
to c:?rry this ~:elf-reliance over into the ",:,choolroom. They c[',n
be sts.rtea on an B.ctivity nnd can continue 1,rith it on their
OVin. Children \'1ho are extremely dependent upon their mothers
may liD.ke exce s i~; i ve demands f'or the teacher'~: attention end may
stop trling c,-s soon as the teacher pays attention to onother
child. 9 ./

90Dell'lJ'n G. Schubert. ' T1e Doctor EZes the Poor Reader (Springfield,
(' 1""Qr-:'7'
-, c:.. •
Illinois: Ch~rle ('v\ • Th OlllCl.,.;,.J..
';/ ./ I ' 1'.
1"),

- - -

9lpeter Gc.l18.gher, lIIdentification of' EmG>tionG.l Difi'icul ties in
Reacling U (in Understanding .£Ei Helping the Retarded Reader, ed. Huth
strang. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 19b5), p. 37.
2

9 \"iilliam H. Burton, CIaI'D, B. Buker, and Grace K. Kemp, Readin;,
Child Development (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc.,

1950 ,

2:E:
554.

p.

93Albert J. Harris, Effective Teaching of Reading (Nell York: David
1,lcI{t.\y Company, Inc., 1962), p. 28.
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Ketchum described the very inunature child

D-[]

one of a common

personality picture causative to a child's failure to learn to read adequately.

He stated that these are the youngsters VIho ho.ve long been

thl)ao~es,
,.
..

1
:.::-nd \lf10be

i:mnt

S

h 'oeen cons t antl y ,-'" nt.;c.;pr ted .94
and nee d save
".,L.

..

Overprotection and domination of tho child by parents leads to
adjustment difficulties, according to Bond 3.nd Tinker.

The psrent may

inc iDt upon exercising intimate and det:::dled guidance all the time in
each activity of the child, and he becomes so dependent upon others that
he is unable to proceed on his own in any learning situation.

They

ca~d

that the overprotective parent may attempt to dominc"te all activities
of the child including his efforts to learn to read.

"However, if the

child rebels against this domination, as frequently occurs, emotional
conflict arises which is disastrous to effective learning," the authors
concluded. 95
Schubert and Torgerson admitted that a child may be the victim
of oversolicitiousness in the home.

They agreed that because of the

lack of attention in school, reading failure is almost inevitable.
They also concurred with other authorities in asserting that certain
children do not want to learn how to read since they realize that this
is L'\ssociated with groltving up.

IThe last thing they \vant to do is

94E • Gillet Ketchum, "Neurological and/or Emotional Factors in

Reading Disabilities" (in Vistas lE Reading, Froceedings of the Eleventh
Annual Convention, Vol. II, Part I, ed. J. Allen Figurel. Newark,
Delaware: International Reading Association, Inc., 1967), p. 524.

95 Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their
Diagnosis ~ Correction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,
1957 ),

p.

109.

grow

up,~

the authors emphatically concluded. 96

Hester also believed that children who nre emotionally immature
resort to infantile behavior.

ft'rhe child feel

insecure and needs to

establish his position in the group,U ahe said. 97
The author also maintained that failure to build a senoe of
responsibility in a child may cause emotional immaturity.

The child in

the home where everything is done for him is affected in this way often.
She illustrated with the case of Alan:
Alan had spent two ye~rs in first grade, one year in second,
and two years in third grade, but had not learned to read. He
had a rating of superior on 8. mental test, and H high rating on
all other readiness tests including visual and auditory checks.
When the home situation was investigated, Alan wa~ found to be
the center of attention. He was the only boy in the entire
fa1l1ily relationship. He ~las king. When Alan put on his shoes,
his sister tied them. At the age of ten, he had neVer been aslced
to accept any responsibility. Naturally he accepted none at
school. \'Ihen the situation '\vas explained to the parents, they
cooperated in giving Alan definite home responsibilities. The
acceptance of these duties helped Alan to mature emotionally.98
Harris described the child who is overprotected and babied:
• • • (He) may prefer to remain infs.ntile 9.nd get attention
through helplessness. Learning to read may mean growing up and
becoming self-reliant, which the child is not yet ready to do.
This is a comraon pattern among children who \vere only children
for four or five years, the first brother or sister arriving
while they were in kindergarten or first grade. Such children

96Delwyn G. Schubert and Theodore L. Torgerson, Improving Reading
Through Individu::-lized Correction (second edition; Dubuque, Iovlf~.: Wm.
O. Brown Company, 1968), p. 42.
97Kathleen B. Hester, Teaching Every Child
Harper & Brothers, 1955), p. 44.
98 Ibid ., p. 42.
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tend to interpret being sent to school as an attempt to get them
out of the house so mother can give her full attention to the
baby.99
Some reading difficulties have their
infancy.

root~)

in early childhood and

Some originate during the pres.chool child's f:'truggle to move

away from the complete dependency of babyhood.

Others can be traced to

home and school conditions uhich occur at [tbout the time the child
lee.rning to read.

And still others

~tem

relationships at home and in school.

1;/8.3

from a v2criety of disturbed

strang felt that certain patterns

vlere visible according to these periods of time.

She described the first

two patterns in the folloWing manner:
During the first fev: months of 1 ife the infrj.nt gains impressions that mGY influence his later modes of response. For
example, if, during the first six months of dependency he cries
and cries and no one comes, he may in some vague sort of way
become convinced that it is useless for him to put forth effort;
he becomes apathetio. If his subsequent life experiences reinforce this initial impresrdon, it may become his habitual response.
That this feeling of inadequacy and dependency ID1JY be relHted to
reading inability is suggested by numerous reading cases.
In pattern two, the child who fails to develop the independence that is normal for his age may flho'd a general imrnaturity
vlhich i~; reflected in his reading. Sooner or later, perhc.ps
around three years of age, the child who thus far has enjoyed
his dependency and freedom to folloH his ohln natural rhytluns
meets with greater pressure to conform to the ways of civilized
1 ife cnd to hiE; parents' 8xpect8_tions. The Hay in ~'lhich he ::tdjusts to this deflation of his idea of his own omnipotence muy
affect the future lcarning. \"111en frLced viith the nece s so.r;y restriction2 of life, he may respond in either of' t1:IO extreme vw..y s:
(a) accept dependency on his p~rents to keep his sense of security,
or (b) try to maintain his exalted self-concept by hic own efforts, at the expense of security. The healthy individu&l
achieves a gradual revision of his sense of omnipotence in the

framevlork of a supporting relo.tion.ship. He nttainc security 100
through self-realizo.tion, not through 8ubmis ive dependency.
Heiln:;:::-n ;';poke of r:n Glen:.entory
thorouGh

ciiugnofi:::~

of'

D.

nuwber of children Hith

OnG girl, Hc.r J', in the third grs.de,

l':~i.r;r

~:chool ~!hich L~;d

evidenced " c1insing

H8~:~ 2.

dep0ndenc~'.

::.:.rr!"nged for

evere rG:dinC

nOl1rc:·cler.

The folloHing:

She

[~re

h~.~,d

8.

problcm~~.

il1telli-

excerptr f:tcw

Vilion G.sked ~: bout friends, [~he ho.d only one friend, lvli::..: s
("er
-I-\..< o ....:".
'·'c 1.....-'0··r''*
I'-. . 1 G'-'C"""~
ntl-e'~
c:uect';on(·
'TO"'"""
J..l
_.:\i
L, .....
t~
11.1.
.L
.....
t..,., "71\_.,··
ul.',,-.·-J...L.i, dn
--'".,;
like to plc.:l 'dith? ,;mIle home Vlith? vi:..it?' MiLS Blnnk ifF: the
only hum~)n bcinL Llentioned. At noon thi: child and teacher 1,:01'0
o bi:crved j,n the c~:foteri~.. All tho child:ren in the third gr8.do
~:8.t around one long tubl:::;, the tee.cher et one end.
Hr'.r;y· ~"nt
ne.xt to her c.nd 'VIa:.: most pos eDsive. She put her h~:..nd in tho
teD.cher t s, looked at her mo st of the time, c'nd. tr'.lkod only to
her. In ff-',ct before the mo.sl vIDC over, she hE.d f.Cianuged to slil)
her chair up very close to the teacher and place her heRd on the
teo..cher t :c' J.ap. The tcncher ctroked her head and shoulder 0.11
the l1hile tc:..lking to other;:- r3.round her Qnd keeping in touch uith
all ths.t ".riB.:: going on around the large table. 1'..:3 tho group
left, 1\1o.ry and the teacher left ho..nd in hand.
:t11en 1·1ar;y t s pro bleru. \'ms discus sed, her terJ..cher brought up
l·:s.ry t s complete dependence on her. She stated that she ho.d to
be very careful that ~aryls possessiveness did not arouse o.ntagoninl1 3lXlong the other children. (There had been no resentment 8ho..; n in the cafeteria <3.1 thoug,h this type of behavior \'18.8
a daily occurrence.) The teacher kne\'l these facts: Mary lived
with her grandparenta; her p~Jrents were divorced, 9.nd the father
"\;'lOrked in another stc.te. The child created fo.ntssiec: of her
father coming to see her; he never came
Several monthc; earl ier
the mother had tween employment a.s 8. 'Vlaitress in a large city
several hundred miles away and had not been home to visit the
daughter during this period. The grandparents fulfilled the
child's physic2.l needs, and she \'J8.8 fa.irly \1ell dressed e.nd clean.
?1 <,~,~

.o_~.;..l..u\.

;.,_<J. ....

l

.......

"'f)

'.J,.,

Q

lOOHuth Strang, Con:3tance M. l"1cCullough, [l.nd Arthur E. Tra::ler,
Improvement
Readin (third edition; New York: McGrsi1-Hill Book
Comp8.11Y, Inc., 19 1 , pp. 282-83.
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They completely failed to help the child in her emotional problem, \'lhich stemrued from a feeling of rejection and a.ttendant
guilt feelings about her oHn contribution to p8.rental rejection.
No change had yet occurred in Mary's reading behavior, but
gradually she \las able to bring some energy to bear on leo.rning.
Time was an important factor • • • 101
Zintz related the

C9.::,e

of Fred, an emotionally disturbed boy for

whom psychotherapy and remedial reading instruction were given concurrentl Jr •

His case study emphasizing overdependency folloHs in port:
Fred attended an elementary school "Ihere he ha.d 8. succession
of good tea.chers. VJhen he was in the fourth gre,de, he Has referred to the psycho-educational clinic for tutoring in remedial
reading.
A reading analysis was made and tutoring began at the preprimer level. ;fuile Fred had an individual intelligence test
score of 122, and appeared to be interested and cooperative with
his clinician, he was no more ready to move into more difficult
material at the end of tvlel ve weeks of tutoring than he had
been at the beginning.
An analysis of his relationship with his mother did suggest
to the remedial reading supervisor that Fred wes overdependent
and 'd~Ui having difficulty growing up. Fred had tv;o older sisters
viho 1iere already married and had children of their OVin. His
interests and abilities in play were with younger children, and
he often engaged in solitary ploy much more characteristic of
younger boys.
It was suggested to the mother that, since the remedial
reading clinic \'las not helping and there was a child guidance
clinic in the community, she and Fred should visit the child
gUidance cl inic • The two entered thera.py BeET ions in June after
school closed in May and the following fall, Fred came to the
reading clinic four days a week and attended the guidance clinic
the fifth day. He began ills.king progres s in his remedic.l ree-ding
instruction, and at the end of the fifth grade in the element9ry 102
school he was able to read successfully at the third grade level.

lOlArti1ur W. Heilman, Principles ~ Practices of Teaching Reading
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1961), pp. 329-30.
102
Miles V. Zintz, Oorrective Reading (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C.
Brown Company, 1966 ), p. 189.
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Zintz concluded that the "apron strings· should be severed
grlBtdunlly, but they
not learned to be

lllUDt

be severed.

respon~~ible

He stn ted th8.t

[1

child Hho had

for hiD oun actions \JOuld not feel the

ilnporta.nce of' learning to read.

"The recponc;ibility for effecting [juch

changes in children's behavior lliay require speci&l services outside the
10;;;

classroom as indicu.ted in Fred's cese, U he concluded. - ,/

stephen, who was one year retarded in reading, evidenced an 1nfantile pattern of conduct which interfered with his ability to read.
Pollack and Piekarz reported the case in part as follows:
\thile t2'Jcing the initial reading test, stephen behaved like
a child three yearf0 younger than he ,(ias, exhibiting extremely
immature behavior.
Stephen'~) tee,cher reported that he 1"8.S too i.nuua ture to
learn, and she felt little could be done with him until he grew
up. She believed that he Has clinging to an infantile pattern
of conduct in order to excuse himself from accepting hi::" responsibility. She said that his p~rentG were overprotective and
thclt he IDs.nipulated them cleverly by insisting, through his
action~~, that he \18.8 too young to do his schoolllork.
She said
he would occa ~3 ionally lapse into baby tclk 2~nd thc.t she reprimanded him when he did so. He 'daB capable of speaking intelligently for his age, but he demanded the attention he could
gain by behaving like a four-ye2r-old.
Stephen's mother realized that he had to compete for her
attention, since he had two younger brothers, but she said that
ehe devoted twice a::., much time to Stephen aE ~he did to the
other two boys. She reported that Stephen's father had little
patience \1i th the boy, calling him bc.byish. Stephen I~: fG.ther
i'/ould rarely take the boy Vii th him linen he vlent anyHhere.
At the conference with th·;;; student, Stephen \'iD.S aCJked if he
Hc,nted to 1 eftrn to ree.d, and he rep 1 ied ths. t he didn't. He
said that it 1'128 hS'.rd work and he did not i-W.nt to learn. He
Has asked to read aloud from 3. first-grnde reader.
He complained because there were no pictures in the book. He was
uno.ble to read, [;0 he HIlCo asked to point out Hords :which he

l03~.
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knew.
Instruction was begun with phonic training and use of the
tachistoscope. Bit by bit, painfully at times, Stephen began
to develop both word-attack skills and fluency. He \'18S still
easily distracted e.nd uns.ble to concentre.te for more than few
minutes at a time, but progress had been made and most important
of s.ll, he had finally accepted the fact that rea.ding Has pos si ble
for him.
B.Y the time Stephen had completed forty-two hours of instruction, he was able to read easy third-grade material on his own.
He wa.s not ~. fluent or competent reader, but he had suffic ient
control over the necessary tools to enable him to tackle most
of the work he 'Vlould encounter. His mother W8.S told the. t he
was to read under supervision at least fifteen minutes every
day in order to insure retention of his gains. It was felt that
a breakthrough had been made, and it could be expected that as
as his skills grew, his confidence would also develop, and the
immature behavior pattern, many elements of 'Vlhich he already had
begun to drop, could be expected to change. 104
Robinson discussed a ten-and-a-half-year-old boy who, from his
history and reactions, appeared to be

~ature

when he entered school.

The group evaluation centered around the boy1s immaturity and slow
reactions.

No gains were made with the boy because the distance to

the horne precluded frequent contacts.

An excerpt from the case study

was the following:
The social worker endeavored to establish a more satisfactory relationship between the mother and the boy by helping to
accept him as slower than average. The worker also tried to
impress upon the mother the fact that her goals were so high
her son could never reach them and that therefore he was always
fearful and immature in his behavior. The mother refused to
accept this and exaggerated his problem by having him tutored
after school and on Saturdays. Two years later, the boy was
considered more immature and withdrawn than ever by a psychiatrist and was making less-than-average progress in reading. 05

104M• F. W. Pollack and Josephine A. Piekarz, Reading Problem1:.
and Problem Readers (New York: David IvlcKay Compa.ny, Inc., 1963),

-v

pp:

43-53.

lO5Helen M. Robinson, why t6)ilS Fail in Reading (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 19
,pp:-I66=b7.
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Vernon cited

B.

strange Cttse of an adolescent boy, retarded in

reading, who remained childishly imn1ature:
Henryls intelligence was normal in activities in which he
\'las not handicapped by his linguistic defects. He was retarded
five years in reading and 8eVen years in 2pelling. He could
read easy prose by guessing the more difficult words; but was
incapable of analyzing and reading correctly, or spelling, many
words in which the letters did not have their simplest phonetic
value.
His parents appea.red to be normal, snd his early development
was normal but he was frequently in the hospital for various
compla.int~, between the ages of five and eight years.
These
periods in the hospital seem to have upset him considerably, and
he became timid and anxious, clinging to his mother, selfconscious and nervous, and worrying about minor aches and pains.
Symptoms of back\va.rdness in school appeared at about the 8.ge of
seven.
After his periods in the hospital, he failed to develop normally, and remained childishly immature. This appeared in timidity
and immature perception in ret?.ding. The reading bacbverdness ~'las
s.ggrav8.ted by writing difficulties, upon 'Vlhich the tendency to
motor inco-ordination had become focused. He seemed as it 'were
to have given up the struggle to analyze ltlords properly, and wa.s
resigned to a condition in which he could just read, though very
inefficiently. He had received no remedial teaching, and appeared
by now to be unlikely to profit from it. l06
III.

SUNMltRY

This rese8.rcher discovered that because reading i::: the: first of
c

the three RI S to be systematically taught to children end is the one
t,'li

th lvlhich parents and teachers are most deeply concerned , it naturally

becomes the first major educational issue around which problems of reluctance to grow up, resistance to going to school, or defiance of adult
authority may be exposed.

And, since successful reading requires appli-

106g • D. Vernon, Back ivardness J:E Reading: ! study of Its Ne.ture
and Origin (Cambridge, England: The University Press, 1957-Y:-pp. 198-99.
1
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cation and sustained concentration, emotional problems which prevent

8.

child from concentrating and paying attention during reading class also
prevent him from learning to read.
Space did not permit the researcher to enter into the infinite
variety and complexity of' personality disturbances among children \'lith
reading disorders, so five patterns were chosen for a brief discussion-aggressive behavior, withdrawal behavior, submissive behavior, nervous
behavior, and immature behavior.
Monroe stated (in part) the following concerning the improvement
of emotional problems in reading failures:
The case studies illustrate the tendency which we have
frequently observed for the remedial instruction in reading to
improve not only the educational achievement but nlso to a.ffect
related emotiona.l and pereonality problems. Children's behe.vior
problems which had developed from their inadequacy and failure
at school often disappeared simult2.neously with increased scholastic achievement and success. When the remedial instruction
in reading had been prolonged SUfficiently to raise the childls
reading index to standard, the improvement in behavior Was
marked. 107
While the statement by Monroe ''la.s true in some of the case
studies encountered, this researcher is not in complete agreement with
her.

Vernon summarized the situation most adequately when she stated

the following:
But the relief of these conditions (physical defects, unfavorable home conditions, unsuitable teaching methods, irregular school attendance, congenital dis8"bility and personality
disorders) will not necessarily by itself produce recovery from
the disability--partly because the confusion and sense of

l07Ma.rion Monroe, Children \Vho C~!"nnot Read (Chicago: The University
of Ohicago Press, 1932), p. 176.----
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failure ht~ve become deeply j_ngrained, and partly al so becau::,e
there may exist some fundamental incapE.. city \'/hich still requires
tres.tment .108
Although an understanding of the child's emotional make-up can
come from learning his past history and from day-to-day contact with
him, the recognition of

B.

need for specialists in

v9,riou~!

a.reas, E;uch

as psychotherapists, to Vlork hand-in-hand \'iith reading specia.lists and
classroom tea.chers appears to be of utmost and urgent importClnce.
Ephron stated in her book:
It is not the purpose (of this book) to teach psychotherapeutic
techniques to reading specialists, nor to encourage the practice
of psychotherapy without proper training. Rather, an attempt to
sensitize reading specialists and teachers to the kinds of problems that lie beneath the surface of reading and study difficulties is set forth. It is hoped that these reading specialists
and teachers will be stimulated to do one or all of' the follo\1ing:
1. Understand the need to make referrn.lE to community agencies for psychotherapy when no psychotherapy is available in the reading center or school itself.
2. Undertake a progr[~ of training in psychotherapy, so
that ultimately reading cl inics and schools ,\"lill have
adequate numbers of trained personnel equipped to
treat the psychological problems of those who come for
help.
5. Where neither referral resources nor training are at
present availa.ble, 0 btain Guffie ient awe.renee s of the
psychological needs of students with problems to
provide within the tutoring situation a helpful rather
than harmful influence. l09

·t p. 195.
108Vernon, .£E. • .£!....,
109
Beulah K. Ephron, Emotional Difficulties in Reading (Ne\'l York:
The Julian Press, Inc., 1955), p. 275.

CHAPTER V
Sm~~h~Y

I.

AND

COI~LUSIONS

RESTA11E1,iENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of this investigation was to

eX8~ine

the literature

concerning emotional disturbances among: yeung disabled reu,ders.
specific areas deemed significant for consideration were:

The

(1) The iden-

tification of the factors which had an influence on reading disability.

(2) The determina.tion of the relationship of emotional disturbances
among young disabled readers.

(;) The identification and description

of certain characteristics of emotional disturbances in young disabled
readers.

(4) The ascertaining of conclusions drawn from

a research in-

vestigation concerning emotional disturbances and young disabled readers.
II.

DESCRIP'I'IONS OF PROCEDURES USED

Since the undertaking of the topic evidenced itself to be such a
gigantic task, the researcher limited the findings to literature published relating to the subject from the years 1930 to 1967.

(Some over-

lapping of the literature with respect to dates and years occurred.)
A review of the findings and extensive note-taking was done with data
being gathered from books, periodicals, and pamphlets utilized at the
library of Wisconsin state University, La Crosse, the public library of
the city of La Crosse, the Inter-Library Loan System of Wisconsin state
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University, La Crosse, and a personal collection of materials considered
pertinent to the investigation.

III.

I~~ORTANT

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

This researcher found certain implications prevalent from a
review of literature concerning reading disabilities and emotional disturbances in the young disabled reader.

The following are those conclu-

sions of greatest significance:
1.

2.

,.

4.

From research into the causes of reading problems which
has been carried on extensively for the past twentyfive years; and longer, it vias found that there are
inntUllerable factors causing children to read at a level
inconsistent with their capability. These circumsta.nces--interest, experiential background, maturation,
general physical health, auditory and visual adequacy,
speech, brain implica.tions, emotional stability, and
school conditions and practices--all exert their influence and act interdependently in producing either
reading ability or reading disability.
Authorities differ in their opinions as to the measurable
effect of any one condition upon another. Hence, the
concept of multiple-causation factors is held by many
to be primary in the comprehension and treatment of
the young disabled reader. Most leading personages
in the field of reading have suggested an integration
of all social services as an eventual resolution to
the problem of reading disability. They imply a need
for full cooperation and mutual understanding among
the disciplines involved--medicine, psychiatry, psychology, sociology, and eduoa.tion.
Authorities' opinions differed as to the relationship of
emotional disturbances and reading disability; whether
emotional disturbances are the cause, the effect, or
concomitant with the reading disability has not been
agreed upon by the experts in the field of reading.
Specific conclusions as to the relationship of emotional
disturbances among the young disabled reader which were
evidenced from the researcher's investigation were:
a) A significa.nt number of reta.rded readers are emotionally disturbed.
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b)

5.

6.

7.

There is a strong relationship between emotional
disturbances and reading disability.
c) No single personality trait is characteristic of
all disabled readers.
d) Vfuen emotional disturbances are one of a group of
cnuses of reading difficulties, retardation in
other academic learnings often occurs.
e) Not all young disabled readers have emotional difficulties.
f) There is little agreement (at the time of this investigation) as to the exact incidence of emotional
disturbances among young disabled readers.
g) Emotional disturbances appear so frequently in cases
of reading retardation that they cannot be ignored
and they warrant detailed, individual investigation.
This investigation produced evidenoe which suggests that
more research be undertaken in the area of reading
disability and emotional disturbances in an effort to
discover more concisely the relationship between the
two. Longitudinal studies are needed and an extensive
knowledge of each child's developmental history should
be known. Data concerning the child's emotional status,
his interests, his attitudes, and his home background
are also needed.
An infinite variety and complexity of personality disturbances are apparent in many children with reading disorders. Of the five patterns chosen by the researcher
for a brief discussion--aggressive behavior, withdrawal
behavior, submissive behavior, nervous behe.vior, and
immature behavior--it was difficult to find anyone in
isolation. Rather, an inter-play of multiple patterns
was disoovered in each case history of a young disabled
reader, all interwoven and aoting simultaneously to
eventually bring about the reading disability.
The recognition of a need for specialists in various
areas, such as psychotherapists, to work hand-in-hand
1tJith reading specialists and classroom teachers appears
to be of utmost and paramount importance.

It is highly important for those dealing with the young child
to keep in mind that readiness for reading depends upon emotional development and social maturity, which are reflected daily in the child's
activities as well as in his social relationships.

Oonfident attitudes
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and security should be given specific attention when dealing with corrective and disabled reading pupils.

The theory that "Nothing succeeds

like success!,· should be the basis for all activities.

If this is

accomplished, remedial pupils vlill feel like the one who said at the
close of a semester, -Do you 1f'lant to hee.r a t brain tread?
ever miss a word now.
.

:lS.

I hsrdly

And when I finish something I know what the score

.1

Henry P. Smith summarized the reading situation and the child's
efforts toward success in this manner:
In human motivation the most important word is h02~. A
child must believe that his efforts will lead him closer to his
goals. He must believe that with effort his goals will be
reached, and, haVing been reached, they will be found satisfYing.
With hope, no effort is too great; vlithout it--with hopelessness-any effort is too much. 2

IHuzel H. Carroll, "Developing Purposeful and Flexible Reading
In Corrective and Remedial Classes ft (in Recent Developments lE Reading,
Proceedings of the Annual Oonference on Reading held at the University
of Chicago, 1965, Vol. XXVII, ed. H. Alan Robinson. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1965), p. 185.

~enry P. Smith, tiThe Psychology of' Learning to Read tl (in Vistas

~ Reading, Proceedings of the Eleventh Annual Oonvention, Vol. I~---

Part I, ed. J. Allen Figurel. Nevlark, Delaware: International Reading
Association, Inc., 1967), p. 496.
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